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ABSTRACT 
 
 The purpose of this study is to provide a useful guide for choral conductors 
who wish to perform the music of Chen Yi (b. 1953).  The goal of this study is to 
search for an understanding of Chen Yi’s unique musical language, which blends 
Eastern and Western musical idioms and transforms traditional Chinese poetry into 
sonic pictures.  Chen Yi was born in Guangzhou, China and received her musical 
training at the Beijing Central Conservatory of Music.  In 1986, she came to the 
United States to pursue doctoral study at Columbia University in New York City.   
Thus, she possesses dual musical citizenship and her compositional style is a carefully 
considered blend of these two distinct cultural elements.  Her musical language fuses 
these two cultural traditions in a unique way, using both and never totally excluding 
one or the other.  The overriding goal of her music and our study of it are to 
understand the unique way in which she makes the culture, language and musical 
idioms of her native country accessible to Western performers and audiences. 
 To accomplish this goal, we begin with a brief biographical sketch and 
overview of her compositional output.  Chen Yi’s a cappella choral music tends to fall 
into one of two categories—arrangements of Chinese folksongs and original 
compositions based on traditional Chinese literature. In both of these categories, we 
must examine Chen Yi’s process of selection of these native materials, what she 
chooses to use and how she modifies that material.  We begin where she began—with 
the choice of text (and, in the case of the folk song arrangements, the music associated 
with it).  In the case of her original choral compositions, it is necessary to explore the 
historical and formal background of the poetry itself in order to understand how Chen 
Yi creates musical settings that are simultaneously true to her Oriental roots and 
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comprehensible to Western audiences.  In both categories of choral music, nonsense 
syllables play an important part and our next task is to understand how they function 
within a specific composition.  
 The major focus of this dissertation is on Chen Yi’s creation of a blended 
array of techniques relating to the use of pitch materials, both melodically and 
harmonically.  Once again, her process is dialectic; she constantly seeks ways of 
composing that allow both sides of her cultural personality to exist in harmony with 
one another.  This synthesis affects every aspect of musical composition—melody, 
harmony, texture, word painting, etc.  After separate explorations of these elements, 
we shall apply the knowledge gained to the exploration of a single representative 
work, The West Lake (2003), which is offered as a case study in both the evolution of 
Chen Yi’s compositional style and the ways in which that style strikes a balance 
between East and West. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
CHEN YI’S BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND 
Born in Guangzhou, China in 1953, Chen Yi is the second of three children of 
two medical doctors, both of whom were connoisseurs of Western classical music. As 
Chen Yi recalls, her mother played the piano at “a professional level”, while her 
father “played [the] violin with great passion and sensitivity, at an intermediate level, 
and sang many European folk songs and title songs from Hollywood movies.” 1  Chen 
Yi and her two siblings all received musical training beginning in early childhood; it 
was their parents’ wish that all of their children become professional musicians.  Her 
younger brother, Chen Yun (b. 1955), who began his violin lessons at age 4, now 
teaches at the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing, and is concertmaster of the 
China Philharmonic Orchestra.  Her elder sister, Chen Min (b. 1951), was a child 
prodigy who began performing piano recitals on stage and on radio at the age of 3 and 
performed before political leaders when she was 5.  Chen Yi grew up listening to her 
sister’s piano practice everyday, and remembers: 
My sister was not allowed to go to school without practicing her scales at the 
piano in the morning.  Sometimes she did not have enough time to have her 
breakfast because the food was still too hot; therefore, she often had to go to 
school on an empty stomach after practicing.  My situation is better as I am 
the second child, therefore, my parents did not push me as hard.2  
 
Chen Yi began to study piano at age 3 with Li Suxin and violin at age 4 with Zheng.  
She had one-hour piano lessons and two to three-hour intensive private violin lessons 
weekly.  Chen Yi’s love of music began to manifest itself at a very young age.  She 
notes, “I got drunk (by) practicing and performing all of these works, and just enjoyed 
the beauty and the spirit behind the sound and notes… Eventually, she played through 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 John de Clef Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” 26 July 2001. 
www.newmusicon.org/v9n4/v94chen_yi.htm 
2 Chunfeng Zhu, “[Chinese World] Music and Dream – Special Interview and Report on the Chinese 
Composer Chen Yi.” (in Chinese) 13 Feb 2007. http://news.cctv.com/world/20070213/105904.shtml. 
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all the standard classical piano repertoire from Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, 
Brahms, Tchaikovsky, Wieniawsky, and Sibelius to the Prokofiev concertos; 
similarly, she progressed to playing concert pieces for violin by Sarasate and Saint-
Saëns as well as all of Paganini’s 24 Caprices and Bach’s six unaccompanied suites 
[sonatas and partitas].”3  Her reading encompassed traditional Chinese classics, and 
also biographies of composers, European novels, and stories about operas, all of 
which provided her with an understanding of the cultural context of Western music.  
Besides weekly private lessons, her parents exposed Chen Yi to the widest 
possible range of western classical music and provided a supportive environment for 
musical growth.  Her father owned an extensive record collection, ranging from solo 
instrumental and vocal pieces to orchestral works and operas, and the family played 
records at home every day during and after dinner.  In addition, her parents often took 
them to live concerts, including solo recitals, symphonic concerts, Japanese music, 
African dancing, and Western ballets.4  All this musical training, experience, and 
exposure laid a solid foundation for her future growth as a musician and composer.  
Chen Yi had the dream of one day becoming a composer, and this was also the wish 
of her father:  
I remember one day, when I was a kid, as we listened to recordings of Heifetz 
and Kreisler playing their own compositions while we had our dinner, that my 
dad told me that it would be great if one day I could play my own works like 
them.5   
 
When she was a teenager, she studied music theory privately with Mr. Zheng Zhong, 
who inspired in her a profound and deep respect for her cultural heritage.  As Chen Yi 
remembers,      
This important mentor told me that, since I drank from the Yangtze River’s 
water as I was growing up, and was born with black hair and black eyes, I 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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could understand Chinese culture better, and should be able to carry on the 
culture and share it with more people.  That impressed me deeply and has 
influenced me my whole life.6 
 
The Cultural Revolution that began in 1966 had a devastating effect on Chen 
Yi and her family.  As medical doctors, Chen Yi’s parents were among those 
intellectuals at greatest risk of political persecution.  Her father and sister were the 
first family members to be sent to the countryside as laborers.  For two years, Chen Yi 
and her mother were able to avoid the ‘re-education.’  During that difficult time, she 
took every opportunity to learn and practice.  Like many other musicians at that time, 
Chen Yi practiced secretly, placing a blanket inside the piano to dampen its sound and 
using a mute for her violin.  She recalled, 
Before the Red Guards came, my mom said, nothing can be treasured except 
for the knowledge in your brain.  I tried to shut down my windows and listen 
to the records every day except for sleeping time, and for two years I 
memorized all the textures.7 
 
Therefore, as a teenager, Chen Yi already had an enormous amount of Western 
symphonic music memorized, including the complete symphonic works of 
Beethoven, Brahms and Tchaikovsky.  When she was finally caught by the Red 
Guards at age 15, Chen Yi was sent to the suburbs of Guangzhou to do hard labor, 
while her mother was restricted to living at the hospital.  Chen Yi’s violin teacher 
helped out by taking care of her younger brother, giving him free daily violin 
lessons.8    
Besides growing rice and vegetables on a farm, Chen Yi helped to build a 
mountain top military base.  This task required her to pull one hundred-pound loads of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
7 Frank J. Oteri and Lyn Liston, “He Said, She Said: Zhou Long and Chen Yi,” 01 August 2006. 
http://newmusicbox.org/article.nmbx?id=4741 
8 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
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sand, stone, and concrete up the mountain twenty-two times a day.9  Of that 
experience, she relates:  
You were not allowed to stop when climbing up-hill since a line [of people] 
were behind you, which kept pushing you upward…After unloading the 
basket, my feet became so weak that I could not even walk properly but slide 
downhill.  I had to grip on blades of grass and slide slowly downward to 
prevent rolling off from the hill!10 
 
Chen Yi’s optimistic attitude helped her to get through this oppressive period.  
Though she described that period as a ‘nightmare’, she now sees the experience as 
bringing her closer to her roots, her motherland, to an appreciation of the simple 
peasant life and the importance of education and civilization.  She turned this 
terrifying and difficult experience into a life-long lesson.    
I learned to overcome hardship, to bear anger, fear and humiliation under the 
political pressure, to get close to uneducated farmers on a personal and 
spiritual level, and to share my feelings and thinking with them, to learn to 
hope, to forgive, to survive and to live optimistically, strongly and 
independently, and to work hard in order to benefit more human being in 
society.11 
 
Unlike many musicians, the ‘re-education’ experience did not ruin her mentally; her 
intellect and personality remained intact.  She was also able to keep her creativity 
alive, creating opportunities to make music even when Western music was 
forbidden.12  Chen Yi entertained the famers, soldiers, and children by embellishing 
revolutionary songs and improvising western-style interludes using Paganini-like 
double-stops and virtuosic passages.13  "I didn't know it, but I was composing," she 
told the New York Times. "It was my way of keeping my fingers moving. I made 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Oteri and Liston, “He Said, She Said: Zhou Long and Chen Yi,” 01 August 2006.   
10 Hin-Kei Yeung, “Chen Yi and Her Choral Music a Study of the Composer’s Ideal of Fusing Chinese 
Music and Modern Western Choral Traditions.” (D.M.A. dissertation, University of North Texas, 
2006), 3. 
11 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
12 During Cultural Revolution, only revolutionary songs, and model operas were allowed to perform. 
13 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
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variations on themes."  This time of exile was also her first attempt to merge Eastern 
and Western music into her own musical creations.  
During the two years living with farmers and country children, Chen Yi came 
to know the folk songs and folk dances of her homeland first hand.   
I also found my own language when I realized that my mother tongue really is 
the same as what the farmers speak!  I also found that when I translated it into 
music, it’s not the same as what I was practicing everyday!  For this reason, I 
believe that I really need to study more deeply and extensively, and find a way 
to express myself in a way of real fusion of Eastern and Western music in my 
music.  This result should be a natural hybrid, and not an artificial or 
superficial combination.14 
 
The way the farmers sang these melodies inspired her appreciation of the raw beauty 
of her motherland and made a lasting impact on her later composition style.     
During the Cultural Revolution, Chairman Mao’s wife, Jiang Qing, 
commanded that only ‘model operas’ be performed.   The result was a new type of 
theatrical arts based on the traditions of Beijing opera, but with new rules regarding 
musical style, character and subject.  These ‘model operas’ featured stories based on 
the revolution’s ideas of class struggle.  Their basic premise was the creation of heroic 
proletarian figures as models of public praise of the Communist Party.  An 
unexpected aspect of this reform was the decision to use Western instruments to 
heighten the expressivity and heroic effects desired.  This sudden demand for western 
instrumentalists led to Chen Yi’s emancipation from the tortures of hard labor15; she 
joined the Beijing Opera troupe in Guangzhou at the age of 17, winning the position 
of concertmaster of the opera orchestra by playing the Paganini Caprices and 
Sarasate’s Zigeunerweisen.  Besides performing “revolutionary” operas, she was also 
ordered to arrange and compose new music for the opera company productions.16 Her 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
15 The use of Beijing Opera and Western music associate with Jiang Qing’s background in theatre arts 
and preference of Western music. 
16 As a lot of composers were ostracized for ‘Re-Education’ in factories or countryside.     
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experience with this unique orchestra, made up of a miscellany of approximately forty 
Chinese and Western instruments, provided a unique opportunity to become familiar 
and experiment with various Eastern and Western instrumental timbres.  Through 
observation of and interaction with the other musicians, she learned the technique, 
range, expressive effect and sonority of each instrument.  By translating Western 
music into notation her Chinese colleagues could understand, she learned the 
fingerings and symbols of each Chinese instrument.17  Her eight years with the 
Beijing Opera troupe provided her with invaluable experiences that broadened her as 
a composer.  Moreover, the traditions, musical language, and styles of the Beijing 
Opera— singing, reciting, martial arts, and dance—became pillars of her 
compositional style.    
When the ten-year Cultural Revolution and the crisis of the Gang of Four 
finally ended in 1976, the educational system in China slowly returned to a kind of 
normality.  The Central Conservatory reopened in 1977, receiving applications from 
18,000 musicians across China of which only 200 were accepted.18  Chen Yi was one 
of five students admitted to the composition program studying with her mentor and 
composition professor, Wu Zu-Qiang.  She was also accepted into the conservatory as 
a violinist, but opted for composition since students were only allowed one major.19  
Despite this limitation, she continued to study violin with the Professor Lin Yao-Ji 
from 1978-1980 and served as concertmaster of the Conservatory’s “new music” 
orchestra.   
At the Conservatory, she received training in both Western and Chinese 
music.   Her Chinese music curriculum included the study of folk songs, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Oteri and Liston, “He Said, She Said: Zhou Long and Chen Yi,” 01 August 2006. 
18 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001.  Also, at the beginning the Central 
Conservatory was only going to accept 100 students, but they added extra 100 positions to 
accommodate the enormous amount of talent students accumulated and deferred in last 10 years. 
19 Ibid. 
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storytelling20, instrumental music, and languages, libretti, staging, and the 
instrumental accompaniment used by the Beijing Opera.   She was required to 
memorize four folk songs every week, and tested to make sure that she sang them 
using the appropriate style and dialect.  During such examinations, she was required 
to identify the style, province, and genre of selected pieces.  Next, she was required to 
compose pieces in a variety of styles.  Though she had already ten years of experience 
with folk song and the Beijing Opera style during the Cultural Revolution, this part of 
her conservatory training was the first time she had received systematic training in 
mainstream Chinese music, an experience she remembers fondly.  The Chinese aspect 
of the composition program not only increased her understanding and knowledge of 
Chinese music, but also provided her with an array of new resources and techniques 
that were eventually integrated into her compositional style. 
Continuing the long tradition of caifeng (collecting folk songs from different 
provinces in China21), Chen Yi and her classmates went into the countryside at the 
end of each school year to collect folk songs much as Bartók and Kodály had done in 
Hungary.  These field trips translated directly into compositions, witness the use of 
one of these folk tunes as the inspiration for her first composition at Columbia 
University, Woodwind Quintet for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and horn (1987). 
In this particular year we went to the Budda Mountain in Southeastern China 
near Shanghai.  We went to as many temples as possible.  We climbed up to 
the top of the mountain—I had to buy two sticks to help me to climb because 
it was really hard to get to the top.  And then the nuns sang, not in the same 
tempo, not in the same pitch.  It was a kind of heterophony.  It was so 
touching.  Near this there was a big cave that went maybe one mile deep and 
the cave received water coming from the sea.  And wind would come in and 
hit the cave with a large low sound.  I got the imagination from all of that.22 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 a half speaking half singing art form, it is usually perform at teahouse, rather lengthy without 
staging, makeup, and minimal instruments. 
21 In the old times, court officials were responsible for collecting musical material from the people in 
order to detect their sentiments toward the policies of the current administration, keep the 
administration fully informed, and expand the repertoire of court music. (See Peter Chang, 186) 
22	  Oteri and Liston, “He Said, She Said: Zhou Long and Chen Yi,” 01 August 2006.	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 The Western music portion of her undergraduate curriculum consisted of 
training in harmony, counterpoint, aural skills and sight singing, form and analysis, 
and orchestration.  She also had ‘a heavy schedule of piano recital assignments’ and 
monthly composition concerts.23  Her compositional style at that time was a blend of 
Chinese folk songs and Western tonal harmony.  Chen Yi began to study twentieth-
century Western music in the early 1980s, when the first Western visiting professor, 
Alexander Goehr (an Anglo-German composer from Cambridge who was a pupil of 
Messiaen) was invited to the Conservatory to introduce the major twentieth-century 
Western composers and techniques to Chinese students.24  Professors and students 
from all nine major Chinese conservatories audited Goehr’s bi-weekly composition 
classes at the Central Conservatory.  Chen Yi was one of only six students selected 
from all over China to study privately with Alexander Goehr.25   
 While studying for her master’s degree at the Conservatory from 1983-1986, 
she analyzed all of Bartok’s string quartets under the tutelage of Wu Zu-Qiang.  Her 
self-study consisted of an extensive study of the twentieth-century scores in the 
Conservatory library.26  She began to experiment fusing Chinese elements and 
contemporary Western techniques in her prize-winning piece, Duo Ye (1985).   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 24	  During Goehr’s visit to the Central Conservatory, he donated scores of his own music as well as 
music by Debussy, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Webern, Carter, Messiaen and Boulez to the 
conservatory’s library.  When Chou Wen-Chung had visited the conservatory in 1977, he also donated 
scores by Edgar Varese, Robert, Lewis, George Crumb, P. Smiley, Mel Powell, Ralph Shapey and 
himself.  These scores became precious resources for the students and professors for studying 20th 
century music, as contemporary music was forbidden for three decades, and music scores or recordings 
from foreign countries were not allowed to be imported into China until the end of Cultural Revolution. 
(Jinmin Zhou, “New Wave Music in China,’ pp. 99-102, quoted in Xin Guo, “Chinese musical 
language interpreted by Western idioms: Fusion process in the instrumental works by Chen Yi.” (phD. 
Diss., Florida State Univeristy, 2002), 77. 
25Eric Lai, “The Evolution of Chou Wen-chung's Variable Modes.” In Locating East Asia in Western 
Art Music. Edited by Yayoi Uno Everett and Frederick Lau, 146-167. (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan 
University Press, 2004).21. 
26 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
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Furthermore, Chen Yi began to develop a strong belief in her ‘role’ as a composer27: 
I compose in my most natural language, from my heart…I think my music 
could become a bridge between people from different cultural traditions.  I hope 
that it can be inspiring and helpful to improve the level of understanding 
between people from different parts of the world.28 
 
 Her eight years at the Conservatory were exceptionally productive and 
successful.  Chen Yi became the first Chinese composer to write a concerto for viola 
(Xian Shi [1983]) and the first Chinese woman to receive a master’s degree in 
composition (1986).  Xian Shi (1983), which had won the Central Conservatory 
composition award was followed by Xie Zi (1985), scored for six Chinese 
instruments, which won the Central Conservatory Folk Music composition award in 
that year.  By her graduation in 1986, Chen Yi had already gained recognition as a 
composer in China.  Her fame was solidified when her String Quartet (1982) won the 
National Composition Competition for String Quartet, the piano version of Due Ye 
(1984)29 won the Fourth Chinese National Composition Competition (1985), and Yu 
Diao (1985) won the Chinese National Children’s Piano Composition Competition. 
  By the time she received her Masters degree, the Central Philharmonic 
Orchestra devoted an entire concert to her music in the Beijing Concert Hall (May, 
1986).  The program included the premier of her Symphony No.1, Sprout for String 
Quartet, and Two Sets of Wind and Percussion Instruments, as well as two earlier 
works--Xian Shi (1983) and Duo Ye for Chamber Orchestra (1985).  This event, 
sponsored by the Association of Chinese Musicians, the Central People’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 Chunfeng Zhu, “[Chinese World] Music and Dream – Special Interview and Report on the Chinese 
Composer Chen Yi.” (in Chinese) 13 Feb 2007. http://news.cctv.com/world/20070213/105904.shtml. 
28 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
29 Due Yi (1984) is one of her most well known pieces.  She later arranged and re-orchestrated the piece 
into chamber orchestra (1984), full orchestra (1987) and pipa solo version (1995). 
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Broadcasting Station in Beijing, the Central Conservatory of Music, and Central 
China TV let to widespread public acclaim.30   
A full scholarship sponsored by the Center for US-China Art Exchange 
allowed Chen Yi to travel to the U.S. in 1986 to pursue her Doctoral of Musical Arts 
Degree in composition at Columbia University in New York City.31   At Columbia, 
Chen Yi continued to learn contemporary western repertory and compositional 
techniques, as she recounted in an interview with this author:  
At Columbia University, I learned more sophisticated composition techniques 
that opened up my views about melody writing and sonority design, mainly to 
deal with dissonance.  It felt very natural to adapt to this language.32 
 
Her composition professor at Columbia, Chou Wen-Chung, continued her 
assimilation of Chinese aesthetics and philosophy, while Mario Davidovsky taught 
her the logical treatment of musical materials that is the foundation of Western 
composition.33  Beyond this systematic academic training, she had the opportunity to 
experience the diverse cultural mix unique to New York City.  
Upon her graduation from Columbia University in 1993, she served as 
composer-in-residence for three San Francisco-based ensembles: Chanticleer, The 
Women’s Philharmonic Orchestra, and the Aptos Creative Arts Program for middle 
school students, sponsored by the Meet the Composer New Residencies Program.  
After her years in San Francisco, she joined the composition faculty of the Peabody 
Conservatory at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,34 where she taught from 
1996-1998.  In the fall of 1998, Chen Yi became the Lorean Searcy 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 Hu Jingbo, “Chen Yi’s Composition and Teaching,” (in Chinese) The New Voice of Yuefu-Journal of 
Shenyang Conservatory of Music 03 (2007): 139. 
31 Founded by Chou Wen-chung, the chairman of the doctoral program in composition at University of 
Columbia, and later, the Dean of the ‘School of Arts’.  
32 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
33 Xiaole Li, “Chen Yi’s Piano Music: Chinese Aesthetics and Western Models.” (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Hawai’i at Manoa, 2006), 24-25. 
34 In addition, she offered the first course in Chinese Folk Music in the United States.  
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Cravens/Millsap/Missouri Distinguished Professor of Composition at the 
Conservatory of the University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC), becoming the first 
Chinese national to receive such an honor.  Besides her teaching in the States, she 
served as a visiting professor in several major conservatories in China—Central 
Conservatory (Beijing), Xinghai Conservatory, and Wuhan Conservatory.  In 2006, 
Chen Yi was named the Chang Jiang Scholar-Visiting Professor of Music at the 
Beijing Central Conservatory of Music by the China Ministry of Education; she 
taught there two to three months a year for three years.   
Chen Yi has been a frequent participant in workshops, master-classes, 
conferences, competitions and symposia on contemporary music in America, Canada, 
Europe and Asia.  Most recently, these included the Lutosŀawski Award (International 
Composer’s competition (2008), Music09 in Blonay, Switzerland (2009), the 2009 
Music Teacher’s Association of California Summer Workshop, the Modern Music 
Festival (Beijing, 2010), ACDA Summer Choral Composer Forum (2010), the 2010 
World Conference of ISME in Beijing and the New Music Festival held by the 
University of Toronto (2011).  
Chen Yi is the recipient of numerous honorary doctoral degrees from such 
institutions as The New School University in New York City(2010), the University of 
Portland (2009), Baldwin-Wallace College (2008), and Lawrence University (2002).  
Her awards, grants, and fellowships include the Charles Ives Living Award from the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters, an award that underwrote a three-year 
sabbatical (2001-2004) devoted exclusively to new compositions.  New works have 
been commissioned by such celebrated artists as Yehudi Menuhin, Emanuel Ax, Yo-
Yo Ma, and Evelyn Glennie, not to mention major orchestras in United States and 
China.    
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Overview of Chen Yi’s Compositional Output 
Chen Yi is one of the most prominent and prolific composers in this century.  
As she described herself, ‘like my personality, I write fast.’35  She is able to manage 
vast commission engagements on the top of her regular teaching schedule and 
frequent guest appearances.  By 2010, Chen Yi had already composed over one-
hundred pieces that utilize a wide range of instrumentation, including solo instrument 
or voice, chamber ensemble, chorus, standard Western or Chinese orchestra, mixed 
ensemble or orchestra of both Western and Chinese instruments,36 choral-
instrumental, and multimedia works.37  Her compositions have been well received; a 
majority of her commissioned works receiving repeated performances by different 
musical groups.      
Chen Yi is recognized as among the group of ‘New Wave Composers’ in 
China, individuals who share similar cultural and educational backgrounds.  This 
group includes: Tan Dun (b. 1951), Guo Wenjing (b. 1965), Qu Xiao-Song (b.1952), 
Zhou Long (b.1953), Chen Xiaoyong (b.1955), Chen Qigang (b.1951) and Bright 
Sheng (b.1955), to name just a few.  All have lived through the Cultural Revolution, 
received musical training in Chinese Conservatories, and, in many cases, continued 
their studies at the States.  They share a basic concept of blending traditional Chinese 
musical aesthetics with Western music idioms.  However, their compositional stylistic 
preferences vary according to their background.  For instance, Chen Yi tends to use 
Chinese folk elements and Beijing opera musical idioms in her compositions, while 
Zhou Long, her husband, prefers traditional Chinese musical style.  They all 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  35	  Oteri and Liston, “He Said, She Said: Zhou Long and Chen Yi,” 01 August 2006.	  
36 Ning (2001) for violin, pipa and cello; Septet for Erhu, Pipa, Percussion and Saxophone Quartet 
(2008); Concerto for Reeds, oboe, sheng and chamber orchestra (2008), just to name a few.   
37 The Chinese Myth Cantata (1996) is a multi-media production scored for Chanticleer, The Women’s 
Philharmonic, Chinese instruments (erhu, pipa, yangqin and zheng) and dancers.   
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synthesize Eastern and Western elements to produce their unique compositional 
voices.   
This group of ‘New Wave Composers’ usually focuses on instrumental 
compositions, writing relatively little vocal music, and favoring compositions for solo 
over choral music.  Both Bright Sheng and Zhou Long have written a few choral 
works, but these remain a small portion of their total output.   
Conversely, one quarter (24 of 110) of Chen Yi’s extant compositions involve 
either a cappella or instrumentally accompanied choral works.  She has received 
commissions from choral ensembles that vary considerably in size, age, gender, and 
voicing; these include Chanticleer, the Peninsular Women’s Chorus, the Kitka 
Women’s Vocal Ensemble, the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, the San Francisco Girls’ 
Chorus, Dale Warland Singers, Calvin College Women’s Chorale, the Ithaca College 
Choir, the Cornell University Chorus and Glee Club, the Singapore Youth Choir, 
Singapore Anglo-Chinese Junior College Choir,  the Heritage Chorale of the 
University of Missouri at Kansas City, the Choraliers, Chamber Singers, Men’s Glee 
Club and Collegiate Chorale of the Miami University (OH), the Elmer Iseler Singers, 
the Kansas City Chorale, Chicago a cappella, and the Central Philharmonic Society 
Chorale of Beijing.  The quantity, quality, diversity, and relative number of choral 
compositions make Chen Yi the most significant choral composer of the New Wave 
Composers of China. 
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Figure 1.1, Chen Yi’s complete choral output 
 	  
Year Title A B C Premiered 
1985 Three poems from Song Dynasty  
1. The Palm Tree 
2. Younglings Tasted Not a Gloomy 
Life 
3. Bright Moon 
x   Central Philharmonic Society 
Chorale  
1994 Arrirang   x  Chanticleer  
 Sakura   x  Chanticleer 
 A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs   x  Chanticleer  
1995 Tang Poems  
1. Riding on my Skiff 
2. Written on a Rainy Night 
3. Wild Grass 
4. Monologue 
x   Chanticleer 
 
1996 Chinese Myths Cantata   x Chanticleer,  
Women Philharmonic  
 
1997 Spring Dreams  
 
x   Ithaca College Choir 
 
1999 5 Chinese Poems for Six Girls’ Chorus 
1. Up the Crane Tower 
2. Picking the Seedpods of the 
Lotus 
3. Night Thoughts 
4. Chile Song 
5. The Cataract of Mount Lu 
x   San Francisco Girls’ Chorus 
  
 
2000 K.C. Capriccio   x UMKC Wind Ensemble, 
Heritage Chorale 
 
2001 
 
Capriccio   x Evelyn Glennie, percussion, 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir, 
organ 
 Chinese mountain Songs (x5)  x  Kitka Women’s Choir 
 
 Xuan x   Ithaca College choir   
 
 Know you how many petals falling? x   Elmer Iseler Singers 
 
 Shady Grove  x  Dale Warland Singers  
 To the New Millennium 
1. Happy Rain on a Spring Night 
2. Love Seeds 
3. Looking at the Sea 
x   Miami University: The 
Chamber Singers, the Miami 
University Choraliers, The 
Men’s Glee Club and The 
Collegiate Chorale  
 
2003 Landscape x   Kansas City Chorale  
 
 West Lake x   Chicago a cappella  
 
 2 Chinese Folk Songs 
1. A Horseherd’s mountain song 
2. A Single bamboo can easily bend 
 x  Singapore Youth Choir  
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Figure	  1.1	  (cont.)	  	  
	  
 
A: Original a cappella choral compositions 
B: a cappella folksongs arrangements 
C: Original Choral-Orchestral works  
 
The professional choral ensemble Chanticleer has played a pivotal role in the 
popularity and dissemination of Chen Yi’s choral compositions, providing her the 
opportunity to work closely with a respected professional choral ensemble of the 
highest caliber.  Her three-year stint as ‘composer-in-residence’ with Chanticleer 
(1994 -1996) and their successful performances of her music have helped establish 
her reputation as a choral composer.  (Notice the gap between 1985 and 1994 in 
Figure 1.1, and the rise of choral output afterwards.) 
Moreover, Chanticleer specifically asked her to compose music for them in 
Chinese.38  This request probably gave Chen Yi confidence in her ability to compose 
choral works in Chinese for other Western choral ensembles, allowing her the 
freedom to use both the Chinese language and Chinese musical elements to create her 
own unique style.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38Six World Symposium on Choral Music: Composers’ Forums”  (Part 1) (Complete transcript, 
Minneapolis MN, August 3-10, 2002.) www.newmusicbox.org/assets/49/symposium.pdf 
2006 Looking at the Sea x   Peninsula Women’s Chorus 
2008 From the Path of Beauty   x Chanticleer and the Shanghai 
Quartet  
 
 2 Chinese Folk Songs (co-arranged with 
Steven Stucky) 
1. The Flowing Stream (arr. Chen 
Yi) 
2. The Sun is Rising with our joy 
(arr. Steven Stucky) 
 x  Cornell University Chorus and 
Glee Club 
  
 
2010 Angel Island Passages 
1. 1882 
2. Longing 
3. We are America 
  x San Francisco Girls Chorus, 
Cypress String Quartet, filmed 
by award-winning Bay Area 
film maker Felicia Lowe  
 With Flowers Blooming 
 
x   Calvin College Women’s 
Chorale  
 Spring Rain x   Singapore Anglo-Chinese 
Junior College Choir,  
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I basically don't like to imitate [an-] other composer's writing, and don't want 
to repeat myself either. If you listen to my orchestral album (on New Albion) 
and the chamber album (on CRI), you may not feel that the works are similar 
to each other, in terms of characteristics, the techniques used or the 
instrumentation. If the music is unique and fresh, its gripping and compelling 
qualities will provide an inspiring experience to share with my audience. In 
other words, whether saying something in music is "old" and "new" will very 
much depend upon the context. 39 
 
In her choral-orchestral compositions, she often treats the choir as if it were 
part of the instrumental group, providing additional timbre, rhythm and layers of 
complexity.  Let us consider, for example, “The Village Band”, the last movement of 
From the Path of Beauty (2008); written for Chanticleer and Shanghai String Quartet, 
Chen Yi uses both ensembles to re-create the sound of a village percussion-wind band 
by having both groups ‘imitate different Chinese folk percussion and wind 
instruments in a traditional fixed rhythmic pattern’40.  
 
Figure 1.2a: The Village Band” (From the Path of Beauty, 7), mm. 1-3 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  39	  Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001.	  
40Chen Yi, Preface to From the Path of Beauty (Theodore Presser Company, 2008). 
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Figure 1.2b: “The Village Band” (From the Path of Beauty, 7), mm. 56-57 
 
 The preceding example (Figure 1.2a and 1.2b) reveals that Chen-Yi disregards the 
traditional idiomatic differences between chorus and string quartet; indeed, the 
opening figure of the strings appears in the choral parts throughout the piece.  A 
similar percussive, folk-like treatment occurs in the choral parts of her earlier piece, 
Capriccio (2001) for chorus, percussion and organ. 
Even as Chen Yi uses voices to imitate instrumental sounds, she also uses 
instruments to imitate human speech.  The fourth movement of From the Path of 
Beauty demonstrates this unique approach.  “The Rhymed Poems” is the only 
movement in the piece related to Chinese literature; it also is one of only two 
movements scored for string quartet alone (Figure 1.4).  Here, Chen Yi uses the 
strings to imitate the musical reading of two Chinese Poems by Li Qingzhao41.  For 
instance, at the opening of the piece, (See Figure 1.3), cello imitates the contours and 
inflections of an unheard recitation of the poems.  
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Ibid. 
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Figure 1.3: “The Rhymed Poems” (From the Path of Beauty, 4), mm. 1-6 
 
Figure 1.4: From the Path of Beauty (Scoring) 
I.  The Bronze Taotie Choir 
II.  The Dancing Ink String Quartet with no choir 
III.  The Ancient Totems Choir and String Quartet 
IV.  The Rhymed Poems String Quartet with no choir 
V.  The Clay Figurines Choir and String Quartet 
VI.  The Secluded Melody Choir and String Quartet 
VII.  The Village Band Choir and String Quartet 
 
The two examples above indicate how Chen Yi does not feel limited by the traditional 
idiomatic differences associated with strings and chorus, but, in both ensembles, 
attempts to effect a crossover in which the two formerly distinct textures each enter 
the sonic realm of the other.  Chen Yi recognizes no fundamental distinction between 
her method of writing choral and instrumental music, but effectively blends the two 
(yet another example of her “fusion” process).  She has said: “the first thing I do is to 
do some research on the group that I am writing for and then I get an experience of 
what is its strength and what is good and what can be done.”  Next, she decides the 
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specific image she wants the work to convey and the instrumentation best suited to 
accomplish that task.  Like most choral composers, she always begins with the text as 
her initial source of inspiration and structure:  
For me, usually the [composition] process goes both ways: from choosing the 
text and getting the image.  There are many times in my life I have read a text 
hundreds of times, and gotten into the image.  And the most important thing is 
to get an image and the idea.  The idea means the unique sounding, the 
structure, the design of the timing, and a good beginning and an impressive 
ending.  And then the texture comes to mind.  And my job is to arrange that, to 
write that out.42 
 
  
In addition to classic Chinese poems (like that used in “The Rhymed Poems”), 
Chen Yi also draws on other aspects of Chinese culture; these sources include 
Chinese folksongs, mythology, painting, dance, calligraphy, traditional instrumental 
music, and philosophy.  In the movements of From the Path of Beauty, Chen Yi 
“takes us on a virtual tour of the history of beauty in Chinese arts, from ancient totems 
to figurines, from poetry to calligraphy, from dance to music, from thoughts to 
spirits”; as she writes in her Preface, “it’s deep in expression and rich in color, lyrical 
yet dramatic.43”  These various Chinese artistic principles affect rhythm, pitch, 
dynamics, texture, timbre and voicing.  Sometimes, these musical allusions are 
obvious and direct; other times, they are relatively subtle.  Whichever form they take, 
they are essential elements of Chen Yi’s composition process. 
Since I speak naturally in my mother tongue, in my music there is Chinese 
blood, Chinese philosophy and custom.  However, music is a universal 
language.  Although I have studied Western music extensively and deeply 
since my childhood, and I write for all available instruments and voices, I 
think that my musical language is a unique combination and a natural hybrid 
of all influences from my background.44   
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Sixth World Symposium on Choral Music: Composers’ Forums, ‘Composers’ Dialogue’, 
Minneapolis MN, August 3-10, 2002. (New Music Box, May 2003) 
43 Chen Yi, Preface to From the Path of Beauty (Theodore Presser Company, 2008). 
44 Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 
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Commentaries often summarize Chen Yi’s compositional style as a 
combination of “Chinese elements with Western composition idioms”.  In the initial 
stage of analyzing her works, I was often misled as to the “origin” of her musical 
materials, seeing potentially formative elements that could be either Chinese or 
Western.  Eventually, I realized that she employs a fusion process that combines both 
Oriental and Occidental music to create a unique ‘harmony’ that combines what are 
normally incompatible concepts.  In order to discover her distinctive and unique 
voice, one must transcend the mere identification of Chinese and Western elements, 
seeking the various ways in which she forces these opposites together, much as 
energy is produced from the forcible fusion of atoms.  In the end, it is this fusion 
process that makes Chen Yi’s compositions a sophisticated and organic union of East 
and West.    
In this study, we will focus on Chen Yi’s a cappella compositions up to the 
year of 2010, that are either 1) a cappella folksongs arrangements or 2) a cappella 
setting of Chinese poems and literature.  As shown in Figure 1-1, four of seven sets of 
a cappella Folksongs are arrangements containing from two to ten Folksongs each, 
resulting a total of twenty-one individual folksong arrangements.  Likewise, four of 
twelve a cappella settings of Chinese poems and literature comprise three to five 
pieces each, resulting a total of twenty-three individual a cappella compositions based 
on Chinese poems and literature.   These forty-four pieces comprise the subject of this 
study.  This study will consider Chen Yi’s a cappella choral music in the same way 
that a conductor approaches a new work—from text, pitch materials, texture, to 
structure.  The last chapter presents an analysis of one representative work, “The West 
Lake” in which all of the previously discussed elements came together.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
A CAPPELLA FOLKSONG ARRANGEMENTS 
 
Chen Yi’s compositions use Chinese aesthetic principles as a fundamental 
source of inspiration in her creative process; the most important of these is 
unquestionably her reliance upon a Chinese text.  Of her twenty-one a cappella 
folksong arrangements, (See Figure 1.1), eighteen use Chinese folk texts, the 
remaining three relying on folksong texts from Korea, Japan and America.  All of the 
folksong arrangements retain their original language--Korean for Arirang (1994), 
Japanese for Sakura (1994), English for Shady Grove (2001) and Chinese for the rest.  
Whatever the language, Chen Yi consistently relies on the original text’s 
pronunciation, sound and meaning to help her capture the folksong’s essence. 
  Fourteen of the eighteen Chinese folksongs arrangements are sung in 
Mandarin, the official language of China, as well as the language of the ‘Han’ people 
and other ethnic minorities. For the other four folksongs, Chen Yi retains the dialect 
of the region of their origin: (See Figure 2.1) 
#9. The Taiwanese folksong “Diu Diu Deng” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs, 
9) uses Minnan dialect 
 
#6. “Jasmine Flower” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs, 6) employs Jiangsu 
dialect (also called the Wu dialect).   
 
#12 and # 14. The Tibetan folk song “A Ma Lei A Ho” and the Hainan Island 
folk song “Mt. Wuzhi” (Chinese Mountain Songs, 2 and 4) have texts that 
consist entirely of nonsense syllables.  
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Figure 2.1: Synopsis of Chen Yi’s Chinese folksongs  
Work Title Province Language of the 
composition 
Theme # 
1.  “Fengyeng Song” Anhui Mandarin  Dance 1 
2.  “The Flowing Stream” Yunnan Mandarin Love 2 
3.  “Guessing” Yunnan Mandarin Children 3 
4.  “Thinking of My 
Darling” 
Shanxi Mandarin Love 4 
5.  “Mayila” Sinkiang Mandarin Singing/ 
young lady 
5 
6.  “Jasmine Flower” Jiangsu Jiansu dialect Love 6 
7.  “Riding on a Mule” Shanxi Mandarin Love/ work 7 
8.  “Awariguli” Sinkiang Mandarin Love 8 
9.  “Diu Diu Deng” Taiwan Minnan dialect Children/ train 9 
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10.  “Mountain Song and   
     Dancing Tune” 
Guizhou 
Miao/ Yunnan 
Mandarin Homeland/ 
dance 
10 
1. “When Will the Scholar   
Tree Blossom?” 
Sichuan Mandarin Love 11 
2.  “A Ma Lei A Ho” Tibetan Nonsense 
syllables 
exclusively 
Family 12 
3.  “Gathering in the 
Naked Oats” 
Shanxi Mandarin Love 13 
4.  “Mt. Wuzhi” Hainan Island Nonsense 
syllables 
exclusively 
Nature 14 
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5.  “Ga Da Mei Lin” Inner 
Mongolian 
Mandarin Hero/Politics 15 
1.  “A Single Bamboo can 
Easily Bend” 
Hunan Mandarin Team spirit 16 
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  2.  “A Horseherd’s 
Mountain Song” 
Yunan Mandarin Livestock 
raising, 
Seasonal cycle 
17 
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1.  “The Flowing Stream” Yunan Mandarin Love 18 
 
The one hundred-plus dialect spoken in China all share the same orthography, 
known as the Han character.  In the Prefaces of her published choral works, Chen Yi 
provides both Chinese (Han) characters and a literal translation of the text in English.  
For practical reasons, she uses a Romanized phonetic pronunciation guide, known as 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  45	  Steven Stucky arranges the second piece of this set, ‘The Sun Rising With Our Joy’. 
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‘Hanyu pinyin’, for both the Mandarin used in mainland China and the various local 
dialects and nonsense syllables.  Sensitive to the needs of Western choruses, she also 
includes an approximate pronunciation guides to these pinyin transliterations for 
English speakers.  Figure 2.2a shows Chen Yi’s realizaion of the Minnan dialect text 
of ‘Diu Diu Deng’, giving a transliteration of the original Minnan text, its Mandarin 
equivalent and English translation. 
Figure 2.2a: “Diu Diu Deng” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 9), Line 1, 
pronunciation and translation  
 
Chinese 
Character 
雙 腳 行 到 磅 空 內 
Pinyin 
transliteration of  
Minnan dialect 
xiang ka Giang ga Bong Kang lai 
Pinyin 
transliteration of 
Mandarin 
shuang jiao xing dao pang kong nei 
English 
translation 
Going up to the tunnel in the mountain. 
 
The Mandarin pinyin transliteration in Figure 2.2a does not appear in Chen-
Yi’s score, but is provided here for the purpose of comparing the pronunciation of the 
original dialect and a Mandarin pronunciation of the same text.  Since language is 
such an important component of Chen Yi’s process in writing choral music, 
replacement of the local dialect with Mandarin would alter the original character and 
sound of the language.  A similar comparison of the Minnan and Mandarin versions 
of “Jasmine Flower” reveals a higher degree of similarity between the pronunciation 
of its text in the Jiangsu dialect and Mandarin. (See Figure 2.2b)  These differences in 
the first two lines of text have been bolded and italicized to facilitate the distinction. 
In addition to the greater similarities of pronunciation, “Jasmine flower” is notable for 
being one of the most popular Chinese folksongs, often sung outside of Jiangsu 
province in Mandarin.  As a strong believer in the close relationship between 
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language and music, Chen Yi retains the original dialect in her arrangement in 
keeping with her desire to capture the essence of the Chinese folksong.            
Figure 2.2b: Mandarin and Jiangsu dialects in “Jasmine Flower” (A Set of 10 Chinese 
Folk Songs, 6), Verse 1: line 1, mm. 1-4 
 
Chinese Character 好 一 朵 茉 梨 花 
Jiangsu dialect hao yi duo Mo li Hua 
Mandarin hao yi duo Mo li Hua 
Literal Translation good 
beautiful 
one, 
a 
measure Jasmine Flower 
Poetic translation Jasmine Flower, such a beautiful flower, 
 
Verse 1: line 2, mm. 5-9 
 
Chinese 
Character 
滿 園 花 開 香 也 香 不 過 它 
Jiangsu 
dialect 
mun Yun hua Kie xiang ye xiang but go ta 
Mandarin man yuan hua Kai xiang ye xiang bu guo ta 
Literal 
translation 
full garden flower blossom Sweet 
scent 
also Sweet 
scent 
Not, 
no, 
More, 
over 
It 
[jasmine 
flower] 
Poetic 
Translation 
Her sweet scent covers all others in the garden. 
  
 In “Guessing” and “Mountain Song and Dancing Tune” (A Set of 10 Chinese 
Folk Songs, 3 and 10), Chen Yi chose to replace some of the Chinese text with 
English.  “Guessing”, a Chinese children’s song, is what would be called a ‘tongue 
twister’ in the West. In order to make this ‘tongue-twisting’ folksong easier for 
Western choirs to sing, Chen Yi changes certain Chinese words to English after the 
first line of each verse [sung in Chinese].  Figure 2.3 demonstrates the syllabic 
relationship between the original Chinese text of the folksong and the ‘bi-lingual’ 
setting of the first verse of “Guessing”.  The English text carefully matches the 
syllabic content of the original Chinese text; as much as reflecting its meaning to the 
greatest extent possible.  Though the English translations align with the syllables of 
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the original Chinese text, they are not literal translations of the Chinese characters.  
Thus, the fragmented English text manages to retain the garbled syntax of the original 
Chinese text.  
Figure 2.3: “Guessing ” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 3), verse 1 
Original: original Chinese text  
CY Text: Chen Yi’s text in the score 
Trans.: English translation  
Line 1 
Original  小 乖 乖 來 小 乖 乖 
CY Text xiao guai guai lai xiao guai guai 
Trans. Little Children come, Little Children 
 
Line 2 
Original 我 
 
們 說 給 你 們 猜 
CY Text we are asking please answer 
Trans. Let us give you something to guess, 
 
Line 3 
Original 什 
 
麼 長 長 上 天 
CY Text In the sky What Is Long 
Trans. What is long that goes up to the sky? 
 
Line 4 
Original 哪 
 
樣 長 長 海 中 間 
CY Text In The River What is Round? 
Trans. What is long that appears in the center of the sea? 
 
Line 5 
Original 什 
 
麼 長 長 街 前 賣 嘛 
CY Text On street Selling What is long  
Trans. What is long that sells on the street, 
 
 
Line 6 
Original 哪 
 
樣 長 長 妹 跟 前  
CY Text in the girl’s hand so long Long?  
Trans. What is long that follows a young lady? 
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Chen Yi’s other ‘bi-lingual’ folksong arrangement—“Mountain Song and 
Dancing Tune”- concludes A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs.  Chen Yi chooses to end 
the piece by reprising the last line of “Mountain song” now sung in English. She adds 
it here as both a musical and linguistic coda, an appropriate conclusion for the final 
song of the collection. 
The Chinese folksongs chosen by Chen Yi represent some of the most popular 
and representative folksongs of the various provinces of China.  Chen Yi’s choice of 
folksongs deliberately seeks to provide the most extensive possible coverage of the 
geography of China—from as far south as Hainan Island to Inner Mongolia in the 
North and from Tibet and Sinkiang in the West to Jiansu on the East coast—in 
keeping with the deliberate diversity of her musical style. (See Figure 2.4) These 
eighteen Chinese folksongs come from twenty-seven different geographical regions of 
China (twenty-two provinces and five autonomous regions).  Thus, they embody the 
wide diversity of style found in the Chinese folksongs repertory as a whole.   
Figure 2.4: China province map and distribution of Chen Yi’s Folksongs 
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 The two largest sets of folksongs--A Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs (1994) and 
Chinese Mountain Songs (2001)—provide a similarly comprehensive survey of the 
themes of Chinese folksong: love, nature, entertainment, children’s games, dance, 
marriage, myths, daily life, legendary rulers and work.  Figure 2.1 summarizes the 
specific province, language and theme of each folksong.   
Chen Yi uses the entire text of her model in more than half of her folksong 
arrangements; the strophic folksongs are the most common location of any text 
omissions or alterations.  Of the eight strophic folksongs that appear in A Set of 10 
Chinese Folksongs, five use only a portion of the original text.  In “Fengyeng Song” 
(1), “Thinking of my Darling” (4), and “Mayila” (5), Chen Yi uses only the first verse 
of her model, repeating it several times in the course of the arrangement.  Since A Set 
of Chinese Folksongs (1994) was her first attempt to write choral music for Western 
choirs that used Chinese texts, these alterations or omissions stemmed from her 
concern with the difficulties such groups would encounter with the Chinese texts.  
Chen Yi only omitted verses when the first verse already embodied the central 
message of the folksong, which the following verses failed to expand upon.  Since 
these songs tend to be faster in tempo, the difficulties for a Western choir are even 
more daunting.   
When Chen Yi felt that additional verses were necessary to complete the story, 
as in “Riding on a mule” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 7), she modified these texts 
on a case-by-case basis.  Figure 2-5 compares the text, and translation of the original 
folksong with Chen Yi’s arrangement.  Chen Yi conflates the three original verses 
into two by omitting unnecessary descriptive text. The result is a shorter text with no 
substantive loss of narrative. 
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Figure 2.5: A textual comparison of “Riding on a Mule” ( A Set of 10 Chinese Folk 
Songs, 5) 
 
Complete text of ‘Riding on a Mule’ Original 
Verse (line)  
Chinese English Translation 
Chen Yi’s 
division 
V 1 (i) 
     (ii) 
     (iii) 
     (iv) 
走頭頭的那個騾子喲  
三盞盞的那個燈  
哎呀帶上了那個鈴兒喲哦 
哇哇得的那個聲 
 
Riding on a mule, 
With three lanterns shining, 
Bells on its neck are swaying ringing, 
Ding-dong, ding-dong, 
 
V 2 (i)                  
      (ii) 
      (iii) 
      (iv) 
白脖子的那個哈巴喲哎 
朝南得的那個咬 
哎呀趕牲靈的那人兒喲哦 
過呀來的那個了  
 
My white-necked doggy is yelling 
The group is coming to the south 
 
A shepherd is coming near me 
[iii+iv] 
Verse 1 
V 3 (i) 
      (ii) 
      (iii) 
      (iv) 
你若是我的哥哥喲哎 
招一招的那個手  
哎呀你不是我的哥哥喲哦  
走你得的那個路  
If you are my love, 
Please wave me a greeting, 
If you don’t know me, 
Please go away. 
Verse 2 
• Texts in Bolded larger fonts are used in Chen Yi’s arrangement. 
• Texts in smaller fonts are omitted by Chen Yi. 
• Underline: nonsense syllables or non-semantic words. 
 
This example of text editing reflects Chen Yi’s careful consideration of both the story 
of the individual folksong and the potential performing group.   
For the three folksongs, “Guessing”, “The Flowing Stream” and “Jasmine 
Flowers”, that are strophic and complete (i.e. no alterations or omission in text), Chen 
Yi took a slightly different approach.  In “Guessing” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 
3), she substitutes English words to approximate the rapid pattern of the Chinese 
‘tongue-twister’ without omitting any of the text.  In the case of “The Flowing 
Stream” and “Jasmine Flowers” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs, 2 and 6), Chen Yi 
saw no need to omit or replace the original text because the tempos of these songs 
were slow and they used some text repetition.  In Figure 2.6, the underlined portions 
of the Chinese text represent the totality of Chinese text that a choir would actually 
need to learn in order to perform the piece.  The remaining characters (i.e. those that 
are not underlined) all occur earlier in the folksong.     
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Figure 2.6: “Jasmine Flower” and “The Flowing Stream”— Chinese Text and tempo 
‘Jasmine Flower’ [Moderato] ‘The Flowing Stream’ [Andante] 
好一朵茉梨花， 
滿園花開香也香不過它。 
我有心採一朵戴， 
看花的人兒要將我罵。 
 
好一朵茉梨花， 
茉莉花開雪也白不過它， 
我有心採一朵戴， 
又怕旁人笑話。 
 
好一朵茉梨花， 
滿園花開香也香不過它。 
我有心採一朵戴， 
又怕來年不發芽。 
 
月亮出來亮汪汪， 
想起我的阿哥在深山。 
哥象月亮天上走，哥阿！ 
山下小河淌水清悠悠。 
 
月亮出來照半坡， 
望見月亮想起我阿哥, 
一陣輕風吹上坡,哥啊! 
你可聽見阿妹叫阿哥. 
 
 
  
Non-strophic/ Single verse texts 
 In “Mountain song” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs, 10), “When will the 
Scholar Tree Blossom” and “Gathering the Naked Oats” (Chinese Mountain Songs, 1 
& 3), Chen Yi retained the original Chinese texts intact.  For “A Single Bamboo can 
easily bend” (Two Chinese Folksong, 2), Chen Yi repeated the original eight-line text 
three times.  Since this collection has only two folksong arrangements, expansion by 
text repetition was not deemed problematic.   
 Chen Yi’s choice of folksongs and her treatment of their texts in A Set of 10 
Chinese Folksongs, Chinese Mountain Songs and Two Chinese Folksongs reflect the 
capability of the three choirs—Chanticleer, the Kitka women’s vocal ensemble and 
the Singapore Youth Choir—that commissioned them.  The short, easily understood 
texts of the five Chinese Mountain Songs (2003) reflect Chen Yi’s estimation of the 
ability of the Kitka Women’s Choir.  Unlike the other two sets, these five through-
composed folksongs involve little or no text repetition; two consist entirely of 
nonsense syllables and the other three are all in slow tempos.  The most challenging 
arrangement from the perspective of diction is “A Single Bamboo can easily bend” 
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(Two Chinese Folksongs, 1); the fast, syllabic declamation of the relatively long text 
was possible because the Singapore Children’s Choir was conversant with Chinese.  
On the broader level, Chen Yi’s choice of which folksongs appear in each set of 
arrangements also reflects her careful balancing of the issue of language and how the 
story of each folksong combines with its companion works.   
 Chen Yi’s alteration of folksongs texts in no way minimizes the authenticity 
of the original Chinese folksongs. In reality, performances of the folksongs will vary 
depending on the performers and the place.  As Antoinet Schimmelpennick has 
written in her field study of more than three hundred Jiangsu folksongs, “Every new 
performance shows the lyrics in a slightly different light.  This is an important aspect 
of the folk song repertoire that is lost in anthologies, since they usually retain only 
one version.” Chinese folksongs are closely related to the life of the people—their 
customs, religion, work-- and their geographic origin.  Taken as a whole, they are one 
of the richest and most representative art forms of the ordinary people in China.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
CHEN YI’S SELECTION OF CHINESE POETRY 
Twenty-three of Chen Yi’s forty-four a cappella choral compositions set texts 
from Chinese antiquity.  The great majority of these pieces are based on Chinese 
poems; the sole exception, Xuan, uses a Chinese philosophical text requested by the 
Ithaca College Choir, who commissioned the work for a concert, the theme of which 
was “spiritual thoughts.”46  Three of twenty-two a cappella pieces are English version 
of earlier Chinese settings (See Figure 3.1).  Therefore, Chen Yi has set a total of 
nineteen different Chinese poems drawn from four different periods of China’s long 
cultural history.   
The oldest text dates from the period in Chinese history known as the Three 
Kingdoms (220 C.E. to 280).  Chen Yi made two different settings of the poem 
“Looking at the Sea” by Cao Cao, the one belongs to the set of To the New 
Millennium is sung in Chinese, while the other one is sung in English.  The next 
oldest texts are two anonymous folk texts from the Southern and Northern dynasties 
(420-589).  The great majority of Chen Yi’s chosen poetry dates from the golden 
period of Chinese poetry, the Tang Dynasty (618-907).  Thus far, Chen Yi has set 
eleven poems written during this period by eight different poets. These poems are 
among the most popular and significant of all classic Chinese poetry.  They are 
closely followed chronologically by five poems from the Song Dynasty (960-1276), 
the period that closely follows the literature of the Tang dynasty.  Just as Chen Yi’s 
selection of folksong texts was driven by a desire to include the widest possible array 
of texts that represented the cultural and geographic diversity of her native country, so 
too her choice of poetry focuses on the finest, most popular and representative poetry 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 Chen Yi, Preface to Xuan ( Theodore Presser Company, 2001). 
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of the Chinese people. The following table (Figure 3.1) lists the compositions that 
make up the poetic a cappella choral collection in chronological order by date of 
publication:  
Figure 3.1: Text sources for Chen Yi’s poetic choral works. 
 
Year and 
Collection 
Poetry Title Poet Dynasty 
I. “The Palm Tree” Li Qing Zhao Song 
II. “Younglins Tasted Not a  
Gloomy Life” 
Xin Qi-Ji Song 
Three Poems 
from the Sung 
Dynasty 
[SP] 
(1985) 
III. “Bright Moon” Su Shi Song 
I.  “Riding on my skiff” Li Bai (701-762) Tang 
II.  “Written on a Rainy Night” Li Shang-yin (813-858) Tang 
III.  “Wild Grass” Bai Ju-Yi (772-846) Tang 
Tang poems 
[TP] 
(1995) 
IV.  “Monologue” Chen Zi-ang (661-702) Tang 
(1997) Spring Dreams Meng Hao-Ran (689-740) Tang 
I.  “Up the Crane Tower” Wang Zhi-Huan(688-742) Tang 
II. “Picking the Seedpods of the    
      lotus” 
Ancient Folksong in the 
South 
Southern 
Dynasty 
III.  “Night Thoughts” Li Bai (701-762) Tang 
IV.  “Chile Song” Ancient Folksong of Chile 
minority in the north. 
Northern 
Dynasty 
Chinese Poems 
[CC] 
(1999) 
V.  “The Cataract of Mount Lu” Li Bai Tang 
(2001) Know You how many Petals 
Falling?* 
Meng Hao-Ran Tang 
I.  “Happy Rain on Spring Night” Du Fu (712-770) Tang 
II.  “Love Seeds” Wang Wei (701-761) Tang 
To the New 
Millennium 
[NM] 
(2001) 
III.  “Looking at the Sea” Cao Cao (155-220) Three 
Kingdom 
(2003) Landscape Su Dong-Po (1036-1101) Song 
(2003) The West lake Su Dong-Po Song 
(2006) Looking at the Sea* Cao Cao Three 
Kingdom 
(2010) Spring Rain Du Fu (712-770) Tang 
(2010) With Flower Blooming* Du Fu (712-770) Tang 
*sung entirely in English 
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 Thirteen of these twenty-two a cappella compositions are based upon poems 
from the Tang Dyansty, the most significant period in China’s cultural heritage.  
Indeed, these eleven poems are among the most popular of the nearly 50,000 extant 
poems produced during the Tang period.  
General Structure of Tang Poetry 
 The Tang Dynasty was also the period in Chinese history that enjoyed the 
highest level of political stability and wealth.  This golden era of Chinese poetry 
continued the poetic traditions of the pre-Tang period, which produced what is 
popularly known as ‘ancient-style poetry’ (gu-ti-shi [古體詩]).  This pre-Tang poetry 
style imposed no restrictions on the length of the poem and permitted an irregular 
number of characters per line.  While five- and seven-character lines were the norm, it 
is not uncommon to find three-, four-, five-, seven- or ten-character lines.  
 The poetry of the early Tang Dynasty inherited the irregular structural 
characteristics of the ancient poetry.  “Monologue” (Tang Poem,4), written by Chen 
Zi-ang (661-702) during this early part of the Tang Dynasty shows this characteristic 
flexibility.  (See Figure 3.2) 
Figure 3.2: Chinese text of “Monologue” by Chen Zi-ang (661-702)  
前不見古人， 
後不見來者。 
念天地之悠悠， 
獨愴然而涕下！ 
 “Monologue” contains pairs of five- and six-character lines.  The selection and 
number of Chinese characters in this poem are more concise than in the poems of the 
pre-Tang era, foreshadowing the nature of what was to come.  In addition to its 
relatively free structure, it is ‘free’ in its rhyme scheme, tonal pattern and parallelism. 
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In contrast to the ‘ancient-style poetry’ of the early Tang Dynasty is the 
‘modern-style poetry’ (jin-ti-shi   [近體詩]) of the mature Tang period.  This style 
imposed strict rules concerning structure; clear norms were established that dictated 
rhyme scheme, tonal pattern and the number of both words and lines.  Like its 
predecessor, this modern-style poetry typically used lines of either five or seven 
characters, the number of characters remaining constant throughout.  The five- or 
seven-character line format, when combined with flexibility regarding the number of 
lines, resulted in the four principal forms that dominate the syntax of Tang poetry48: 
(See Figure 3.3)  
   (1) Five-character four-line truncated poem.  
   (2) Seven-character four-line truncated poem  
   (3) Five-character eight-line regulated poem  
   (4) Seven-character eight-line regulated poem  
 
Figure 3-3: The Four Principal Structure of Tang Dynasty Poems  
 
5-character 
truncated 
7-character 
truncated 
 
 
5-character 
regulated 
7-character regulated 
Spring Dream   Written on a Rainy 
Night 
 
Wild Grass Hiking to the Height  
春眠不覺曉， 
處處聞啼鳥。 
夜來風雨聲， 
花落之多少！ 
君問歸期未有期， 
巴山夜雨漲秋池。 
何當共剪西窗燭 ， 
卻話巴山夜雨時。 
離離原上草， 
一歲一枯榮。 
野火燒不盡 ， 
春風吹又生。 
遠芳侵古道 ， 
晴翠接荒城。 
又送王孫去， 
萋萋滿別情。 
 
風急天高猿嘯哀， 
渚清沙白鳥飛回。 
 無邊落木蕭蕭下， 
不盡長江滾滾來。 
 萬里悲秋常作客， 
百年多病獨登臺。 
 艱難苦恨繁霜鬢， 
潦倒新停濁酒杯。 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48  While four-and eight-line poems are the most popular formula of the Tang poetry, there are longer 
poems as well.   
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Chen Yi’s selection of Tang Dynasty poetry includes examples of the first three of 
these four structural types, as well as one seven-character ancient-style poem.  (See 
Figure 3.4) 
Figure 3.4: Distribution of Poetic Style in Chen Yi’s settings of Tang poems49  
 
Poem Ancient-  
   style 
5 character 
truncated 
(4-line) 
7 character 
truncated 
(4-line) 
5 character 
regulated 
(8-line) 
7 character 
regulated  
(8-line) 
TP I.  “Riding on my skiff”   *   
TP II.  “Written on a Rainy Night”    *   
TP III.  “Wild Grass”     *  
TP IV.  “Monologue”  *     
Spring Dreams  *    
CC I.  “Up the Crane Tower”   *    
CC III.  “Night Thoughts”   *    
CC V.  “The Cataract of Mount Lu”    *   
Know You how many Petals Falling?  (*)    
NM I. “Happy Rain on Spring Night”    *  
NM II.  “Love Seeds”   *    
Spring Rain    *  
With Flower Blooming    (*)  
                                              Total= 1 5 3 4 0 
(*) Know you many petals fallings? and With Flower Blooming are the English settings of the 
same poem used in Spring Dream and Spring Rain respectively.   
  
Eight of these thirteen settings use the concise, four-line truncated structure: of these 
eight, five have five-character lines and three have seven-character lines.  The other 
three settings include four five-character, eight-line regulated poems and the 
aforementioned ancient-style poem, “Monologue”.  The predominance of concise 
‘truncated’ poems (with either five- or seven-character lines) seems to indicate that 
Chen Yi found this type more suitable for Western choirs because of the reduced 
amount of Chinese text.       
 There are two other important topics that are essential to an understanding of 
the subtleties of Tang Dynasty poetry—rhyme scheme/tonal pattern and parallelism.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  49	  In	  these thirteen pieces, there are only eleven Tang poems since Know you many petal falling? 
(2001), and With Flower Blooming (2010) are English translations of the same poems used in Spring 
Dreams (1997) and Spring Rain (2010) respectively.  	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Chinese is a tonal language in which individual characters consist not only of 
consonants and vowels, but also one of four different inflections (speech tones), such 
as level tone, rising tone, dipping tone and falling tone.50  Chinese Classic poetry 
divides into two groups based on inflection.  The first consists only of level-tone 
words (i.e. words with no change in inflection).  The second includes the three 
remaining tonal types, all of which are categorized as ‘deflected’ tones.  The poet’s 
choice of characters when composing poetry during this period had to conform to a 
limited number of combinations of inflection and rhyme scheme.  Figure 3.5 
illustrates one of the tonal patterns and rhyme schemes of a five-line truncated poem.  
Figure 3.5: Tonal patterns of a five-character, truncated poems that begins with a 
deflected tone. 
 
 bB     AA     B                     OR                    bB     BA     a 
              AA     bB     a                                              AA     bB     a                                             
              AA     AB    B                                              AA    AB     B 
              bB      BA    a                                          bB     BA     a 
  
A: level tone 
B: deflect tone 
a: level-tone rhyme 
b: deflected tone that can be replaced by a leveled-tone 
  
As this figure shows, only one rhyme is allowed within any single poem; the 
relatively stable tonal character of the ‘level-tone’ has made it the rhyme tone of 
choice in most cases.  As for the position of rhyme tone, it is always the last word of 
the line.  The last words of all even-numbered lines are required to rhyme; rhyme is 
not allowed in odd-numbered lines, except for the very first line, as Figure 3.5 
illustrates. 
 The phenomenon of parallelism is the second essential requirement of Tang 
Dynasty poems.  Parallelism is mandatory for the interior couplets (lines three, four, 
five and six) of such poems.  Furthermore, the four lines of these couplets must share 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 For further explanation of the four speech tones, see p.76. 
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the same subdivision of characters, e.g. a consistent pattern of three plus two or two 
plus three characters in a five-character regulated poem, such as “Wild Grass” (Tang 
Poem, 3).    
 
 
Figure 3.6: “Wild Grass” (Tang Poems, 3), Structural Parallelism, Line 3 to 6 
 
Line 3 
野 火   燒 不 盡 
Ye Huo  Shao bu Jin, 
Wild  Fire  Burn No, never, can’t The end 
(adjective) (noun) (verb) (object) 
Subject Predicate 
                             2             + 3 
Heath fire can’t burn them up, again 
 
 
Line 4 
春 風 吹 又 生 
Chun Feng Chui you Sheng. 
Spring  
(Adj) 
Wind 
(n)  
Blow 
(v) 
Again/ and 
(obj) 
Rebirth/growth 
(obj) 
Subject Predicate 
                            2             + 3 
They rise when the vernal winds blow. 
 
 
Line 5 
遠 芳 侵 古 道 
Yuan Fang Qin Gu Dao 
Far away 
(adj) 
 
Scent (grass) 
(n) 
Invade 
(v) 
Old 
(obj) 
Path, road 
(obj) 
Subject Predicate 
                             2             + 3 
Their scent overruns the old pathway; 
 
 
Line 6 
晴 翠 接 荒 城 
Qing Cui Jie Huang Cheng 
Bright, clear,  
(adj) 
Green (grass) 
(n) 
Link/ take 
over/connect 
(v) 
Abandon/ruin 
(obj) 
City/castle 
(obj) 
Subject Predicate 
                             2                 + 3 
Their color covers the ruined town. 
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In the Figure, the separate rows illustrate the Chinese character, its 
transliteration, a literal English translation of the character (including a parenthetical 
identification of its grammatical function) and, finally, Chen Yi’s poetic rendering of 
the line.  It also shows a consistent pattern of two plus three-characters for each line 
of the poem.   
Each line begins with an adjective and noun that form the ‘subject’ of the 
line’s ‘sentence.’ The last three words are a verb (character 3) followed by a two-
word object that constitutes the “sentence’s” predicate.  Parallelism operates in each 
line based on this functional subdivision.  The “subjects” of the first couplet (lines 3-
4), “Wild Fire” and “Spring Wind,” are parallel because both contain nouns denoting 
phenomena of nature modified by a preceding adjective.  The second couplet’s 
“subjects” are also parallel, but in a more nuanced way.  The parallelism here is 
between two different sensory images: a smell (the “far away scent” [of plants, grass 
or flowers]) and a visual image (grass that is “bright green”).  This juxtaposition of 
lines illustrates that the choice of words can be parallel in terms either of contrast or 
similarity.   
Like their subjects, the three-character predicates of each line of these two 
couplets show parallelism that involves both contrasting and parallel meanings: The 
“predicates” of lines 3-4 complete the thought that the “Wild Fire” can never burn the 
grass (3) and that the “Spring Wind” triggers the rebirth of nature.  The “predicates” 
of the second couplet are similar to the first: both (‘old path’ and ‘abandoned city’) 
conjure up visions of decaying, man-made structures. But the parallelism suggests 
that grass affects these in different ways.  The scent of the grass “invades” 
(permeates) the “old path” without destroying it (4), while the “bright green grass” of 
line 6 covers up the “ruined castle,” making it essentially invisible.  
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 The preceding material is an introductory discussion of the strict format and 
sophisticated design of a five-character regulated poem.  The issues of text repetition 
and the relationship between the text and musical pitch will be discussed in chapter 5 
and 6.  Although a classic Chinese poem consisted of a limited number of words, it 
expressed deep meanings and rich images.  Therefore, a twenty-character classic 
poem may seem to be a ‘word-puzzle’ or guessing game to most readers.  As noted 
above, Chen Yi believes strongly in a close relationship between choral music and 
language, and she always manages to find an astonishing array of musical devices to 
illuminate the meaning of her chosen text.  
  In the prefaces of most of Chen Yi’s published choral works the text is given 
only as the original Chinese characters and a poetic English translation. The texts 
under laid in the music are printed in pinyin transliteration to increase the accuracy of 
pronunciation.  The discrepancies between the Chinese characters and their pinyin 
transliterations as well as the absence of literal English translations of the text in 
pinyin create daunting challenges for a conductor or choir lacking knowledge of 
Chinese.  Therefore, in the appendix C, I have provided an enhanced translation chart 
of each individual poem, consisting of the text in Chinese character (as shown in the 
preface), in pinyin (as printed in the score), Chen Yi’s poetic translation (as it appears 
in the preface), and a word-to-word translation.  The charts will help conductors with 
no background in Chinese to understand the poem and study the text-music 
relationship in greater depth, perhaps even constructing his/her own translation.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
NONSENSE SYLLABLES 
 
In Western choral music, nonsense syllables are often used to create a general 
accompanimental sonority.  A particular phoneme may indicate the composer’s desire 
for a specific vowel color. Often the choice of vowel, even when indicated by the 
composer, is open to the discretion of the individual conductor, who may decide to 
change it for any number of reasons with or without the consent of the composer. 
Chen Yi’s use of nonsense syllables, however, is far from generic.  Her 
choices result from a conscious, deliberate process.  Indeed, her use of nonsense 
syllables is so nuanced that the term ‘nonsense syllable’ becomes an oxymoron; while 
semantically meaningless, her ‘nonsense’ syllables are a deliberate and calculated 
choice.  As she mentioned in an interview, “the nonsense syllables (are) closely 
related to [the] meaning or characteristics of the poem(s).  One should carefully select 
padding syllables without abusing them for they are intimately connected with the 
style, connotation, and expression of the text.” 51  Indeed, her nonsense syllables are 
so closely related to the text that any alteration may diminish the affect she intended 
to express.   
In Chinese Arts, poems and paintings have always been closely related 
aesthetically.  Chinese poems are often abstract, allowing nonsense syllables to 
transform rather transcendental poetic ideas into a vivid, comprehensible image.  By 
carefully choosing and employing nonsense syllables, Chen Yi is able to clarify her 
understanding of the poets’ intent.  In this chapter, we will discuss their origins, and 
functions in Chen Yi’s works.    	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51Hin-Kei Yeung, “Chen Yi and Her Choral Music a Study of the Composer’s Ideal of Fusing Chinese 
Music and Modern Western Choral Traditions.” (D.M.A. dissertation, University of North Texas, 
2006), 24. 
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I.  The Origin of Nonsense Syllables 
1. Chinese Folk Songs 
Nonsense syllables are an organic part of traditional Chinese folksongs.  They 
always reflect the specific dialect, culture, customs, or even the geography of different 
Chinese provinces.  Chen Yi’s extensive knowledge of Chinese music provides an 
abundant palette of sounds.  Though she believes in the close relationship between 
certain syllables and certain folksongs or provinces, she often mixed up different 
kinds of nonsense syllables in a single work and chooses specific syllables at her 
disposal.52 
 Most of the nonsense syllables used in Chen Yi’s compositions originate in 
the original Chinese folksong.  The most frequently encountered nonsense syllable is 
‘yo’, followed by ‘hei,’ ‘ha,’ ‘ho wei,’ and ‘hai’.  Originally, these syllables served as 
exclamations, connective words or simply organic parts of different dialects.  As is 
the case in ‘Fengyeng Song’, the nonsense syllables ‘de er’ and ‘piao yi piao’ are 
onomapoetic representations of the small drum and cymbal associated with that style 
of performance.   
Perhaps the most typical use of nonsense syllables in Chinese folksongs is 
present in Haozi, the Laborers’ Songs, which, by their very nature, contain an 
unusually great number of nonsense syllables.  These syllables serve to enhance the 
morale and team spirit of the workers, as well as unifying and coordinating the 
exertions of their heavy labor.  The nonsense syllables in Haozi are, therefore, 
rhythmically vivid and active.  Figure 4.1 illustrates one of Chen Yi’s approaches in 
transferring some common Haozi nonsense syllables (‘hei’, ‘yo’, ‘wei’) to her original 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  52	  	  Johnson, Stephen. Interview. Chinese Myth Cantata (London: BBC, 2003).  
www.bbc.co.uk/radio3/discoveringmusic/audioarchives.html 	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composition.  Chen Yi often chooses these syllables for fast, rhythmically active 
pieces to maintain the musical momentum without adding additional text.  “Looking 
at the Sea” (To the New Millennium, 3) shows her use of nonsense syllables as 
percussive, quasi-instrumental sonorities. (See Figure 4.2)  
Figure 4.1: “Monologue” (Tang Poems, 4), mm. 1-5 
 
 
Figure 4.2: “Looking at the Sea” (To the New Millennium, 3), Choir II, mm. 13-18 
 
2.  Beijing Opera and Luogu jing  
 Occasionally, Chen Yi employs the nonsense syllables associated with the 
luogu jing -- a musical speech representing specific percussive instrument(s), 
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rhythmic patterns, timbre, texture, and dynamics often used in Beijing Opera and 
traditional Chinese percussion music.  Luogu jing is a notation that helps 
percussionists learn the various rhythmic patterns used by the Beijing opera, as well 
as a convenient medium for musicians to communicate with each other in rehearsals.  
It is interesting to note how Chen Yi adapts and transforms the phonograms and 
rhythmic patterns of luguo jing (Dong-Drum music) as seen in the opening four 
measures of “Riding of a mule” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Fongs, 7, Figure 4.3). The 
‘pinyin’ of each Chinese character is a sonic reference to a specific percussive 
instrument(s), incorporating its typical dynamics and techniques.  For instance, ‘cei’ 
represents Chinese cymbal; ‘yi’ represents woodblock; ‘dei’ stands for the small 
Chinese gong; while ‘cang’ is a large Chinese gong.  These few measures of Dong-
Drum music considerably enhance the oriental flavor of Chen Yi’s arrangement.    
 Moreover, her choice and placement of passages of luogu jing are closely 
associated with certain traditions and styles of percussion used in the Beijing Opera.  
The use of luogu jing as a short introduction to a folksong simulates the use of 
percussion at the beginning of a Beijing Opera aria.  Secondly, this particular luogu 
jing–choutou—is often associated with the physical movement of ordinary people 
(not royalty) on stage.53  Chen Yi adopts this “movement” pattern and combines it 
with another layer of nonsense syllables (‘ta-ka-di-mi-ta’) that imitates the clip-clop 
of the mule’s hooves, layering the shepherd’s journey and his mode of transportation.  
(See Figure 4.3)     
 This example of luogu jing used as nonsense syllables is indicative of the 
sophistication of Chen Yi’s selection and adaptation of nonsense syllables.  She is 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53	  Nancy Yunhwa Rao, “The tradition of Luogu Dianzi (Percussion Classics) and its significance in 
contemporary music.”, Contemporary Music Review, Vol. 26, No. 5-6. (October 2007), 511-527.	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able to link two seemingly unrelated, symbolic ideas into a composite that is more 
expressive than either of its components.  This process of fusion suggests both the 
joining of East and West and various elements within Chinese culture.  She has 
described her works as ‘a natural hybrid of her background’, and this is only one 
example of the creative potential of this fusion.   
 “Riding on a Mule” is probably the best example of Chen Yi’s use of 
nonsense syllables that conform to both the musical speech and rhythmic pattern of 
luogu jing.  Generally, she is content to use nonsense syllables only to capture the 
sound of a particular percussion instrument, as we have seen in her use of ‘dong’ and 
qiang’ in both “Fengyeng song” and “Mountain Song and (the) Dancing Tune”(A Set 
of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 1 and 10).   
 
Figure 4.3: “Riding on a Mule” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 7), mm.  1-4 
 
 
3. New Creations and Generic Vowels 
 Sometimes, Chen Yi makes up her own syllables to create a particular sound 
or effect.  For example, in the first fifty-one measures of “Happy Rain on a Spring 
Night” (To the New Millennium, 1) she creates four separate layers of non-pitched 
nonsense syllables to portray the variety of sounds that rain makes.  (See Figure 4.4)  
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Compare this composite to her use of pitched syllables (‘dup-dup-dup’) to represent 
the sound of raindrops in Landscape.  These two examples of raindrop sounds 
illustrate the sophisticated evolution of Chen Yi creative process. 
Figure 4.4: “Happy Rain on a Spring Night” (To the New Millennium, 1), mm. 7-12 
 
More generic is Chen Yi’s use of such universal vowels as ‘o’, ‘wu’, ‘wa’, 
‘hm’.  These vowels are often used in sustaining chords or melodic lines, or helping to 
evoke an abstract scene or mood, as used in “Written on a Rainy Night” (Tang Poems, 
2), “Up to the Crane Tower” (Chinese Poems,1), Know You How Many Petals 
Falling?, The West Lake…etc. 
II.  The Use of Nonsense Syllables 
Nonsense syllables are one of Chen Yi’s most potent tools for interpreting the 
text.  She often uses them to imitate a particular sound or to evoke a certain mood, to 
provide hints to the meaning of a given poem and to create a sonic connection 
between different scenes.  Her treatment of nonsense syllables varies from piece to 
piece, but is always carefully crafted to relate to specific textual meaning and 
imagery.  Chen Yi's use of nonsense syllables can be broken down into one of four 
basic categories: 1) onomatopoeia, 2) mood painting, 3) metaphor, or 4) practical 
reasons.   
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1. Onomatopoeia  
In her poetic settings, Chen Yi often uses nonsense syllables to recreate such 
natural sounds as the rustling of leaves, the sighs of the wind, the pattern of rain, and 
the noises of monkeys, bugs and other creatures.  In “Night Thought”(Chinese Poems, 
3), Chen Yi uses the alternating, un-pitched syllables ‘xi xi so so xi xi so so’ to imitate 
the sound of nature at night. (See Figure 4.5)  A more sophisticated example is Spring 
Dream, in which she uses multiple layers of un-pitched syllables to simulate various 
natural sounds—the rustling of leaves (‘za za za za za za za za’) and various insect 
sounds. (See Figure 4.6) In so doing, she attempts to transport her audience to a 
natural outdoor environment.  In addition to these examples, Chen Yi also uses 
pitched nonsense syllables; in a work like Landscape, she uses the onomatopoetic 
sounds ‘wu--wu’ and ‘dup dup dup’ to replicate the moaning of the wind (Ex. 4.7a) 
and the percussive patter of raindrops (Figure 4.7b).  
 
 
Figure 4.5: “Night Thought” (Chinese Poems, 3), mm. 3-4 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Spring Dream, Letter A 
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Figure 4.7a: Landscape, mm. 5-7 
 
Figure 4.7b: Landscape, mm. 12-13 
 
Chen Yi uses nonsense syllables in a similar way in her folksong 
arrangements; here they imitate the sounds of various ethnic instruments, the clip-clop 
tread of a mule and the chugging sound of a train.  Comparatively, the use of 
nonsense syllables in her folksong arrangements is generally more repetitive and less 
sophisticated than in her poetic settings. These usages are intended more to enliven 
the text or reflect the common practice of the original folksong.  For example, the use 
of ‘Dong’ and ‘Cang’ in “Fengyeng Song” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 1), 
represent the sound of the small drum and gong54 that singers traditionally 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54Dong and Cang as sonic equivalents of drum and gong are commonly recognized by Chinese 
musicians, narrative artists and audiences.  For further details on the Gong Drum music in China, see 
Cheng Daofa, ‘Number Sequences in the structure of some instrumental ensemble music collected 
from Hubei province.’ Music in China, (April, 2000), 89. 
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accompanied themselves with when singing (and dancing) the original song. (See 
Figure 4.8)  In “Riding on a Mule” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 7), the rhythmic, 
un-pitched syllables ‘ta ga di mi ta’ imitate the clip-clop of the mule’s hooves, 
providing both rhythmic support and momentum for the unfolding melody. (See 
Figure 4.9)   
 
Figure 4.8: “Fenyeng song” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 1), ATB, mm. 1-2 
 
 
Figure 4.9, “Riding on a mule” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 7), mm. 1-4 
 
 One of the more sophisticated uses of nonsense syllables in Chen Yi's 
folksong arrangements is “Diu Diu Deng” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 9).  Here, 
Chen Yi uses the syllables ‘chi’, ‘ku’, and ‘wu’ to imitate the various mechanical 
sounds of a train.  Besides providing rhythmic support and sonic re-creation, Chen 
Yi’s skillful manipulation of rhythm, tempo and dynamics transform these phonemes 
into a narrative of the entire train journey, including a sense of changing physical 
presence.  In one choral section, the ‘sound’ of the train stops as all four voices sings 
imitative counterpoint.  The absence of the train’s sound refocuses our attention on 
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the people who are singing this lively song of celebration during their journey.55  The 
disappearance of the train’s sound becomes text painting on a totally different level, 
providing a clear advance in her compositional technique when compared to the 
rather repetitive accompaniments of her earlier arrangements.  
2.  Mood painting 
Nonsense syllables are a key element in Chen Yi’s ability to simulate an abstract 
scene or mood in both the poetic settings and the folksong arrangements.  In contrast 
to merely mimicking specific real sounds in the previous pieces, here, the nonsense 
syllables are totally pitched, and are, therefore, dependent on harmony and rhythm to 
express the textual scene.  Separated from the contexts of pitch and rhythm, these 
nonsense syllables are merely meaningless phonemes.  For instance, in ‘Riding on my 
Skiff’ from Tang Poems (1995), Chen Yi depicts the quiet foggy morning described 
in the poem by combining the nonsense syllable ‘w’ ([wəә]) with a simple melodic 
motive comprised of a descending minor second glide that produces a series of 
semitone clusters. (See Figure 4.10)  The additions of precisely notated dynamics 
changes transform these simple materials into a visualization of a morning boat ride 
as seen through the eyes (and language) of the poet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 Chen Yi, Preface to A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, Vol. 3 (Theodore Presser Company, 1994). 
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Figure 4.10: “Riding on my Skiff” (Tang Poems, 1), mm. 1-4 
 
 The text of “Written on a Rainy night” from the Tang Poems (1995) is a letter 
written by the poet to his wife, in which he expresses his longing and loneliness on a 
rainy evening.  Chen Yi expresses the simple emotional language of this poem by 
beginning the piece with a unison melody; the first half of the text is completely 
devoid of nonsense syllables. In the second half, she uses the vowel ‘o’ sung in 
parallel fifths to create not only an accompaniment, but also a thematic echo of the 
male voices’ melody, an echo that is both wistful and lonely. 
 Figure 4.11: “Written on a Rainy night” (Tang Poems, 2), mm26-28 
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In her folksong arrangements, Chen Yi uses a similar but simpler, more 
repetitive approach, as we see in the accompaniment patterns in two pieces from the 
Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs—“The Flowing Stream” (2) and “Awariguli” (8).  In 
both, Chen Yi employs a single vowel as a nonsense syllable, a restriction that closely 
mirrors the harmonic accompaniments found in Western folksong arrangements.  For 
the quiet night scene depicted in “The Flowing Stream” Chen Yi again resorts to 
parallel fifths, hummed pianissimo to accompany the tenor’s pentatonic melody. 
Indeed, as Figure 4.12 reveals, the soprano and alto version is a heterophonically 
embellished version of the simpler progression of the drone-like bass line.  We find a 
similar technique used in “Awariguli”, but here Chen Yi’s harmony is much more 
complex.  Over the sustained bass pedal (E – B), she creates an extended pentatonic 
cluster by imitating the D pentatonic scalar melody of the Alto (and S3) in the divisi 
tenor part.  The tenor parts simultaneously present the opening notes of a pentatonic 
collection on [b] and the retrograde of an [a] pentatonic collection.  The sustained 
cluster is further complicated by the soprano’s imitation of the alto’s cluster, a 
collection that introduces two new pitches (c’ natural and d’ natural) that are foreign 
to all the other scales. (Figure 4.13)  This complex cluster gives one a foretaste of the 
harmonic language found in her poetic settings and allude to her interest in combining 
between the choral music of the East (pentatonicism) with the modernism of the 
West.56 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
56 See the discussion of cluster in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4.12: “The Flowing Stream” (A Set of Chinese Folk Songs, 2), mm. 18-21 
 
Figure 4.13:“Awariguli” (A Set of Chinese Folk Songs, 8), mm1-10 
 
Compositions such as these take the use of nonsense syllables to new levels of 
expression, presented as repeated chords or sustained clusters that contrast sharply 
with the repetitive percussive accompaniments of the previous category.  The former 
are usually slower in tempo, have less rhythmic drive and feature a less prominent 
melodic line than those pieces dominated by onomatopoetic nonsense syllables 
Figure 4.14 compares the distribution of these two types of nonsense syllables 
Chen Yi’s Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs. As we can see, the nonsense syllables used 
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to evoke an abstract scene or mood consist of a single vowel throughout.57  
Conversely, those used as onomatopoeia show a greater variety of phonemes in terms 
of both the vowels used and presence of consonants suited to articulating the syllables 
found in pieces that are relatively faster, more rhythmically active and simulate 
certain specific sounds.    
Figure 4.14: Nonsense syllables in Chen Yi’s Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs 
Category 1: nonsense syllables as 
onomatopoeia 
Category 2: nonsense syllables as 
text-painting 
No.1 Dong dong qiang  No.2 [m-----] 
No.3 Glok zek zek 
[oi yi oi yi------] 
No.4 [yo----] 
No.5 Dong bu la 
Lalalala 
No.6 [ha----] 
No.7 ta ga di mi ta 
kuang cei cei yi dei dei cang...etc. 
[yo----] 
No.8 [w----] 
No.9 [Chi----]ku chi ku chi... 
[wu-----] 
No.10 
 
[o-----] 
dong dong dong dong 
 
[-----]-indicates sustained sounds 
 
 While it seems that Chen Yi created a deliberate alternation of the two types 
of nonsense syllable usage; all of the odd-numbered pieces are of the onomatopoeic 
type, while the even-numbered works utilize the simpler, more sustained type.58  In 
fact, she has indicated that this order was not her intention, but designed by the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57	  The only exception is No.10, of which Chen Yi uses repeated ‘dong’ in the accompaniment part 
when the folksong speeds up in the latter half, and serves as a transition to the second folksong of this 
combined arrangement.  No.10 is an arrangement of two contrasting folksongs: the first one ‘Mountain 
song’ (No.10a) shares similar style to the pieces in the first category; while the ‘Dancing tune’ 
(No.10b) has a similar rhythmic percussive style in the use of nonsense syllables.  58	  See footnote 55 for a significant exception to this statement. 
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publisher.59 The other point of interest is the crossover usage of the both types of 
nonsense syllables in song 7 and 10.  Song 10 uses both types of nonsense syllables 
alternatively during the first part of the composition in reflecting the change of mood 
and tempo; while both types of nonsense syllables appear in song 7 simultaneously, 
providing an ostinato non-pitched rhythmic layer and a moving parallel fourth 
accompaniment and counter-melody.   
3.  Metaphor  
Like Category II, Chen Yi’s use of these as metaphors in her poetic settings 
requires specific rhythm and pitch to fulfill their function.  These phonemes, the least 
common type found in her music, neither imitate specific sounds nor evoke a specific 
mood.  Instead, they combine traditional musical elements (pitch/rhythm/texture) to 
symbolize an idea or concept related to the text.60  For example, in ‘Wild Grass’ 
(Tang Poems, 3), Chen Yi uses nonsense syllables to symbolize the successive life 
cycles of wild grass. (See Figure 4.15)  Chen Yi contrives an ostinato, 
accompaniment figure, the melodic contour of which symbolizes the growth and 
decay of crops; simultaneously, the imitation of this pattern becomes a metaphor for 
the repetitive continuity of this natural process.  The result is a stunning realization of 
how this process has persisted for eons.  
In “Up to the Crane Tower” from Chinese Poems for Six Girl’s Choruses 
(1999), Chen Yi sets the syllable ‘yo’ as ascending triplets to represent the natural roll 
of the river.  (See Figure 4.16) It is crucial, then, to note that these symbolic ideas 
may not be easily recognized without a comprehension of the text.   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
59While the printed score seems to produce this alternation, in an email to the author (12/12/10), Chen 
Yi indicated that the published order was not what she had intended, but was done solely by the 
publisher.  60	  The major difference between category II and III is that the nonsense syllables in category III may 
not be able to deliver the image or the mood successfully without knowing the text.  It is more a 
symbolization according to the shape of the pitch materials, rather than the actual sound effect.     
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Figure 4.15: “Wild Grass” (Tang Poems, 3), mm. 1-2 
 
Figure 4.16: “Up to the Crane Tower” (Chinese Poems, 1), mm. 1-4 
 
4.  Practical reasons 
 
 Beyond the significant role nonsense syllables play in the area of text painting 
and providing harmonic and rhythmic support to a borrowed melody, Chen Yi has 
relied on these universal, accessible sounds to limit the amount of Chinese text a 
Western choir would have to learn in order to perform her music. (See Appendix B) 
Secondly, since Chinese is a tonal language in which subtle changes of speech tone 
will alter the meaning of any individual character, nonsense syllables have served her 
by freeing here from the constraints of the speech tones of Chinese language; to the 
extent that she has been able to minimize the difficulties of singing Mandarin Chinese 
and yet retain a musical surface that sounds ‘Chinese’, nonsense syllables have made 
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her choral music accessible to a wide audience with no loss of aesthetic integrity.61  
“The Cataract of Mount Lu” provides an excellent example of the practical balance 
Chen Yi has achieved between these competing demands.  Only one of the six choirs 
(Choir VI) sings Chinese texts (See Figure 4.17a), the other five choirs provide a 
semi-improvisational sonic accompaniment of nonsense syllables sung aleatorically. 
(See Figure 4.17b) 
 
Figure 4.17a: “The Cataract of Mount Lu” (Chinese Poems, 5), letter 5 
 
 
Figure 4.17b: The nonsense syllables performed by each choir in the above excerpt. 
Choir V: non-pitched nonsense syllables 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 See Chapter 5 Pitch Construction, p. 76 for further explanation on the importance of speech-tones in 
the Chinese language. 
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Figure 4.17b (cont.) 
Choir IV: non-pitched nonsense syllables 
 
 
Choir III: pitched nonsense syllables 
 
 
Choir I+II 
 
Nonsense syllables also provide a bridge to fill in the gaps between lines of 
poetry or individual words.  Since the Chinese poems selected by Chen Yi mostly 
contain only twenty to twenty-eight words, nonsense syllables allow her to maintain 
the recitational style of Chinese poetry, reserving repetition of words for expressive 
purposes.  For example, the separation of words and phrases in “Night Thoughts” 
reflect the grouping the words would typically receive in an oral recitation of the 
poem. (See Figure 4.18)  Chen Yi uses an ostinato-like rhythmic pattern on ‘Xi Xi So 
So’ to connect the separated 2 plus 3 grouping of line 1 in measure 3, and connect line 
1 and 2 in measure 5.  Nonsense syllables play an important role in the continuity of 
the music in addition to its text painting purpose.  
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Figure 4.18: “Night Thoughts” (Chinese Poems, 3), mm. 1-8 
 
 
 
It may be argued that nonsense syllables constitute the soul of Chen Yi’s 
choral works.  Often, they exceed the amount of actual text in her Chinese a cappella 
works, providing an important bridge between Eastern and Western musical style.  
Nonsense syllables help her break down the language barrier that otherwise would 
prohibit Western audiences to experience the abstract beauty and lingering charm that 
are the essence of Chinese poems.  Chen Yi has emphasized the importance of getting 
the right image at the beginning of her composition process; these nonsense syllables 
are an enormous resource to her in expressing her images and ideas in the sonic 
world. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PITCH CONSTRUCTION 
 The melodic construction of Chen Yi’s choral compositions provides the 
clearest evidence of the influence of her Chinese cultural background.  These 
melodies bear the clear fingerprint of the eights years she spent as a violinist and 
composer for the Beijing Opera, the folksongs she heard sung by farmers during her 
two year Cultural Revolution ‘re-education’ and the field trips taken every summer 
while studying at Central Conservatory (1978-1986) to collect folksongs.  Unlike her 
husband, Zhou Long, who is fond of using elements drawn from ancient Chinese 
music, Chen Yi’s Chinese heritage is clearest in her use of Chinese folk songs and the 
Beijing Opera style.  
Because I have absolute pitch, I would notate pitches that I heard from 
farmer’s improvisational mountain song singing, and people’s speaking.  I 
also imitated the exaggerated reciting tune in the Beijing opera style, and used 
the 12-tone technique to organize the notes, to make up my own melodies in 
my instrumental and vocal music.  I think that my music is a kind of fusion 
and merger, a marriage of the consonant and dissonant, the tonal and atonal.  It 
really sounds to me like speaking in Chinese, in a Chinese color, but it’s 
written in a Western music idiom.62  
 
In this quotation, Chen Yi mentions a wide array of musical styles and 
techniques that influence her own personal style.  None of these completely dominate 
in a single composition but are blended in a balance that is of her own making.  Her 
husband and other ‘new wave composers’ have access to the same array of techniques 
but make different choices about how to prioritize them.  For example, Chen Yi 
indicates that she uses twelve-tone techniques ‘to organize the notes’ in her music.  In 
reality, she does use the Schoenberg style of twelve-tone serialism in her instrumental 
music; however, there is no Schoenbergian serialism in her choral music.  Rather, she 
uses the twelve-tone style in a sense as a chromatic totality, i.e. “twelve-tone” simply 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  62Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001.	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means in a given passage that all twelve chromatic pitches are given.  They are not 
however, arranged in rows that are rigid.  One could say the same about her use of the 
opposites “consonant and dissonant’ and ‘tonal and atonal’.  For her, this description 
is accurate, but to westerners in particular, her description is misleading.    
Her melodies provide an organic fusion of these Chinese and Western musical 
elements and techniques.  In this chapter, we begin by discussing how she 
incorporates the various techniques found in Chinese melodic writing.  This 
adaptation manifests itself in various ways in her music.  The first of these is the 
uniquely Chinese approach used in folk melodies. 
I.  Chinese elements in Chen Yi’s melodic constructions 
1.  Chinese Folksongs 
Chen Yi uses Chinese folk songs in both her choral and instrumental 
compositions.  Her choral arrangements of folk songs retain the original melody to 
which she adds vocal or string accompaniments.  Nearly a third of her choral output 
(7 of 24 compositions) is folksong arrangements.  Eighteen of these twenty-one pieces 
use popular Chinese Folk songs; the other three use melodies from Japan (Sakura, 
1994), Korea (Arirang, 1994) and United States (Shady Grove, 2001).63   In her 
folksong arrangements, Chen Yi captures the expressive essence of the original 
melody, as in the following excerpt from “Jasmine Flower” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk 
Songs, 6), where she adds grace notes, slides and mordents to the melody to imitate 
the indigenous performance practice. (See Figure 5.1a)   In “The Flowing Stream” (A 
Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 2), Chen Yi so precisely notates the dynamic and tempo 
markings to capture the expressive nuance of the original melody. (See Figure 5.1b) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  63	  Singing in the Dark and The Sun is Rising with our Joy (No.2 of The Two Chinese Folk Song (2008) 
are not Chen Yi’s arrangements. The former piece was a choral arrangement by Alice Parker that Chen 
Yi orchestrated; the latter piece was arranged by Steven Stucky in a collaborative project.  
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Figure 5.1a: ‘Jasmine Flower’ (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 6), mm. 9-12 (Sop) 
 
Figure 5.1b: “The Flowing Stream” (A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs, 2), mm. 9-15 
 
 
  The role of Chinese folk melodies in the a cappella settings of Chinese poetry 
is markedly different.  These melodies may not use any specific, identifiable Chinese 
folk melody; nevertheless, they capture the flavor and spirit of their cultural model.  
Thus, Spring Dreams (1997) is quite similar to the folksong “Fengyeng Song”.   
Figure 5.2a: Spring Dreams, Letter E 
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Figure 5.2b: “Fengyeng Song” (A Set of Chinese Folk Songs, 1), mm. 3-10 
 
 
 
 
 
Both are E Pentatonic melodies, developed by using short, symmetric phrase 
structure.  Chen Yi even takes motivic ideas from “Fengyeng Song” and develops 
them in Spring Dreams using such Western contrapuntal techniques as transposition, 
inversion, augmentation and diminution.  Thus, Spring Dreams (Letter E) begins with 
a 5-note melodic contour that is a transposition of the opening of “Fengyeng Song”. 
(Figure 5.2b, m. 3)  This same melodic gesture later reappears at the climax of Spring 
Dreams (Letter I).  
Figure 5.2c: Spring Dreams, Climax at Letter I 
 
 
Chen Yi adopts the melodic contour of the fifth and sixth measures of the folk song 
for the last text phrase of Spring Dreams, presenting it in diminution and transposed 
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down a half step. (Compare the melody in Example 5.2d and 5.2e)  The melodic 
contour of Spring Dreams coincides with the meaning of the text (‘Flower’-‘Falling’-
‘Knows’-‘how much’)— ‘luo’ (falling) is the lowest note of the phrase, preceded by a 
descending minor third that closely matches the visual image of ‘Petals falling’; the 
raised pitch (F#) provokes the questioning quality of the text and the feeling of pity.   
Figure 5.2d: Melodic contour of “Fengyeng Song”- mm. 5-6 
 
Figure 5.2e: Spring Dreams, 3 measures before Letter K 
 
The model’s ascending minor seventh leap also serves as a separate motive 
throughout the piece. It first appears in Spring Dreams in inversion (as a descending 
minor seventh), foreshadowing the idea of the falling leaves; later, it appears in both 
positions. One may not observe the symbolic meaning of this motive until the interval 
appears in the last line of the poem, where it appears first as a minor seventh and then 
as a major seventh.  (See Figure 5.2f)  
Figure 5.2f: Spring Dreams, from 4th measures after Letter I 
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2.  Chinese Scales 
Folk music around the world shares one striking commonality- the pentatonic 
scale.  This ‘folk’ scale forms the basis of all of the different Chinese scales, 
irrespective of how many pitches they contain.  Pentatonic and heptatonic scales are 
the two most common.64  If we consider Chen Yi’s 10 Chinese Folk Songs, for 
example, we find that six of the eleven original Chinese folks songs use the pentatonic 
scale.  Of the remaining five folk songs, two—‘Mayila’ (5) and ‘Awariguli (8)—use 
heptatonic modes.65 The melodies of both folksongs used in ‘Mountain Song and 
Dancing tune’ (10) have melodies based on three triadic pitches that exist within the 
pentatonic pitch collection.   
Figure 5.3: Chinese scales used in A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs (1994) 
Folksongs Region Scale 
No.1 ‘Fengyeng Song’ Anhui (Han) E Pentatonic 
No.2 ‘The Flowing 
Stream’ 
Yunnan (Han) Eb Pentatonic (6) (C Yue Mode) 
No.3 ‘Guessing’ Yunnan (Han) Heptatonic 
No.4 ‘Thinking of My 
Darling’ 
Shanxi (Han) D Pentatonic (6)(B Yue Mode) 
No.5 ‘Mayila’ Sinkiang (Hasake) E Heptatonic  
No.6 ‘Jasmine Flower’ Jiangsu (Han) D Pentatonic 
No.7 ‘Riding on a Mule’ Shaanxi (Han) A Pentatonic (5) (E Zhi Mode) 
No.8 ‘Awariguli’ Sinkiang (Urghur) D Heptatonic   
No.9 ‘Diu Diu Deng’ Taiwan (Han) D Pentatonic- A pentatonic- D 
Pentatonic 
No.10 ‘Mountain Song 
and Dancing Tune’ 
Guizhou (Miao) 
Yunnan (Yi) 
Triadic 3-note based on [1-3-5] 
Bolded font indicates the use non-pentatonic pitch collections. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
64 Jiti Li, Conceptual Structural Analysis of Chinese Music (Beijing: Central Conservatory of Music 
Press, 1994), 10-21. 
65 Heptatonic is the most commonly used modes in Sinkiang Folk Songs. Though, they also use 
pentatonic modes, modes with ‘extra notes’ such as b7, #1, #2, #3, #4, #5.  Since it locates at the west 
border of China, its music reflects influences from the West as well.   
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The pitch content of the majority of Chen Yi’s a capella pieces cannot be 
analyzed without a thorough understanding of the pentatonic and heptatonic scales. 
Chen Yi uses these scales both in their complete form and in fragments.  She does not 
limit the influence of these scales to melodic or harmonic construction, but extends 
them to become broader compositional principles.  This accounts for the Chinese 
‘flavor’ or ‘sound’ of her music, even when its melodies use pitches or techniques that 
are not typically Chinese.   
The pitches of the C pentatonic scale are a linear reordering of the ‘Circle of 
Fifths’, a concept common in both Eastern and Western music (Figure 5.4b).  
Figure 5.4a: C Pentatonic scale as ascending perfect fifths 
C G D’ A’ E’’ 
1 (do) 5 (sol) 2 (re) 6 (la) 3 (mi) 
Gong Zhi Shang Yu Jue 
 
Figure 5.4b: C Pentatonic 
C D E G A 
1 (do) 2 (re) 3 (mi) 5 (sol) 6 (la) 
Gong Shang Jue Zhi Yu 
 
The Chinese gives specific names -- Gong, Shang, Jue, Zhi and Yu—to the 
individual pitches, which are also labeled numerically as 1,2,3,5,6.  If one re-orders 
these pitches by rotation, all five Chinese pentatonic modes, named according to the 
first note of each mode result.   
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Figure 5.5a: The Five Traditional Chinese pentatonic modes66 
Chinese mode          Pitch class set 
C Gong mode  C D E G A     [0 2 4 7 9] 
D Shang mode  D E G A C    [0 2 5 7 10] 
E Jue mode   E G A C D   [0 3 5 8 10] 
G Zhi mode    G A C D E  [0 2 5 7 9] 
A Yu mode     A C D E G [0 3 5 7 10] 
• ‘Gong’ of each mode is in bold. 
Since all of these modes employ the same pitches, it is possible to move 
seamlessly from one to another.  In Chinese music such modulation is called 
‘Modulation within the same Gong’ or ‘fan diao’. (See Figure 5.5a)  In effect, this 
process is equivalent, in Western terms to a ‘modulation’ from C Ionian to D Dorian, 
etc., 
The other type of modulation in Chinese music does involve a change of ‘key 
signature’.  If the intervals of all five scales are notated beginning on the pitch [D], 
the resulting pitches are equivalent to five western pentatonic scales.  
Figure 5.5b: Chinese pentatonic modes transposed to D 
Chinese pentatonic mode67      Western equivalent 
D Gong D E F# A B D Pentatonic 
D Shang  D E G A C C Pentatonic 
D Jue  D F G Bb C Bb Pentatonic 
D Zhi  D E G A B G Pentatonic 
D Yu  D F G A C F Pentatonic 
*‘Gong’ of each mode in D is in bold. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66 Ibid. 
67 The pitches of the Chinese modes may or may not be identical to those pitches when played on an 
equally tempered piano due to differences in tuning system.   
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To modulate from one Chinese scale to another one simply replaces one or more 
pitches of the original mode with those of the rotated scale.  For instance, to modulate 
from D Zhi to D Gong one changes the third pitch from G with F#.; similarly, 
modulation from D Jue to D Shang involves replacing the F and E of the former with 
Bb and A (See Figure 5.4b).  Since the Gong (do) of the new mode is different, this 
type of modulation is called ‘modulation with different Gong’.  This concept is 
similar to Western modulation since, in affect, an actual change of key signature must 
take place.  Furthermore, if two scales share the same collection of pitches, this is 
called ‘xuan gong’; a change of key signature and scale (e.g. G Gong to D Yue) 
results in different pitch collections that the Chinese call ‘xuan gong fan diao’. (See 
Figure 5.6b) 
 Figure 5.6a: New Key, same mode 
C Gong C D E G A P [0 2 4 7 9] C Pentatonic 
G Gong G A B D E P [0 2 4 7 9] G Pentatonic 
 
Figure 5.6b: New Key, new mode 
G Gong G A B D E P [0 2 4 7 9] G Pentatonic 
D Yue D F G A C  P [0 3 5 7 10] F Pentatonic 
 
Modulation in Chinese folk songs often involves movement either a fifth 
above or below the original scale, as we find in “Diu Diu Deng” (A Set of Chinese 
Folk Songs, 9), which modulates from A Zhi (D Pentatonic) to E Zhi (A Pentatonic) 
and back to realize the different texts of the three verses.  However, Chen Yi’s use of 
modulation is not bound to this tradition.  In “Up the Crane Tower”, she transposes all 
five Chinese scales so they start on [D].  By so doing, she is able to move easily from 
one mode to the other, creating different sounds and affects, while maintaining a 
common pitch center.  She deliberately presents all five Chinese modes in this way to 
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help American children learn to sing in all five Chinese modes.68 (See Figure 5.5b and 
5.7) 
Figure 5.7: “Up to the Crane Tower” (Chinese Poems, 1) mm1-4 
 All five modes unfold from [d] as ascending triplet passages that symbolize 
the continuous rolling motion of the Yellow River.  All begin on [D], each has a 
different ‘Gong’. (See Figure 5.8)  Jiti Li in her book (Concerptual Structural 
Analaysis of Chinese Music) arranges the five modes in terms of increasing order of 
brightness and modal stability 69.   
Figure 5.8 Mode	   	   	   	   	   	   Least	  stable	  and	  bright	  3	   D	  (mi)	   F	  (sol)	   G	  (la)	   Bb	  (do)	   C	  (re)	   	  5	   D	  (sol)	   F	  (la)	   G	  (do)	   A	  (re)	   C	  (mi)	   	  2	   D	  (re)	   E	  (mi)	   G	  (sol)	   A	  (la)	   C	  (do)	   	  4	   D	  (sol)	   E	  (la)	   G	  (do)	   A	  (re)	   B	  (mi)	   	  1	   D	  (do)	   E	  (re)	   F#	  (mi)	   A	  (sol)	   B	  (la)	   	  	   	   	   	   	   	   Most	  stable	  and	  bright	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
68 Hin-Kei Yeung, “Chen Yi and Her Choral Music a Study of the Composer’s Ideal of Fusing Chinese 
Music and Modern Western Choral Traditions.” (D.M.A. dissertation, University of North Texas, 
2006), 45. 
69 Jiti Li, Conceptual Structural Analysis of Chinese Music (Beijing: Central Conservatory of Music 
Press, 1994), 17.  
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In the preceding table, notice that all five rows contain different pitches/ 
solfedge, whereas the five columns have different solfedge but for the most part the 
same pitches. The change of pitch between successive rows always occurs in a 
different place, but always involves a semitone inflection downward (bracketed in the 
table).  This fact runs contrary to western notions of brightness in that progression 
from dark to bright is normally thought of pitch ascend, for example, c minor to 
major, Eb changes to E natural.  Jiti Li determination that mode 1 is the brightest and 
most stable, is based on two facts:  
1. Mode 1 is the only scale in which the beginning pitch is Gong (do). 
2. Mode 1 is the only scale in which the pentatonic collection is presented in 
‘root position’.   
In the opening measures of “Up to the Crane Tower”, Chen Yi presents all five 
pentatonic modes as mentioned above.  In the first two measures, choirs III and IV 
alternatively present modes 3 and 2 in imitation; following that choir I and II present 
the remaining three modes (5-4-1).  Chen Yi could have presented these different 
modes in any order she wish, but she chooses to present them in a sequence that 
almost exactly duplicate the progression of increasing brightness/stability advocated 
by Jiti Li.  This fact represents her awareness of the Chinese-system’s progression, 
arranging the music’s arrival (m. 5) at its moment of greatest brightness and stability 
in anticipation of the first entrance of poetic text.70 
The other common mode in traditional Chinese music is the Heptatonic scale, 
of which there are three common types --Ya Yueh, Ching Yueh and Yen Yueh. (See 
Figure 5-9). Each happens to correspond to one of the traditional western church 
modes.  In Chen Yi’s music, melodies based purely on heptatonic scales are relatively 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
70 Chen Yi departs slightly from Jiti Li’s system in her alternation of modes 3 and 2 instead of modes 3 
and 5.   
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rare.  The utility of the heptatonic variants is that they provide Chen Yi with pitches 
that are otherwise unavailable to her.  The Ya Yueh and Yen Yueh scales provide 
alternate versions of the fourth and the seventh scale degrees, pitches that never occur 
in pentatonic collections.  
Figure 5.9: Ya Yueh scale, Ching Yueh scale and Yen Yueh scale 
Chinese mode         Equivalent 
Western mode 
Ching Yueh mode in C C D E F G A B C C Ionian 
Ya Yueh mode in C C D E F# G A B C C Lydian 
Yen Yueh mode in C C D E F G A Bb C C Mixolydian 
 
Obviously, the heptatonic scale adds two pitches to the pentatonic collection—
two pitches, the fourth and seventh scale degrees missing from the pentatonic.  The 
Chinese called these pitches ‘bianyin’ (exchange notes), the function of which is to 
serve as passing or neighboring notes, color or decorative notes and pivot notes used 
to effect modulations by transforming the exchange note into one of the main notes of 
a new mode.71 
To understand the function of these ‘bianyin’ in relation to Chen Yi’s melodic 
construction, let us examine a passage from Chen Yi’s “The Cataract of Mount Lu” 
(Chinese Poems, 5): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
71 Jiti Li, Conceptual Structural Analysis of Chinese Music (Beijing: Central Conservatory of Music 
Press, 1994), 10-17. 
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Figure 5.10: “The Cataract of Mount Lu” (Chinese Poems, 5), Rehearsal 5 - 6, (Choir 
VI) 
 
 
 
This melody appears with a key signature of four sharps, and might well be 
understood by Western conductors as being in E Major, safe for the present of [A#] in 
the sixth measure.  The presence of [A#] is explainable by using the Ya Yueh 
heptatonic mode because it provides a raised fourth degree.     
Figure 5.11: Chinese names of all possible notes in Chinese heptatonic modes 
C D E F F# G A Bb B 
1 2 3 4 4#/5b 5 6 7b 7/1b 
Gong Shang Jue Qing 
Jue 
Bian 
Zhi 
Zhi Yu Qing 
Jue 
Bian 
gong 
*’qing’ and ‘bian’ roughly equals to ‘sharp’(#) and ‘flat’ (b) in the Western system. 
  
 As in Western music, the final note of a piece in Chinese style usually defines 
the mode.  The original folk songs, “Fengyeng song” (No.1) and “Jasmine Flower” 
(No.3) from 10 Chinese folk songs, use E Gong Mode (E Pentatonic) and A Zhi Mode 
(D Pentatonic) respectively.  In most of Chen Yi’s poetic choral works, the greater 
textural sophistication seemingly beckons Chen Yi to create more complex melodic 
structures.  These are often compounds based on the juxtaposition of different scale 
types (Pentatonic, diatonic and chromatic).  Such fusion, in turn, seems to invite the 
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use of more Western means of pitch organization that make determination of mode in 
terms of Chinese theory alone nearly impossible in most her original choral 
compositions.  One of the few exceptions is “Night Thought” from Chinese Poems for 
Six Girls’ Chorus, an E Shang mode piece (D Pentatonic) with a relatively simple 
texture. (See Figure 5.12)  Here, the melody mostly uses unisons or parallel intervals, 
accompanied by non-pitched nonsense syllables.  By using this comparatively simple 
melodic and harmonic structure, Chen Yi evokes a more ‘Chinese’ sound for the 
purpose of teaching the basics of the mode.  
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Figure 5.12: “Night Thought” (Chinese Poems, 3)  
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Figure 5.12 (cont.) 
 
 Since Chen Yi’s music fuses both Western and Eastern elements, knowledge 
of both theoretical concepts affords a deeper understanding of how her Chinese 
cultural heritage refines the compositional process of her Western compositions.  The 
preceding discussion of Chinese modes was not included merely to provide ‘labels’ 
for Chen Yi’s music, but to highlight such Chinese ‘concepts’ of pitch organization as 
the notion that the pentatonic mode is the basis of all modes and the pivotal role that 
pentatonic modulation plays in Chen Yi’s fusion process.  
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3.  The Chinese Language  
 Besides pentatonicism, the tonal inflection of the Chinese language is another 
significant element in the melodic construction of Chen Yi’s poetic settings.  Chinese 
is a tonal language, the meaning of individual word differing with the various 
combinations of vowels, consonants, and speech-tones.   Speech tone is the major 
difference between Chinese and the Romance languages.  Mandarin, the official 
Chinese language, employs four basic speech tones: 1) Level tone, 2) Rising tone, 3) 
Dipping tone, and 4) Falling tone.72  
 Figure 5.13: Approximate relative pitch and rhythm relationships in the four speech 
tones of Mandarin 
 
       (1)              (2)              (3)             (4)  
 
The four speech tones are identified by four different symbols notated above 
the stressed vowel of the pinyin.  A change in speech tone of the same vowel(s) and 
consonant(s) will result a completely different word.  For example, (1) in level tone, 
“ma” means ‘mother’; in rising tone, it means ‘hemp’; in dipping tone, it becomes 
‘horse’, and in falling tone “ma” means ‘to curse’.  The true meaning of a word 
cannot be conveyed if the syllables are not pronounced with the correct speech tone.  
Chen Yi notices the close relationship between Chinese language and music and often 
captures these traditional styles of recitation in her settings of Chinese poems. 
My absolute pitch skills enabled me to write down exactly what people said in 
a melodic form.  When I would imitate pitches and expression of a mountain 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  72	  Bell Yung, “China, IV. Theory,” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley 
Sadie, Vol. 4 (London: Macmillan Publisher Limited, 1980), 262.	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song, immediately a melody appears in my mind.  Because of this, I wrote 
many vocal works that are based on melodies inspired by human speeches. 73 
These subtleties of human speech can be expressed with both melody and 
rhythm; the melody is governed by the appropriate speech-tones of the Chinese text, 
while rhythm reflects the grouping of words, tempo and rubato.  Figure 5.14 
illustrates the close relationship between the speech-tone of individual Chinese 
characters and Chen-Yi’s melodic contour: the use of repeated D pitches for the 
Chinese characters, ‘zhi’ and ‘duo’ realize the sustained quality of level tone; the 
dipping tone of the word ‘shao’ is preceded, in both presentations by a falling tone 
from the previous word.   
Figure 5.14: Spring Dreams, after Letter I, mm. 2-5 
 
Sometimes the melodic contour may not perfectly coincide with the speech-
tones of individual words, but inflects the words in a broader prospective; conversely, 
Chen Yi consistently preserves the rhythmic aspect of the traditional recitation of 
Chinese poems.  For example, the rhythm and the text grouping [(2+2)+(2+1)] of the 
first line of “Written on a Rainy Night” are achieved by Chen Yi’s text placement, 
frequent insertion of rests, and used of melodic embellishments.   
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  73	  Hin-Kei Yeung, “Chen Yi and Her Choral Music a Study of the Composer’s Ideal of Fusing 
Chinese Music and Modern Western Choral Traditions.” (D.M.A. dissertation, University of North 
Texas, 2006), 28.	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Figure 5.15: “Written on a Rainy Night” (Tang Poems, 2), mm. 1-5 
 
 
 
4. Beijing Opera Style 
 The performance of the Beijing Opera consists of four major components: 
singing, acting, speech-recitation and acrobatic fighting; of these four, the singing and 
reciting style are most often found in her choral compositions.   
(i) Beijing Opera Reciting style 
The reciting style of the Beijing Opera, nianbai, is a unique, exaggerated style of 
speaking used in the recitatives of Beijing Opera.  There are principal two types, 
Heightened Speech (yunbai, lit. “rhymed speech”) and Colloquial Speech.  The 
second is subdivided into Colloquial Mandarin Speech (jingbai, lit.”Beijing 
colloquial”) and regional dialects (fangyangbai, lit. “regional colloquial speech”).74  
These speech styles differentiate the social status of the character, as well as the 
language use (e.g. classical versus vernacular). Musically, heightened speech employs 
relatively extreme pitch ranges and a slower rate of declamation than that found in 
colloquial speech.   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74 As described by Wichmann in Listening to Theatre, 203-213, ‘Heightened speech is used for most 
speeches in poetry and for prose speeches written in classical Chinese, or in a blend of classical and 
vernacular language in which the classical language is dominant, while Colloquial Speech is employed 
for prose speeches with a blend of classical and vernacular language in which the vernacular language 
is dominant, and for prose speeches written entirely in vernacular language.  Heightened speech is 
written mostly for character of high social status, in contrast, colloquial speech is written for character 
of lower social status.’  
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I used the recitative speech style from Peking opera to set these poems, so 
when [they] are sung, there would be no mismatch of [linguistic] tones.  It 
sounded very much like reciting.  So people who understand the Chinese 
language would feel familiar when hearing these tunes, [they are] like jingyun 
[Peking opera reciting tones], but with different pitches, rise and fall, like 
reciting.’75   
 
 Chen Yi finds the reciting style of the Beijing Opera somewhat similar to 
Schoenberg’s Sprechstimme, as both techniques combines speaking and singing in an 
exaggerated manner.76  She captures the Chinese reciting style by using big leaps and 
glides that follow the direction of individual speech tones.  Her notational approach 
varies slightly according to the number of singers per part.  She notates the recitation 
portion of the solo part in “Monologue” (Tang Poem, 4) using non-specific pitches.  
The score shows the approximate pitches for each syllable of text, using ‘arrows’ to 
indicate the direction of glides. (See Figure 5.16)  Unless interrupted by rests, the 
singer should recite in a legato manner in which individual words are linked by glides 
that exaggerate the inflection of the speech tones. The sustained diatonic cluster in the 
choral parts allows a certain degree of rhythmic freedom in the solo line.  Here, Chen 
Yi presents this reciting style in slow tempo and mezzo piano to evoke the 
mysteriousness of the text, ‘Where are the sages of the past, And those of future 
years?’   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
75 Su Zheng, Claiming Diaspora: Music, Transnationalism, and Cultural Politics in Asian/Chinese 
America. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010),262. 
76 Eric Lai, The Music of Chou Wen-chung. (UK: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2009), 26. 
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Figure 5.16: “Monologue” (Tang Poems, 4), mm. 6-10. 
 
However, the use of ‘approximate’ notation to recreate the reciting style is 
only possible for soloists.  When applying this reciting style in choral parts, Chen Yi 
precisely notates the pitches to avoid pitch deviations; what is left unclear is the 
rhythmic starting point and the rate at which it takes place, as one can see in the 
following examples from Landscape and The West Lake.  (See Figure 5.17 and 5.18) 
Figure 5.17: Landscape, mm. 1-4 
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Figure 5.18: The West Lake, mm. 22-27 
 
Chen Yi also applies this gesture to portray particular words.  The third text 
line of “The Cataract of Mount Lu” (Chinese Poems, 5)—‘The flying torrent drops 
straight down three thousand feet’—the three- thousand foot waterfall is shown by a 
long downward glide at the word ‘xia’ (down/fall) at rehearsal 7. (See Figure 5.19)  
The musical effect of the ‘fall’ is heightened by the written-out rhythm acceleration 
and the ascending line in the previous measures.     
 
Figure 5.19: “The Cataract of Mount Lu” (Chinese Poems, 5), rehearsal number 6 to 
7, (choir VI). 
 
 
 
(ii) Beijing Opera Singing style  
 This style of singing is particular to the arias sung in Beijing Opera.  The two 
most common melodic constructions in arias are called Xipi and Erhuang.  Xipi has a 
wider pitch range with frequent big leaps (such as 6ths or 7ths), resulting a relatively 
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disjunct melody.  In contrast, Erhuang involves a narrower pitch range and, 
consequently, a more conjunct melodic contour.  Its pitch progressions are mostly 
step-wise with occasional small leaps.77  However, the word ‘style’ implies that Chen 
Yi is not writing either a Xipi or an Erhuang melody in her music, but a melody 
consistent with the flavor of the Beijing Opera arias.  The melismatic passage at letter 
F of Spring Dreams (1997) provides a good example of the Beijing Opera Singing 
style.  Chen Yi captured the stylistic features with written-out embellished passages, 
the ornamentation of single notes, dotted rhythms and the frequent insertion of rests.  
(See Figure 5.20)  The extensively embellished melody and slow rate of textual 
declamation mirror the ‘unconsciousness’ mentioned in the first line of the poem: 
‘Spring Dream not conscious of dawning.’  
Figure 5.20: Spring Dreams, letter F 
 
 
The Cataract of Mount Lu and Spring Dreams share a similar overall 
structure; both pieces open with sections of non-pitched nonsense syllables that vary 
only in terms of the specific nonsense syllables used.  The soprano entrance at letter F 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
77 Elizabeth Wichmann, Listening to Theatre: The Aural Dimension of Beijing Opera (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press), 79. 
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gives us an extensive example of Beijing Opera Singing style. (See Figure 5.20)  The 
first texted melody in The West Lake also exhibits the unique, ‘re-utterance’ vocal 
technique used in Beijing Opera.  (See Figure 5.21) Chen Yi precisely notates the 
gesture, re-articulating the ‘e’ vowel and off beat accents to capture the embellished 
passage of Beijing Opera singing style.   
Figures 5.21: The West Lake, mm. 11-16  
 
 
Another common practice involves the use of a single vowel in lieu of the 
Chinese word in melismatic passages once the speech-tone of the word has been 
established.  In the preceding example, the word ‘yan’ is replaced by a ‘e’ vowel, 
while ‘fang’ and ‘hao’ are replaced by a ‘a’ vowel.78       
5. Ornamentations in Chinese Instrumental and Vocal music 
 Chen Yi is fond of imitating Chinese instrumental timbre even with Western 
instruments, such as using violin to imitate the sound of erhu79 and a French horn to 
imitate the sound of Tibetan ragdun, a low-range wind instrument.80  
When you go to the mid to low register it [violin] can really sound like an 
erhu, although this fiddle has the most unique timbre and even a synthesizer 
cannot imitate it. And if you hear Zhou Long’s duet Su for flute and harp, it 
has a lot of techniques imitating Chinese instruments.81   
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  78	  There are certain rules in the selection of particular vowels for different words.  See Wichmann’s 
Listening to Theatre, pp.197-201 for further details.   
79 a two-string Chinese fiddle 
80 Oteri and Liston, Aug 1, 2006. 
81 Ibid. 
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The same array of ornamentation and idiomatic gestures found in her Chinese 
instrumental music appear in Chen Yi’s choral compositions.   
In Chinese music, there is an aural difference between the notes on the page 
and the actual sound.  It is a common practice for the performer to add ornaments to 
individual notes or embellish the entire melody, a practice called ‘Jiahua’ (lit. add 
flowers).  The style of ornamentation varies according to the different idiomatic 
techniques, established conventions of individual instruments, and personal taste; they 
play an important role in expressing the lingering charm in Chinese music.  
Ornamentation in Chinese music ranges from grace notes, glissandos, trills, 
embellishing passing and neighbor notes to specific techniques that alter the ‘tone 
color’ and ‘pitch’.  For instance, a technique used when playing the Erhu called 
‘Menyin’ (lit. ‘covered note’) is achieved by pushing the strings toward the neck with 
the left hand and then quickly releasing them; the subsequent increase in pressure 
produces a ‘dip’ in pitch followed by a return to the original pitch.82    
Chen Yi applies both vocal and instrumental ornamentation in her choral 
music, using a variety of precise notations such as lines (glides), straight arrows, 
vibrating-arrows and written-out embellished passages.  For example, in Xuan, (See 
Figure 5.22), chains of glissandos that travel a seventh from a grace note give 
additional Oriental flavor to the piece; this technique is also one of the text painting 
devices Chen Yi uses to evoke the ‘mysteriousness’ of ‘The nameless originated 
heaven and earth.’  
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
82 J. Lawerence Witzleben, “Silk and Bamboo,” Music in Shanghai: The Jiangnan Sizhu Instrumental 
Ensemble Tradition, (The Kent State University Press, 1995), 45.	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Figure 5.22: Xuan, mm.20-23 
 
 In “Written on a Rainy Night” (Tang Poems, 2), Chen Yi employs these as 
well as the guqin, a unique ornament resulting from sliding on the string with the left 
hand in either direction on the last decaying note of the phrase.  Figure 5.23 shows 
two of the possible uses of this unique guqin technique: notes plucked by right hand 
are circled; notes produced by the left hand slide are marked by a rectangle. These 
should be sung in diminuendo with a fading expression.   
  Figure 5.23: “Written on the Rainy Night” (Tang Poems, 2), mm.1-5 
 
          
Such ornamentation (Jiahua) is an important element in Chen Yi’s evocation of the 
meaning of the poetry she sets. The preceding example includes two different types of 
such ornamentation, both adapted from Chinese instrumental music. The pitch 
construction that Chen Yi employs in her choral music derives from, but is not limited 
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to, all five of the elements described above.  To understand her unique synthesis of 
Eastern and Western elements, it has been necessary to survey the preceding Chinese 
musical techniques, which are predominantly linear and melodic.  Next, we turn to a 
discussion of her use of Western compositional techniques, involving both horizontal 
and vertical aspects of pitch organization.  
II. Chen Yi’s assimilation of Chinese and Western musical idioms  
1. Pitch Class Technique 
 
 Chen Yi’s choral music contains examples of the twentieth-century Western 
concept of the pitch class set to organize pitch.  She often derives these sets from the 
pentatonic scale; accordingly, the most common sets found in her works are [025], 
[0257] and [0259], all of which are found in that scale.  These systematic recurrences 
of pitch classes serve as a unifying device as Figure 5.24 illustrates. 
Figure 5.24: Know You How Many Petals Falling?, mm. 35-37 
 
 In Know you how many petals Falling? (2001), Chen Yi overlaps chains of the pitch 
class set [0,2,5] in both prime and retrograde form.  This Western view of sequential 
melodic construction also fits well with the Chinese idea of ‘temporary’ pentatonic 
modulation.  As the example illustrates, the music modulates from D-flat Pentatonic 
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to G-flat Pentatonic utilizing two common tones—Db and Eb—as well as the binyan 
of D-flat (G-flat) as the Gong (tonic) of the new key, G-flat pentatonic. The second 
modulation assumes the enharmonic equivalency of G-flat and F-sharp to effect a 
modulation to D Pentatonic (a transition that also requires the chromatic inflection of 
A-flat to A). 
2.  Symmetrical Pitch Construction 
 Chen Yi uses the intervals of the pentatonic scale as the basis of her 
assimilation of the symmetrical pitch constructions found in contemporary Western 
music. For example, the opening cluster of Looking at the Sea (2006) is symmetrical, 
based on the alternating major seconds and minor third intervals of the pentatonic 
scale (E-G-A-C-D-F: 3-2-3-2-3).  (See Figure 5.25a) 
Figure 5.25a: Looking at the Sea, mm.1-4. 
. 
When the same idea returns in Starting in m. 14, Chen Yi transposes this 
sequence down a whole step, producing another symmetrical chord (D-F-G-Bb-C-
A) also based on this same sequence of intervals. (Figure 5.25b) 
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Figure 5.25b: Looking at the Sea, mm. 12-14 
 
Even though the last interval is an ascending rather than descending minor 
third, the intervallic content of the clusters remain the same. This symmetrical 
chord unfolds throughout the piece in both vertical and linear sequences involving 
both complete and partial re-statements. 
 Know you how many petals falling? features another symmetrical construction 
based on the whole-tone scale. The chord used for both the opening and closing lines 
of the poem is based on two incomplete whole-tone scales: Bb-C-D-E—F-G-A-B.  
Figure 5.26a: Know You How Many Petals Falling?, mm. 1-5 
 
 Chen Yi uses a transposition of this same chord to set the last line of Landscape.  
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Figure 5.26b: Landscape, mm. 31-32 
 
 
  
These two symmetrical pitch collections based on intervals derived from the 
pentatonic and whole tone scale share a commonality beyond symmetry; the internal 
constructions of both chords are closely related to the fundamental construction of the 
pentatonic scale.  For instance, the symmetrical chord of [E-G-A-C-D-F] is actually 
the F Pentatonic scale extended by the addition of the pitch ‘E,’ which she derives 
from an extension of the reordered scale to include the next pitch in the circle of 5ths 
(E-A-D-G-C-F).  Similarly, the symmetrical whole tone pitch collection found in 
Know You How Many Petals Falling? [Bb-C-D-E—F-G-A-B] can be understood as a 
reordering of the Bb Pentatonic scale [B-flat-C-D-F-G] extended by three additional 
pitches generated using the same device [Bb-C-D-F-G + A-E-B]. (See Figure 5.27) 
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Figure 5.27: Know You How Many Petals Falling? 
 
Bb Pentatonic Bb F C G D --- ---- --- 
Bb Pentatonic  
Re-ordered as a 
circle of fifths 
Bb F C G D A E B 
Re-ordering of 
the pitches in 
ascending order 
Bb C D E F G A B 
  
 In addition to her combination of Eastern and Western elements, Chen Yi’s 
symmetrical pitch collections also serve as a type of word-painting in the excerpt 
from Landscape (2003) given above (Figure 5.26b).  Here, Chen Yi employs two 
whole-tone tetrachords [F-G-A-B—C-D-E-F#] to symbolize the interface between the 
sky and its reflection on the lake described in the poem’s last line, “Below the Lake 
Pavilion, sky-mirrored water is quiet.”  The arch shape of the melodic contour formed 
by the imitative entrances creates another level of symmetry that documents just how 
sophisticated Chen Yi’s pre-compositional planning and her multiple approaches to 
text painting are.            
3.  Whole-Tone scale  
Chen Yi’s use of whole-tone pitch construction is not limited to the examples 
cited above.  In ‘Monologue’ from Tang Poems (1994), she uses a partial whole-tone 
scale [Bb-C-D-E] to form a sustained cluster that provides harmonic support for the 
poem’s third line.  (See Figure 5.28)  Xuan provides another example of an 
incomplete whole-tone scale as the basis of pitch construction.  Its opening ten 
measures consist of a five-note, whole-tone scale [Eb-F-G-A-B].  The pointillistic 
treatment of this passage, which results in sustained whole-tone clusters, is what 
evokes the mysteriousness of ‘Xuan’.83  (See Figure 5.29) 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  83	  Xuan is Chen Yi’s only a cappella choral work that is not based on Chinese Poetry, folk songs, or 
mountain songs.  Xuan is related to one of the most significant schools of thoughts in China, Taoism.  
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Figure 5.28: ‘Monologue’ from Tang Poem, mm37-41. 
 
Figure 5.29: Xuan, mm1-10 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
The text is taken from the very first Chapter of the Dao De Jing, the ‘bible’ of Taoism, written by Lao 
Zi during the Zhou Dynasty (6th Century B.C.).  The word ‘Dao’ is the origin of the creation of the 
universe, the origins of all things, the way the universe works.  Originally, Dao was an abstract verb; 
without any smell or sound, it was untouchable and cannot be touched and mysterious.  It is impossible 
to use any words to express the meaning and idea of Dao in words.   Therefore, the first line of the text, 
‘The Dao that can be explained is not the actual Dao’.  The word De means ‘power’ referring to the 
potential energy that comes from any being in the right place and the right frame of mind at the right 
time.  As described in the preface of Xuan, the word Jing means ‘classic’.  Thus, Dao De Jing is the 
introduction, summary and application of Taoism.  The central idea of Xuan teaches us to have an 
open-minded when observing things, in order to appreciate and understand the true mysteries of the 
fundamental truth of the universe.  	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4. Quartal and Quintal Harmony 
 One of the signature harmonic languages of the twentieth century was the 
compounding of perfect fourths and/ or fifths to construct chords.  Since the perfect 
fourth is the inversion of the perfect fifth, either term (quartal or quintal) is applicable. 
This type of harmony shares similar internal structure with the pentatonic scale.  In 
Chen Yi’s music this harmonic language takes the form of sustained chords, a series 
of parallel harmonies or a harmonic texture that is juxtaposed with other harmonic 
procedures.  Figure 5.30a shows an example of using a sustained, quartal chord [D-G-
C-F] in Spring Rain (2010).  Chen Yi layered the chord from top to bottom.  She uses 
parallel quartal chords in the upper three voices of Know You How Many Petals 
Falling?.  Horizontally, these pitches are the first four pitches of the scale of Mode 
Zhi (5) [sol-la-do-re]; a descending bass line, the pitches of which are unrelated to the 
upper three voices, provides counterpoint to these quartal chords (Figure 5.30b).  
 
Figure 5.30a: Spring Rain, mm 33-36 
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Figure 5.30b: Know You How Many Petals Falling?, m30 
 
 This use of parallel harmonies is somewhat reminiscent of Medieval organum 
and, less obviously, the early Renaissance technique known as Fauxbourdon, in 
which two voice parts (one improvised) sing in parallel fourths over a cantus firmus, 
forming either first inversion triads or open chords with no third.  This organum-like 
writing is one of the most common forms of heterophony found in Chinese music, 
being reminiscent of the tuning of Chinese instruments such as the ‘pipa’ (a plucked 
instrument), the standard tuning of which is [A-D-E-A].  One finds parallel fourth, 
fifth and octave sonorities in the free-reed, mouth-blown Chinese instrument known 
as the ‘sheng’.  Chen Yi transfers these instrumental sonorities into her choral music, 
typically in passages that consist of declamatory homophonic texture.  Figure 5.31 
illustrates a typical use of both parallel perfect fifths (a) and fourths (b) in 
homophonic choral writing: 
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Figure 5.31a: ‘Happy Rain on a Spring Night’ (To the New Millennium, 1), mm103-
108 
 
 
Figure 5.31b, ‘Monologue’ (Tang Poems, 4), mm. 42-46 
 
 Chen Yi frequently adopts this Chinese sonority in her choral music.84 As we 
see in Figure 5.32, sometimes even nonsense syllables are layered in either parallel 
fifths or unisons while the texted top line uses parallel fourths, fifths or unisons.  This 
simple heterophonic writing enhances the second half of ‘Written on a Rainy Night’, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  84	  The word ‘harmony’ in the west requires at least three different pitches, while in Chinese music, the 
harmonic sonority sometimes consisted of only two different pitches. 
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providing a strong oriental flavor that contrasts with the relatively plain first section, 
in which the text is presented mostly in unison with no nonsense syllables throughout.  
 
Figure 5.32: “Written on a Rainy Night” (Tang Poems, 2), mm19-22 
 
 
‘Picking the Seedpods of the Lotus’ from Chinese Poems (1999) provides another 
example of Chen Yi’s use of parallel fifths, though not one that is typical.85  The 
continuous flow of parallel fifths form one layer of the ostinato used to depict the 
playful scene of fish swimming around the lotus leaves. (See Figure 5.33) The 
ostinato of legato parallel fifths provides both textural contrast and a sustained 
harmonic background. 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  85	  the accompaniment layer consisted of not only nonsense syllables, but words borrowed from the 
original poem.	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Figure 5.33: “Picking the Seedpods of the Lotus” (Chinese Poems, 2), mm25-29 
 
5. Other Western sonorities 
Chen Yi also adopts other Western compositional techniques, including the 
octatonic and chromatic scales.  A partial octatonic scale [A-Bb-C-C#-D#-E-F#] 
organizes the pitches of the Beijing Opera reciting style used to set Line 1 of the 
poem in Landscape (mm.1- 4). (See Figure 5.17) 
 Harmonically, she also adopts the use of extended tertian chords, though this 
language is not used as frequently as parallel fifths and fourths or quartal/quintal 
chords.  Figure 5.34 provides an example of her use of extended tertian chords. The 
first cluster of ‘Up to the Crane Tower’ is an extended tertian chord, F 13 [F-A-C-E-
B-D]; the ninth (G) is initially omitted, but becomes the root of another tertian 
sonority [G-B-D-A-C], which lacks the seventh scale degree (F).     
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Figure 5.34: “Up to the Crane Tower” (Chinese Poems, 1), mm. 1-2    
 
6.  Clusters and the Juxtaposition of Pitch Collections  
Chen Yi often juxtaposes different pitch collections to create a bi-modal, 
polytonal or pan-tonal sonority.  Such juxtapositions might involve two different 
pentatonic scales or the combination of a pentatonic scale with either diatonic or 
modal scales or chords.  Also, the Chinese emphasis on linear musical progressions 
creates vertical sonorities that are the result of the interaction of separate melodies 
(analogous to the harmonic procedures of pre-tonal music in the West).  For instance, 
in Figure 5.35, the upper two voices in unison sing a rotating sequential pattern 
involving temporary pentatonic modulation, while the lower two parts sing diatonic 
parallel fifths.  This example is only one of the many varied juxtapositions Chen Yi 
uses in her music.  She does so to create a varied palette of sonority to evoke the 
mood and meaning of the poem.  At the same time, her emphasis on the linear, 
melodic progression of individual lines makes the seemingly complicated sonorities 
that result more practical for the singers.   
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Figure 5.35: Landscape, mm. 8-9. 
 
Figure 5.36: Xuan, mm.37-39 
 
 
Chen Yi often creates harmonic clusters in her compositions.  Earlier in this 
chapter, we encountered many such clusters derived from the pentatonic, modal, 
diatonic or whole-tone scales, as well as those generated by quintal/quartal harmony 
or extended tertian chords.  Figure 5.36 (above) illustrates a textural treatment that 
commonly occurs when Chen Yi’s uses clusters.  Typically, she brings “in [individual 
pitches of the cluster] one after another in order to make it easier for the singer to join 
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in.”86 Also, she often arranges the voicing of the cluster so as to have thirds, fourths or 
fifths among the paired voices (e.g. Soprano and Alto, Tenor and Bass), or within a 
single voice part singing divisi.  This attention to voice leading and intervallic 
connection between parts shows Chen Yi’s attention to issues of practicality when 
writing for choirs. 
 Chen Yi clearly tries to avoid the harmonic progressions associated with the 
Classical period of Western European music. The preceding discussion of her pitch 
constructions shows not only how she applies such pitch collections as a harmonic 
language in her music, but also the compatibility these elements demonstrate between 
Eastern and Western cultures.  These elements range from a relatively straight-
forward combination of Eastern scales with Western pitch class technique to the 
expansion of the internal structure of Eastern scales to make them compatible to a 
musical language acceptable within contemporary Western circles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  86	  Six World Symposium on Choral Music: Composers’ Forums”  (Part 1) (Complete transcript, 
Minneapolis MN, August 3-10, 2002.) www.newmusicbox.org/assets/49/symposium.pdf 	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CHAPTER SIX 
FORMAL STRUCTURE 
 
I. Musical structure of Chen Yi’s Folksong Arrangements 
  
 The structure of Chen Yi’s Folksong Arrangements is greatly influenced by 
the musical form of the models.  Strophic form is common in folksongs, the same 
tune being repeated for different verses of text.  Of seventeen pieces in Chen Yi’s 
three principal sets of Chinese Folksong Arrangements, ten are either in strophic or 
modified strophic form.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, a few of these arrangements 
employ only one verse of the original folk song, repeating it several times over the 
course of the arrangement; others use different texts for each strophe.  Whether Chen 
Yi adopts only one or more than one verse from its folk model, she may use the same  
(or very nearly the same) musical arrangement for each strophe.  This results in four 
slightly different types of strophic form: 1) Simple strophic form with the same text 
for each strophe; 2) Simple Strophic form with different text for each strophe; 3) 
Modified Strophic form with the same text in each strophe, and 4) Modified Strophic 
form with different text in each strophe.  
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Figure 6.1: Musical Form in Chen Yi’s Chinese Folksong Arrangements  
Form Simple Strophic Modified Strophic 
Musical Arrangement in different strophe Same  Different  
Use of text in different strophe Different  
text 
Same 
text 
Different 
text 
Same 
text 
CFS 1 Fengyeng Song    * 
CFS 2 The Flowing Stream   *  
CFS 3 Guessing *    
CFS 4 Thinking of My Darling  *   
CFS 5 Mayila    * 
CFS 6 Jasmine Flower   *  
CFS 7 Riding on a Mule *    
CFS 8 Awariguli Through Composed 
CFS 9 Diu Diu Deng   *  
CFS 10 Mountain Song and Dancing Tune Quodlibet  [(A)-(B)-(A+B)] 
2CFS 1 A Single Bamboo Can Easliy Bend    * 
2CFS 2 A Horseherd’s Mountain Song    * 
CFS 1. The Flowing Stream  *   
MS 1 When Will the Scholartre Blossom? Through-Composed 
MS 2  A Ma Lei A Ho Through-Composed 
MS 3  Gathering in the Naked Oats Through-Composed 
MS 4  Mt. Wuzhi Through-Composed 
MS 5  Ga Da Mei Lin Through-Composed 
*CFC= A Set of Chinese Folk Songs 
*2CS= Two Chinese Folk Songs 
*CFS= Two Chinese Folk Songs for S.S.A.T.T.B.B. a cappella chorus 
*MS= Mountain Songs 
  
Among the ten strophic Chinese Folksongs, only four use simple strophic 
form in which Chen Yi uses the same music for every strophe regardless of the 
number of verses set.  Seven are modified strophic pieces in which Chen Yi changes 
the music for each strophe by: 
 1. altering the vocal texture and/or dynamics 
 2. slightly varying the rhythm and harmony  
3. re-arranging the voicing or re-allocating the nonsense syllable accompaniment  
    and texted melody to different voice parts.   
For example, in ‘Fengyeng Song’, Chen Yi uses only the first verse of the folk 
song, but has it sung twice.  In the first strophe, the soprano has the texted melody, the 
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other three parts singing an accompaniment of nonsense syllables. In the second 
strophe, Chen Yi has all four parts present the texted melody in two-part canon.  This 
sectional change of texture and voicing will become one of Chen Yi’s typical musical 
footprints in her original Chinese Poetic a cappella pieces.   
Six of the seventeen folk song arrangements are through composed.  Five of 
these belong to one publication, the 5 Chinese Mountain Songs. Chen Yi uses 
antiphonal style to emphasize the meaning of the text and to take advantage of the 
acoustics of the Grace Cathedral in San Francisco, the venue of the premier concert.87  
The most unique through-composed arrangement is the last of the 10 Set of Chinese 
Folk Songs, ‘Mountain Song and Dancing Tune’, in which Chen Yi combines two 
folksongs in a single arrangement,88 presenting them as a quodlibet with the form A - 
B - A+B. The first two sections are separate arrangements of the ‘Mountain Song’ and 
the ‘Dancing Tune’ (A and B respectively); both tunes are then combined in the final 
section (A + B).  Both folk melodies are based on simple triadic structures. The 
melody of ‘Mountain Song’ uses the octave of G Major, while ‘Dancing Tune’ uses 
only the three pitches of a D major triad in second inversion (A-D-F#).  To combine 
the two, Chen Yi transposes both melodies to C Major for the last section.89 
The contrasting musical elements of these two folksongs make this unique 
arrangement possible. ‘Mountain Song’ is rather expressive, lyrical, and rhythmically 
free song with occasional changes of meter; conversely, ‘Dancing Song’ is fast and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
87 Chen Yi, Preface to Chinese Mountain Songs (Theodore Presser Company, 2001). 
88 ‘Mountain Song is a famous folksong from Guizhou Miao, while ‘Dancing Tune’ is a popular 
folksong from Yunana.  Guizhou and Yunan are neighbor provinces in the Southwest of China.   
89 It is interesting to note that the Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs appeared (1994) was also the premier of 
an instrumental work, Ge Xu (Antiphony, 1994).  The two folksongs in No. 10 ‘Mountain Song and 
Dancing Tune’ are two of the three different folk melodies interweaves in Ge Xu.  The idea in Ge Xu 
was insiring from an African American’s dance concert that she attended. Instead of using the folk 
melody directly as she had in her choral arrangements, she enriches the melody with decorative notes 
and re-ordering its pitches in this orchestral work.  This new techniques reflect her use of Western 
Musical idioms—pitch class set, atonality, and sound effect- to make her treatment of folk songs more 
‘contemporary’ than their choral arrangements.   
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rhythmically active. Like the array of pieces in A Set of Chinese Folk Songs, which 
are relatively abstract in expression, loose in rhythm and fast in tempo, ‘Mountain 
Song’ is accompanied by sustained clusters; ‘Dancing tune’ is similar to those pieces 
that have a strong rhythmic momentum and fast tempo, qualities that allow Chen Yi 
to use more rhythmic and percussive accompaniments. Chen Yi anticipates the 
rhythmic accompaniment of the ‘Dancing Tune’ by using a similar, homophonic 
accompaniment in the faster second half of ‘Mountain Song’, thereby connecting the 
two different folksongs and foreshadowing the contrasting musical styles of the 
‘Dancing Tune’ in its B Section.  Towards the end of the piece, Chen Yi reprises a 
compact version of the opening tune to create a cyclic effect for the piece.  
‘Mountain Song and Dancing Tune’ are relatively advance examples of Chen 
Yi’s Chinese folksong arrangements.  The arpeggiated triadic melodies (1-3-5) 
common to both allow Chen Yi to combine these two contrasting melodies in the last 
section.  This is one of many examples of Chen Yi’s search for common ground to 
facilitate a fusion process in her compositions.  The idea of contrast and oneness in 
Chinese philosophy and the various devices by which she achieves formal unity 
foreshadow the more sophisticated musical language of her original a cappella 
compositions based on Chinese Poetry and Literature.        
II. Musical structure of her original Chinese a cappella compositions  
Without the constraints of a musical model, Chen Yi has more freedom in her 
a cappella settings of Chinese Poetry and Literature.  Structure is a significant 
component in all of her compositions.  The musical structure of these compositions 
closely reflects the structure of the original poetry. By studying these musical works, 
even someone with no prior knowledge of Chinese poetry can begin to understand the 
structure and aesthetic of the Chinese poems.    
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1. Nonsense Syllables 
First, the overall structure and the conciseness of the Chinese poem are 
emphasized by the insertion of passages comprised purely of nonsense syllables. 
These typically occur: 
a) between individual lines of the poetic text, and 
b) before the first entrance of the text.   
(i) alternation of nonsense syllables and poetry (See Figure 6-2)  
 Oftentimes, the placement of the nonsense syllables dictate the structural 
differences between “truncated” (4-line) or “regulated” (8-line) poems.  
Figure 6.2: Chen Yi’s a cappella Poetic Settings—the textual perspective 
Purely 
NSS  
Line 1 Purely 
NSS 
Line 2 Purely 
NSS 
Line 3 Purely 
NSS 
Line 4 Purely 
NSS 
*NSS = nonsense syllables   
In addition to using nonsense syllables to fill in the gaps between the lines of the 
poem, Chen Yi uses them as musical replacements for the poem’s punctuation, to 
expand the length of a piece based on a poem that has only 20 to 28 words and to 
capture the traditional manner of reciting Chinese poems in her music.90 The result is 
a textual structure that alternates passages of purely nonsense syllables and poetic 
text.91  Moreover, the length of the nonsense syllable passages often reflects the type 
of punctuation being replaced.  In ‘Riding on my Skiff’ from the Tang Poems (1994), 
the length of pure nonsense syllables passage is longer following a poetic line that 
ends with ‘full stop’ than one that ends with ‘commas’.  Chen Yi preserves the two-
part structure of this truncated (4-line) poem and its reciting manner by using a longer 
passage of nonsense syllables between the second and third lines of the poem.   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  90	  Except Xuan, her only original a capella Chinese text setting without using any nonsense syllables. 	  91	  ‘Purely nonsense syllables passage’ refers to musical passages without any presence of the text in 
any of the vocal parts; while musical passage with the text may or may not consist of nonsense 
syllables materials.  	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Figure 6.3a: Chinese Text of ‘Riding on My Skiff’ 
Line 1 朝辭白帝彩雲間, 
Line 2 千里江陵一日還。 
Line 3 兩岸猿聲啼不盡, 
Line 4 輕舟已過萬重山。 
 
Figure 6.3b: Distribution of text and nonsense syllables in ‘Riding on My Skiff’ 
(Tang Poems, 1) 
 
NSS only/ Line 
of the poem 
NSS Line 1 NSS Line 2 NSS Line 3 NSS Line 4 NSS 
Measure 
numbers 
1-14 15-18 19-20 21-26 27-
34 
35-37 38 39-43 44-50 
# of measures 14 4 2 6 8 3 1 5 7 
Punctuations 
in the poem 
  ,  。  ,  。 
 
(ii) Nonsense syllables (at the beginning and/or end of a piece) used to create poetic 
imagery  
 
Both the length and distribution of the purely nonsense syllable passages 
reflect the overall structure of the individual poems.  Beyond that function, Chen Yi 
often likes to begin her a cappella choral music with passages of nonsense syllables 
that vary in length. (See Figure 6.4a and 3b)  Seventeen of the twenty-three a cappella 
setting of classic Chinese poetry begin with nonsense syllables. Fourteen of the group 
both begin and end with such passages.  The remaining nine works include nonsense 
syllables either at the beginning or end of the work (but not in both places).  Poetic 
imagery is an essential element in Chinese poems.  Chen Yi uses nonsense syllables 
to help create musically the atmosphere and poetic imagery of the poem; she does this 
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by setting the tone before the first entrance of the text.92  This tendency to begin with 
atmospheric, untexted music is one of the principal features of Chen Yi’s choral style.  
Figure 6.4a: Chen Yi’s use of nonsense syllables in her a cappella choral music based 
on Chinese poetry. 
 
Composition Date/ 
Title of the Set (if 
applicable) 
Name of individual pieces  Number of 
measures of 
nonsense syllables 
preceding the first 
text entrance 
Number of 
measures of 
nonsense syllables 
following the end 
of the poetic tect 
I  The Palm Tree 1 c. 2 93 0 
II.  Younglings Tasted Not a Gloomy Life 2 c. 1 94 0 (1 rest) 
1985 
3 Poems from Song 
Dynasty III.  Bright Moon 3 0 9 
I.  Riding on My Skiff  4 14 8 
II.  Written on a Rainy Night 5 0 1 
III. Wild Grass 6 2 3 
1995 
Tang Poem 
IV.  Monologue 7 5 0 (2 rests) 
1997 Spring Dreams 8 *extensive 11 
I.  Up the Crane Tower 9 10 1 
II.  Picking the Seedpods of the Lotus  10 2795 7 
III. Night Thoughts 11 0 1 
IV. Chile Song 12 3 4 
1999 
5 Chinese Poems 
V. The Cataract of Mount Lu 13 *extensive 2 
2001 Know you how many Petals Falling? 14 0 3 
2001 Xuan 15 0 6 
I.  Happy Rain on a Spring Night 16 17 5+1 
II.  Love Seeds 17 28 3 
2001 
To the New 
Millennium III.  Looking at the Sea 18 14 4 
2003 The West Lake 19 10 17 
2003 Landscape 20 0 2 
2006 Looking at the Sea 21 8 3 
2010 Spring Rain 22 10 1196 
2010 With Flower Blooming 23 8 5 
* use of extensive aleatoric passage 
Figure 6.4b: Summary 
Number of compositions that begin and end with nonsense syllables 14 
Number of compositions that open with nonsense syllables   3 
Number of compositions that close with nonsense syllables   6 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  92	  See Chapter 4 for an in-depth discussion of Chen Yi’s use of nonsense syllables as word painting. 
93 This piece begins with two un-metered measures of pure nonsense syllables passage in a rather free 
tempo 
94 This piece begins with un-metered and very brief pure nonsense syllables passage.  
95 This extensive passage preceding the poetic text consists of both nonsense syllables and a few single 
words of the text that become significant as motives.      
96 Chen Yi repeats the word ‘hua’ six times as long sustained notes in the Soprano and Alto parts.	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2. Musical Realization of Poetic Form 
The second factor that determines the musical structure of a piece is Chen Yi’s 
tendency to reflect the structure of the poem through varied uses of voicing, texture, 
pitch collection and dynamics. There are three elements of the poetic design that may 
become types of musical structure—the individual line, the couplets and the two-part 
structure. Chen Yi tends to favor poems from the Tang Dynasty.  Within this category 
of poetry she only sets texts that are either truncated (i.e. have the minimal four lines) 
or poems that are regulated and have a total of eight lines.  The smallest indivisible 
unit of structure is the four-character line.  It therefore follows that our study of how 
Chen Yi composes must start with how she creates a musical setting of that basic unit. 
Other lines may modify the context or perception of the single line, but they cannot 
change its fundamental meaning.  For Chen Yi, another principal compositional 
procedure is the use of alternations of texture, voicing and dynamics to change the 
character of successive lines. 
Let us examine the composition Spring Rain (2010) as a model of how this 
process works.  As Figure 6.5a shows Chen Yi uses changes of texture, scoring and 
dynamics to differentiate the individual lines of this five-character regulated (8-line) 
poem.  
Figures 6.5a: Spring Rain 
Line Scoring of the 
texted line(s) 
Texture dynamics 
1 S/A-T/B-S/A Imitation between the vocal pairs mp 
1(repeat) SATB Homophony in parallel 4th/5th mp 
2 SATB Imitation (short repeated notes) P 
3 TB Imitation (rising three-note gesture) mp 
4 TB Homophony + Imitation mp 
5 S Monophony (Beijing Opera reciting and singing Style) P 
6 S-A Monophony (Beijing Opera reciting and singingStyle) P 
7 TB Homophony in parallel 4th mp 
8 SATB Imitation mf 
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Figure 6.5b: Spring Rain, English translation by Chen Yi 
1 Happy rain comes in time, 
2 When spring is in its prime. 
3 With night breeze it will fall, 
4 And quietly moisten all. 
5 Clouds darken wild roads, 
6 Lights brighten a little boat. 
7 Saturated at dawn, 
8 With flowers blooming the town. 
 
Figure 6.5a shows that Chen Yi groups the individual lines with their unique musical 
aspects into four couplets that operate as a higher level of organization.  Individual 
lines still retain their musical identity, but are combined as pairs that allow Chen Yi to 
make subtle alterations of the single-line form. For example, lines five and six are 
both set in the Beijing Opera style. Before line five, the chorus is engaged in non-
pitched nonsense syllable text presented in a quasi-parlando style.  This texture stops 
abruptly at m. 58 with a complete measure of silence in all five voices.  In m. 59, 
Chen Yi begins her setting of line five using a monophonic melody for the soprano 
voice alone.  In m. 65, the alto voice enters with nonsense syllables, followed by the 
tenor and bass in the following measure.  The function of this brief passage is to 
connect the end of line 5 and the beginning of line 6 as well as to provide a bit of 
musical space between them.  The soprano re-enters in m. 67 with the text of line six 
using a melodic style similar to line 5, but after only two measures that melody shifts 
to the alto part.  While the style is the same as it predecessor, there are some subtle 
differences.  The melody used for line five is located entirely in the soprano and is 
discontinuous (i.e. there are brief articulating rests); conversely, the melody for line 
six, although still monophonic, is shared between the soprano and alto and is 
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melodically continuous.  What we see here is an example of the coexistence of line 
structure and couplet structure.  The two lines are separate but similar in melodic 
style.  These minor differences allow each line to maintain a measure of uniqueness; 
while the similarity of vocal style emphasizes that both are part of a larger formal 
unit, which is the couplet.   
 In other works, Chen Yi uses the same array of musical techniques but varies 
their role and significance in each new piece.  Let us take an example of this variety 
Chen Yi’s setting of the poem, ‘Wild Grass’ (Tang Poems, 3).  Figure 6.6 shows that 
the organization of the poem exists on three levels—the part (of which there are two); 
the couplet (two of which make a part) and the eight lines of text that are different 
musically but tend to group together to form these larger formal units.  Chen Yi 
composes this setting using two distinct musical components—settings of the poetic 
text in one style and nonsense syllables used as an ostinato accompaniment in a 
different style. While these two sonorities always occur in tandem, Chen Yi uses the 
ostinato as an ever-present rhythmic background against which she paints the poetic 
text with bold, melodic strokes. 
Figure 6.6: The 3 Levels of Structural Organization in “Wild Grass’ (Tang Poem, 3) 
Part I II 
Couplet  1 2 Couplet 3 4 
Measures 
number 
1-18 18-38 
Line 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Measure 
number 
3-4 5-7 9-11 13-16 20-21 22-24 25-27 29-36 
Form A A B C A A B’ C 
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In these thirty-eight measures of music, the ostinato is a constant presence.  Indeed, 
that sonority alone frames each couplet, occurring by itself as mm. 1-2, 7-8 and 11-12 
of Couplet 1 and mm. 18-19, 23-24, 27-28 and 36-38 of couplet 2.  The only change it 
undergoes is its location within the vocal texture; in part I, the ostinato appear in the 
lower two voices and in part II it is in the upper two voices.  The melodic setting of 
the text is more complex, providing the essential musical content of the piece.  Figure 
6.7 gives the details concerning the texture and scoring of the poetic setting.   
 Again, Chen Yi uses alternation, in this case between polyphonic and 
homophonic textures to create a symmetrical form within the 4-couplet structure of 
the poem, i.e. couplets 1 (lines 1-2) and 3 (lines 5-6) feature clusters built through 
imitation while couplets 2 (lines 3-4) and 4 (lines 7-8) use bold unison singing and 
parallel fifths respectively.  In terms of texture then, the two parts of the composition 
have the form A - A (clusters) B (unison/glissandi) C (parallel fifths).  
Figure 6.7: ‘Wild Grass’ (Tang Poems, 3), Musical Structure 
Poetic Line Texture Scoring  
1 Clusters built by imitation C.T. I/II/ T.I 
2 Clusters built by imitation C.T. I/II/ T.I 
3 Unisons and parallel octaves C.T. I/II/ T.I 
4 Parallel 5th   C. T. I/II 
4 (repeat) Parallel 5th T. I 
5 Clusters built by imitation T. I/ II/ B 
6 Clusters built by imitation T. I/ II/ B 
7 Unisons and parallel octaves T. I/ II/ B 
8 Parallel 5th T I/ II 
8 (repeat) Parallel 5th B 
 
Chen Yi uses similarly constructed imitative clusters to set lines 1-2 and 5-6 
(the opening couplet of each part of the poem). There is a close correspondence 
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between these musical passages. Their pointillistic cluster melodies are all derived 
from similar intervallic collections: 
Line 1: mm. 3-4: (g)-b-d-e [0,4,6,8] = G pentatonic  
Line 2: mm. 5-7: (g)-b-c-d [0,4,5,7] = G diatonic  
Line 5: mm. 20-21: g-b-c-d [0,4,5,7] = G diatonic  
Line 6: mm. 22-24: f#-a-b-d [0,3,5,8] = D pentatonic 
One would expect a parallelism between the musical settings of lines 1 – 5 and 2 – 6, 
but that is perhaps too obvious a path for Chen Yi. Instead, she pairs lines 1 and 6, 
both of which employ pentatonic collections, on G and D respectively. Similarly, 
lines 2 and 5 employ diatonic collections based on G. Thus, the opening couplets of 
each part are related by content, but do not appear in the expected parallel fashion.  
Given the preceding analysis, one might expect a similar relationship to exist 
between the two couplets that comprise the poem’s second part.  As already noted, 
however, the materials that comprise lines 3 and 7 are markedly different; the first 
uses the dramatically disjunct Beijing Opera style.  The following two examples show 
these parallel passages: 
Figure 6.8a: “Wild Grass” (Tang Poems, 3), mm. 8-10  
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 The word-to-word translation of the Chinese text Ye-huo-shao is “wild-fire-
burn.”  Chen Yi realizes this dramatic text with an abrupt change of melodic style 
involving the disjunct intervals and glissandi we have come to associate with the 
Beijing Opera style.  As was the case in “Spring Rain,” this melody is sung by 
multiple parts in unison with slow glissandi. The tessitura of this figure covers an 
octave from f# to f#’ in the first tenor and f#’ to f#” in the two counter-tenor parts. 
Figure 6.8b: “Wild Grass” (Tang Poems,3), mm. 25-26 
 
The analogous segment of the composition (the third line of couplet 2, mm. 
25-27) also involves a double octave (e’ – e in the two tenor parts and e – E in the 
bass).  Perhaps the less dramatic text (“Seeing my friend go away”) accounts for the 
relative plainness of this melody, which lacks the ornaments of its predecessor. 
Nonetheless, both melodies involve octave leaps, loud dynamics and the union of 
three of the five vocal parts singing in octaves, similarities that justify drawing a 
connection between the two. 
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The final lines of both couplets both use sustained perfect fifths sung at soft 
dynamic levels with comparatively little ornamentation.  It is interesting to note that, 
in both cases, Chen Yi repeats the text statement of the upper pair of voices with an 
echo an octave lower.  While the obvious similarity between the two melodic figures 
establishes a clear, formal connection between them, they occur at different pitch 
levels—the first on c” and g”, the second on E and b.  This difference underscores the 
integrity of the single line structure and the parallelism that unites these lines to create 
a formal correspondence. 
This composition clearly shows how Chen Yi uses a limited number of 
musical gestures to realize the poem’s formal structure and content. The distinct 
contrasts afforded these different text sections raises a structural concern, namely, 
how does Chen Yi manage to hold the composition together formally, while 
employing such a diverse array of musical materials. It is to that issue that we now 
must turn. 
3. Recurrences and Transformation as Formal Devices 
 The idea of recurrence is common to both Chinese and Western music; as a 
product of both traditions, Chen Yi makes use of this concept in ways that illustrate 
both sides of her cultural heritage.  She often recalls opening musical materials 
(whether a motive or pitch collection) at the end of a composition to create a sense of 
cyclic unity.  She also uses the recurrence of certain musical ideas throughout the 
piece not merely to accompany more prominent segments of text and music, but also 
to establish an underlying formal cohesion.  These recurring musical ideas range from 
motives to entire phrases, distinctive rhythms to particular pitch collections (clusters, 
intervals, chords, scales…etc).  For instance, the parallel fifths that conclude the 
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second couplet of ‘Wild Grass’ are followed by a musical recollection of the opening 
imitative cluster melody (bracketed in Figure 6.9a and 6.9b).  
Figure 6.9a: “Wild Grass” (Tang Poems,3), mm. 3-4 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9b: “Wild Grass” (Tang Poems,3), mm. 27-35 
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The rhythm, pitch and texture of the first six pitches in Line 1 are recalled at the end 
of line 8.  After this melodic reprise, the composition ends with a series of ostinato 
statements that gradually fade away.  
In Know You How Many Petals Falling? (2001) Chen Yi once again uses the 
same pitch collection heard at the beginning of the piece to conclude it.97 (See Figure 
6.10a and 6.10b) Both the first and last lines share precisely the same cluster.  Chen 
Yi rearranges the voicing and registration of the initial cluster (with slight 
modifications of dynamics and rhythm) in Line 4 to create a striking effect.   
Figure 6.10a: Know You How Many Petals Falling?, mm.1-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  97	  See Chapter 5 for further study of the pitch construction of this cluster.    
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Figure 6.10b, Know you How many Petals Falling? mm. 56-64 
 
  
 
The pitch collections of both “unconscious of dawning” and “how many petals 
falling, know you?” are identical, but are re-voiced to create a strikingly dramatic 
reprise of the opening of the piece. The piece actually ends with yet another statement 
of that same pitch collection, sung in a closed-position cluster at pp on a nonsense 
syllable. This repetition both reaffirms the centrality of this pitch collection (two 
different whole-tone tetrachords) and softens the extremity of Figure 6.10b to allow a 
peaceful and hopeful conclusion of this piece dedicated to the memory of those who 
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perished in the tragic events of 9/11.98  Formally speaking, Chen Yi goes one step 
further by inserting a literal re-statement of the opening three measures of the 
composition after the conclusion of the third line of text. This reprise, sung without 
text, creates a new level of formal coherence by adding a medial statement of the 
motive on which the entire piece is based. 
 In her folksong arrangements, Chen Yi tends to adopt the form of the musical 
model with minor alterations. Therefore, the great majority of these pieces assume 
some type of strophic form. The most sophisticated folksong arrangement is 
undoubtedly the concluding composition of A Set of 10 Chinese Folksongs, 
“Mountain Song/Dancing Tune”.  Here, Chen Yi sets each folksong separately and 
then combines them into one simultaneous composition, her version of the Western 
form known as a “quodlibet.”  This composition can be seen as a transition point 
between the relatively simple musical language of the folksong arrangements and the 
musically and aesthetically complex settings of classic Chinese poetry. 
 In her a cappella settings of Chinese poetry, Chen Yi carefully observes the 
strict structure of the original Chinese poems.  Perhaps the clearest manifestation of 
this tendency is the settings of poems that have the strict four- or eight-line structure 
used in antiquity.  To realize musically this poetic line structure, Chen Yi typically 
alternates the poetic lines with sections based on freely contrived nonsense syllables. 
The interaction of these two distinct text types becomes the primary formal focus in 
these pieces.  In nearly every choral setting in this category, Chen Yi creates some 
interplay between these two basic text types, an interplay that often generate 
distinctive melodic/harmonic constructions as well.  In this chapter, we have seen 
several different ways in which Chen Yi realizes the internal structure of the poem, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
98 Chen Yi, Preface to Know you How many Petals Falling? (Theodore Presser Company, 2001). 
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especially when textual or symbolic parallelism is involved.  Chen Yi invariably finds 
ways for her formal design to become part of an interpretation of the meaning of the 
poem, as, for example, her use of a quasi-rondo form in The West Lake to both paint 
the poetic images and represent the still tranquility of the lake.  Her sensitivity to the 
poem’s structure manifests itself in her changes of texture, scoring, dynamics and, 
occasionally, pitch collection to help set off one line from another.  The inherent 
problem of such attention to the subtle differences of textual form and imagery is a 
certain lack of cohesiveness; Chen Yi frequently uses the transformation of motivic 
materials and literal recurrence of given textures to counteract this potential problem.  
Like the madrigals composed in sixteenth-century Italy, Chen Yi’s settings of poetry 
manage to create a balance between the overall aesthetic of the poem and intense 
attention to single words. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
CHEN YI’S THE WEST LAKE ---A CASE STUDY 
  
The purpose of this chapter is to view a single representative piece through the 
lens of the findings of the preceding chapters.  That piece is The West Lake, which 
was composed for the nine-voice ensemble, Chicago a cappella, to celebrate its 10th 
anniversary on September 9, 2003.99 The Chinese text and the composer’s English 
translation appear in the following table:  
Figure 7.1: Chinese text and English translation of The West Lake  
 
水 光 瀲 灩 晴 方 好， 
Shiu Guang Lian Yan Qing Fang Hao 
water light brimming beautiful sunny just good 
Li
ne
 1
 
The brimming waves, the sunny day, 
 
山 色 空 濛 雨 亦 奇， 
Shan se Kong Meng yu yi Qi 
hill color space/empty blur rain also amaze 
Fi
rs
t C
ou
pl
et
 
Li
ne
 2
 
The dimming hills, the rainy haze. 
 
欲 把 西 湖 比 西 子， 
Yu Ba Xi Hu Bi Xi Zi 
wish let West Lake compare Xizi100 
Li
ne
 3
 
The West Lake as the Beauty Xizi, 
 
淡 粧 濃 抹 總 相 宜。 
Dan Zhuang Nong Mo Zong Xiang yi 
plain make 
up 
rich make up always both appropriate Se
co
nd
 C
ou
pl
et
 
Li
ne
 4
 
Whether she is adorned richly or plainly. 
 
 
 This poem by Su Dong-Po (1036-1101), the most famous poet of Song 
Dynasty (960-1279), describes a well-known lake in Hangzhou101 expressing the 
poet’s appreciation of its beauty.  For this poem, Dong-Po uses the 7-word, truncated 
style poem that was popular at that time. The poem contains two couplets, the four 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
99 Chen Yi, Preface to The West Lake (Theodore Presser Company, 2003). 
100 Xizi is a famous beautiful lady in Spring and Autumn period (770-476 BC). 101	  Hangzhou	  is	  the	  capital	  of	  Zhejiang	  province	  in	  eastern	  China.	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lines of which are grouped as four plus three characters.  Chen Yi herself describes 
the text of The West Lake as lyrical and delicate.102  
 The first couplet describes the physical beauty of the lake under a variety of 
conditions. The first line speaks of the sparkling light of the sun on the waves of the 
lake on a beautiful day; the second describes its beauty under very different 
conditions—rain, haze and dim light.  Both lines exhibit the structural parallelism 
commonly found in poems of the Tang Dynasty.  The following pairs of characters 
illustrate this direct parallelism based on the meaning of words that occur in the same 
position in successive lines: 
Water (line 1/character 1)  -   Hills (line 2/character 1) 
Light (line 1/character 2)   - Color (line 2, character 2) 
Just (line 1/character 6)  - Also (line 2/character 6) 
Good (line 1/character 8)  - Amaze (line 2/character 8) 
 
 In addition to the parallelism between similarly-positioned characters in Lines 
1 and 2, the poet has created a structure in which the first four words of each line 
describe scenes that are different from those mentioned in the final three characters.  
The three remaining characters are also parallel, but their parallelism is based 
on contrast rather than similarity: 
Brimming (line 1/character 3) - Empty (line 2/character 3) 
Beautiful (line 1/character 4)  - Blur (line 2/character 4) 
Sunny (Line 1/character 5)  - Rain (Line 2/character 5) 
 
 If the first couplet portrays the lake’s natural beauty and has parallel 
relationships between all seven characters of each line, the second couplet is a more 
loosely constructed, personal commentary that contrasts the beauty of the lake with 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  102	  Chen Yi, Preface to The West Lake (Theodore Presser Company, 2003). 
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physical beauty.  Like the first couplet, the second displays the same four + three-
character structure, but that is where the similarity ends.  In line three, the third and 
fourth characters are paired with the sixth and seventh.  This construction is linear 
rather than vertical (i.e., it occurs between characters in the same poetic line) and 
provides both a natural (the lake) and human aspect of beauty.  It is also significant 
that the initial character of each pair is the same.  The words “Xi Zi” refer to the 
beauty of a famous woman who lived during the Spring and Autumn period (770-476) 
and would have been a reference that most Chinese would have understood.  In line 
four, the parallelism appears between the first two pairs of characters, which refer to 
“plain make up” and “elaborate make up.”  Here again, there is a sophistication in this 
textual juxtaposition because the meaning of line four in its entirety is equally 
applicable to the two contrasting elements of line three, i.e. whether the woman’s face 
is simply or elaborately made up she is still beautiful; just so, the lake possesses the 
same duality—it is beautiful (albeit in different ways) whether the weather is 
beautiful or dreary. 
Text Setting—Nonsense Syllables 
 One of the striking aspects of this poem is its brevity; there are just four lines 
of text, each comprised of seven characters for a total of twenty-eight words for the 
composer to set.  Yet, when one looks at Chen Yi’s composition, there are seventy-
two measures of music! How is such length possible since her melodic style is more 
syllabic than melismatic and there is little or no repetition of the poetic text? 
 Her solution is one seen in many of her pieces. She uses nonsense syllables 
(i.e. simple phonemes that carry no meaning) to allow her to write a longer and more 
complex composition.  The distinction between the poetic text and the nonsense 
syllables is one that is fundamental but, especially in this case, non-hierarchical.  As 
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Figure 7.2 reveals, nonsense syllables account for forty-seven of the work’s seventy-
two measures: 
Figure 7.2: The West Lake, Text construction103 
NSS/Line NSS 1 NSS 2 NSS 3a NSS 3b NSS 4 NSS 
Measure 
number 
1-11 11-17 17-20 21-27 28-38 39-42 42-43 43-45 45-46 47-53 54-72 
 
Clearly, nonsense syllables account for the majority of the composition’s length, a 
fact that probably would not occur in settings of poetry by Western composers.  
Indeed, the number of measures that contain poetic text is exactly the same as the 
number of characters (words) in the poem—28.  While it is not true that each 
character receives one measure of music, this direct correspondence is fascinating in 
terms of both formal and aesthetic issues. Given the preponderance of nonsense 
syllables, one has to begin with a discussion of their role in the composition. 
 It is certainly the case that Chen Yi tends to employ both actual text and 
nonsense syllables in the great majority of her a cappella choral music—both 
folksong arrangements and original compositions.104  It is the author’s opinion that the 
so-called nonsense syllables play as fundamental a role in the composition as does the 
poetic text (another situation that would not probably be the case in Western music).  
While the nonsense syllables lack meaning, they do not lack thematic significance, 
and it is this area that makes The West Lake especially interesting.  Nonsense syllables 
not only predominate in terms of quantity, but also in terms of the formal structure 
that they create.  The potential significance of this material arises in the composition’s 
first eleven measures, which are devoted exclusively to nonsense syllables.  These 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  103	  See Appendix D for the full score.	  104	  See the discussion of this phenomenon in Chapter 4.	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measures acquire formal significance because Chen Yi repeats them (more or less 
verbatim) at two other places in the work: 
Figure 7.3: The West Lake – Distribution of Nonsense syllables passages 
 mm. 1 – 11  mm. 28 – 38     mm. 55 – 65 
While these are not the only occurrences of such syllables, these three passages are 
notable for their length and their musical similarity.  They also articulate the two-
couplet form of the poem, lines 1-2 and 3-4 occurring between them.  The second 
occurrence (mm. 28-37) is an exact repetition of the first ten measures of the piece, 
save for the very end of the last measure. 
Figure 7.4a: The West Lake, m.10 
 
Figure 7.4b: The West Lake, m 37 
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The difference between these two measures is that, in the first, Chen Yi has the alto 
sing the pitch collection [e-f#-b]; at the analogous place in mm. 37-38, this figure is 
transposed up a fourth in the first bass part [b-c#-f#].105  In a way, these parallel 
passages suggest a kind of tonal relocation reminiscent of the exposition of Western 
sonata-allegro design and the change of pentatonic collection for the second statement 
ushers in a different tonal area for the third line of poetic text (one that is previewed in 
the baritone and tenor parts of m. 11 in inverted form). 
 The third reprise occurs after the completion of the poetic text setting, mm. 55 
– 64 being another literal re-statement of the work’s first ten measures.  This 
relationship is even closer because the end of m. 64 is exactly the same as the last beat 
of m. 10.  What is different is the continuation of the piece, a passage that we will 
come back to momentarily.  
 Viewed from the perspective of its constituent pentatonic collections, the 
initial passage of nonsense syllables assumes a five-part design: 
mm.1-3 Mm3-4 Mm4-6 M7 Mm8-11 
G Pentatonic E flat/ G Pentatonic C Pentatonic G minor A Pentatonic 
[a,b,d,e] [g,bb,c,eb] [d,e,g,a] [g,bb,d{e}] [b,c#,f#,g#106] 
 
Measures three and four introduce a new harmonic complexity, i.e. the simultaneous 
introduction of two conflicting pentatonic collections—E-flat pentatonic in alto and 
bass and G pentatonic in the tenor and soprano.  The second and fourth segments both 
share a common opening pitch set (g-bb) that suggest a relationship between the two.  
The pitch content of the fourth segment is not pentatonic, but is a common g minor 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
105 Certainly, the c natural on the last sixteenth of m. 37 is a mistake, since the vocal part has no 
cancellation of the c#. 
106 The pitch g# is not part of the A pentatonic scale, but is an example of the “bianyin” concept 
explained in Chapter 5 above.	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triad.  The soprano f# appears to create a minor-major seventh harmony, if viewed 
from the perspective of Western tonality.  In reality, however, the situation is much 
more complicated.  The interaction of these various pentatonic layers provides 
sonorities that abstractly reflect the poetic imagery of the beautiful lake.  The music of 
these nonsense syllable segments is motivically based on a common pitch set 
(0,2,5,7),107 the pitch set that will dominate the entire composition.  To this and an 
oscillating sixteenth-note figure that Chen Yi says indicates the light sparkling on the 
brimming waves:108 
Figure 7.5: The West Lake, mm. 1-2 
 
 The importance of these motives is further seen in their interruption of the 
melodic setting of the first and third lines of the poem.  In these lines, which are the 
first lines of the poem’s two couplets, the reappearance of this motive underscores the 
traditional division of the seven-syllable line into two sections (4 + 3 characters).  It is 
also worthy of note that the characteristic pentatonic pitch collection of the nonsense-
syllable music [0,2,5,7] is interrelated with the A pentatonic collection (0,2,7,9) found 
in the entire soprano line and indeed in all of the sixteenth-note “brimming waves” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
107The version contained in m. 3 is actually [0,3,5,7].  
108 Chen Yi, Preface to The West Lake (Theodore Presser Company, 2003).	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motives of the opening section. This same set of pitches will emerge as the melody of 
line 1 (See Figure 7.6), as well as the transition from the conclusion of the poetic text 
to the reprise of the opening music (m. 53) and the composition’s final melody (mm. 
69-70): 
Figure 7.6: The West Lake, mm. 11-12 
 
 Chen Yi’s insertion of the melodic motive of the nonsense syllable music also 
penetrates the musical setting of the poetic text. In the folksong settings and the 
majority of the original compositions based on poetry, the separation of nonsense 
syllables and poetic texts is nearly always observed; one layer does not interpenetrate 
the other.  Even the music of lines one and two of the poem, which are in the 
distinctly different Beijing Opera style, contain melodic references to the pentatonic 
pitch set.  For example, the opening gesture of line 2 is sustained sets of parallel fifths 
in both women’s and men’s voices: 
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Figure 7.7: The West Lake, m. 21 
 
While this texture of parallel fifths serves as a melodic contrast to the active melodies 
of both the nonsense syllable passages and lines 1 and 3, they nonetheless outline the 
[0,2,7,9] pitch set!  Indeed, Chen Yi uses two different versions of this pitch set 
derived from the pentatonic chord [0,2,7,9] (S,A) and [0,2,5,9] (T/B) to form the 
harmony of her setting of the first two words (“Shan se”) from the rest of line two’s 
text.  These two versions represent a kind of layered bi-pentatonicism, the white note 
chord (S/A) in direct conflict with the black-note collection sung by the men.  This is 
yet another reference to the fundamental principle of Yin and Yang, which are 
characteristically represented by the colors white and black.109 The juxtaposition of 
two different incomplete pentatonic chords—[0,2,7,9] of D Pentatonic in the soprano 
and alto and an enharmonic spelling of F# Pentatonic (F#-Bb-C#-Eb) in the tenor and 
bass—together construct a sustained cluster of quintal harmonies.  The extravagant 
bass declamation of the remainder of line two (Beijing Opera reciting style) combines 
with the quintal clusters to create a complete chromatic scale.  This completion of the 
full, twelve-tone sonority represents an “oneness” created by means of the contrast of 
Chen Yi’s different styles: 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
109 This is an interesting twist, considering that, in Western parlance, black and white are used to 
symbolize mutually exclusive points of view. 
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Figure 7.8: The West Lake, mm. 22-28 
 
The interruption provided by the appearance of Beijing Opera reciting style in the 
bass provides a dramatic contrast based on the disjunct melodic movement followed 
by glissando versus the stasis of the preceding cluster.  The introduction of Beijing 
Opera reciting style marks a dramatic change in the “color” of the text; whereas the 
first line spoke of the color of the lake in bright sunshine, the use of Beijing Opera 
style in the bass melody vividly paints a totally different picture—the lake obscured 
by clouds, haze and rain. 
Text Setting—Poetic melodies 
 We have already noted how Chen Yi uses the music of the nonsense syllable 
settings to frame the poem’s four lines in a rondo-like design; it should be noted that 
this music also prepares the mood and harmony of each successive line of poetry. 
Measures Nonsense Syllables Poem Line 
1-11 A Pentatonic Line 1: A Pentatonic 
18-20 Quintal cluster Line 2: Quintal cluster 
37-38 E Pentatonic Line 3 E Pentatonic→E Dorian 
46 B Pentatonic 2 (A/B) 
G Pentatonic 2 (T/S) 
Lines 4: D Pentatonic 
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In general, Chen Yi’s approach to setting the poetic text melodically is strongly 
influenced by her awareness of and attention to the pitch tones of the language itself. 
For example, the seven characters of the first line of text have the following pitch 
tones:  
Figure 7.9: The West Lake, Speech Tones 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Shui Guang lian yan qing fang hao 
S.T. 3 
Dipping 
S.T. 1 
Level 
S.T. 1 
Level 
S.T. 1 
Level 
S.T. 2 
rising 
S.T. 1 
Level 
S.T. 2 
rising 
S.T. = Speech Tone 
Figure 7.10, Chen Yi—The West Lake, mm.9-16.  
 
 
 
While Chen Yi may not follow these tonal inflections closely at all times, she does, 
generally, maintain that aspect of the spoken text in her melodic contour. 110    
 As one might expect, Chen Yi sets the poetic text more expressively than the 
nonsense syllables.  In particular, line four provides an excellent example of how she 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  110	  See page 76 for the approximate relative pitch and rhythm relationships in the four speech tones of 
Mandarin. 	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uses subtle changes of texture to reinforce both the structure and meaning of the 
poetic line. The line structure is four characters plus three characters: 
1 2 3 4 
Dan Zhuang Nong Mo 
Plain make-up Heavy make-up 
 
+ 
 
5 6 7 
Zong Xiang Yi 
Both are appropriate 
 
The first four words form a textual parallelism based on contrasting meanings. Chen 
Yi underscores these parallel, yet different meanings by using the same texture 
(parallel fifths and octaves) in both, but making the second pair (“Heavy makeup”) 
much more elaborately decorated than the first.  To separate the final three characters 
of the line from the first four, Chen Yi introduces an extremely compact imitation 
between the men’s and women’s voices, singing “Zong Xiang” as a minor seventh 
(F# - e).  This brief imitation accomplishes two tasks—she introduces a new texture to 
separate the two parts of the line and that imitative texture is two-part (two voices and 
two statements!), reflecting the two contrasting elements contained in the first part 
and to paint the text “both are.”  Finally, the concluding character, “appropriate” is set 
to a unison A Pentatonic melody, symbolizing the equal beauty of both contrasting 
elements as a “one-ness” (unison).  
Structure 
 As already mentioned, Chen Yi uses reprises of the nonsense syllable passages 
to create a rondo-like frame around the four lines of poetic text. In keeping with 
tradition and her own sense of proper formal design, Chen Yi also differentiates each 
line of the poetic text by means of changes in texture.  Furthermore, she alters the 
texture with which each line begins to indicate the sub-division of the line’s 
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characters into subgroups (typically 4 + 3).  The textural configuration of each line is 
given in the following table: 
Figure 7.11: The West Lake, Texture of Poetic Line Settings 
mm. Line Characters Texture 
11 - 17 1a 
1b 
1 – 4 
5 – 7 
Beijing Opera singing style (T) 
Imitation (T/B) 
20 - 28 2a 
2b 
1 – 2 
3 - 7 
Homophony (Parallel 5ths) 
Beijing Opera reciting style 
39 – 45 3a 
3b 
1 – 4 
5 – 7 
Beijing Opera singing style 
Polyphonic Duet (S/A) 
47 - 54 4a 
4b 
1 – 4 
5 - 7 
Homophony (Parallel 5ths) 
Unison + cluster [0,3,5,7] 
 
 There are clear textural parallels between lines one and three (the first line of 
each of the poem’s two couplets) and two and four.  The first pair both uses the 
Beijing Opera singing style, to which Chen Yi adds some element of imitation.  She is 
also careful to vary the vocal timbre, using male voices to present line one and female 
voices for line three.  Similarly, the settings of the second and fourth lines both 
employ homophonic texture utilizing parallel fifths. 
 Probably the most interesting structural aspect of this piece is Chen Yi’s use of 
the “brimming wave” motive of oscillating sixteenth notes virtually throughout the 
entire composition.  This motive first appears in the opening nonsense syllable 
passage where Chen Yi accelerates its rate of performance to build momentum toward 
the entrance of the first text line.  That fact alone is structurally important and 
interesting especially given her repetition of this same initial passage at two other 
points in the piece.  But Chen Yi does not confine this motive to these nonsense 
syllable passages; she incorporates this distinctive figure into the musical setting of 
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the poetic texts as well.  We first see this in line one, where the final character 
(“Hao”) is actually set to that distinctive figure as part of the setting of the poetic text 
(m. 17).  Thus, Chen Yi finds yet another way to unify two different structural 
elements (the nonsense syllables and the poetic text) by having them share a common 
feature.  She also uses a brief statement of the “brimming wave” motive (soprano/alto, 
m. 14) to separate the two structurally significant portions of the line.  There is an 
even more extended version of this same process in line three; in mm. 42-43, Chen Yi 
uses four statements of the motive in the tenor and bass parts to divide the two parts 
of the poetic text. 
 When looking at the piece as a whole, there are two places where Chen Yi 
inserts a texture that is dramatically different from what surrounds it.  These two 
places are the setting of Line 2 (mm. 21 – 27) and the concluding measures of the 
composition (mm. 70 – 72).  In both of these instances, Chen Yi uses the same 
sonorous quintal clusters to account for eight of the twelve chromatic pitches (two 
pitches a fifth apart in each of the four voice parts). 
Figure 7.12: The West Lake, mm. 70-72. 
 
To this cluster sonority, Chen Yi adds an additional voice part (in both cases a bass 
line) the pitches of which complete a twelve-note chromatic collection. That these two 
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vocal lines are different in melodic style is inconsequential in terms of this 
phenomenon, for they create the only places in the work in which all twelve notes are 
used simultaneously and they must, therefore, articulate a structural design.  
 
Conclusions 
 Chen Yi’s The West Lake is a representative example of her a cappella choral 
music and the techniques used in its construction and styles are commonly found in 
other works where they help create her unique fusion of Eastern and Western musical 
styles.  These commonalities include: 
1. the specific characteristics of inflection based on speech tone 
2. the reciting style derived from the prosody of Chinese poetry 
3.  the respect paid the individual poetic lines both in terms of their 
individuality and internal symmetry, and 
4. the distinctive melodic style associated with the Beijing Opera.    
Her harmonic language is based on the juxtaposition and overlapping of 
different scales (pentatonic, modal and diatonic), again reflecting her synthesis of East 
and West.  In The West Lake, Chen Yi uses two inter-related pentatonic collections 
[0,2,7,9] and [0,2,5,7] as the basis of her harmonic language. These are arranged as 
melodic motives (the “brimming wave” motive) and stacks of perfect fifths, a 
construction that closely imitates the quintal harmony of Western 20th century music.  
At two places in The West Lake, she expands this pentatonic sonority to include all 
twelve-tone chromatic tones, harmonies that stand out by virtue of their expansion of 
the basic set and their transcendence of the limits of pentatonic juxtaposition.  In 
general, her harmonic style is more linear than vertical, compounded out of the 
interaction of separate melodic strands.  While, in The West Lake, this technique looks 
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like Western polyphony, the pitch content is Eastern (i.e. pentatonic) and produces a 
harmony that fuses these cultural opposites.  
 On the whole, Chen Yi avoids harmonic constructions that have strong 
dissonance due to the chromatic clashes created by such intervals as the minor second 
and augmented fourth. She frequently uses clusters, but these tend to involve quintal 
harmonies or pentatonic scales, both of which use whole steps rather than half steps. 
Chen Yi her self describes her harmonic language in the following way: 
I think that my music is a kind of fusion and merger, a marriage of the 
consonant and dissonant, the tonal and atonal. It really sounds to me like 
speaking in Chinese, in a Chinese color, but it’s written in a Western music 
idiom.111 
 
Her harmonies are rarely, if ever, tertian. As a rule, she avoids key signatures and the 
other defining traits of Western tonal harmony; taken together, these practices make 
her music atonal in the Western sense, because her compositions can never be 
described as being “in the key of __”. 
  Text painting is a technique common to composers in both the East and the 
West. Chen Yi’s approach to this practice is not limited to melodic gestures, but often 
involves subtle reactions to the text.  For example, in her setting of line four of 
Landscape, Chen Yi paints the text “below the Lake pavilion, sky-mirrored water is 
quiet” by constructing a symmetrical imitative shape based on ascending and 
descending imitations. Beginning in m. 31, there are a series of imitative entries that 
rise from bass to soprano and then descend back to their starting point.  These entries 
follow the poet’s gaze as his turns his vision upward to the sky from the lake and then 
back down to the image of the sky that appears on the smooth surface of the lake.  
The harmony of mm. 31-34 reflects the poetic imagery.  The first four characters refer 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  111	  Pineiro, “An Interview with Chen Yi,” July 26, 2001. 	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to the artificial structure on the lake and, for that reason, use an artificial, complex 
collection of pitches that form two tetrachords, each of which outlines a tritone.  
Conversely, the harmony of the text “Water like sky” is simpler and more natural, 
using only the pitches of D pentatonic.  Thus, there are two layers of text painting—
texture and harmony—that mirror the internal structure of the poetic line (4 + 3), 
showing a subtle use of two layers of text painting simultaneously. 
 One of the fascinating dualities of Chen Yi’s style is the ability to view any 
given structure from different cultural perspectives.  For example, in The West Lake 
Chen Yi uses two different harmonic textures that at first seem quite dissimilar—the 
opening cluster of m. 1 [a-b-d-e], which can be understood linearly as “re mi sol la” 
of G pentatonic.  For the beginning of line 2 (m. 21 ff.), she uses exactly the same 
pitches, but arranges them as two perfect fifths a whole step apart that sound 
simultaneously (Alto: d’ – a’; Soprano: e’ – b’). In effect, she has changed the way we 
view that pitch class by reordering it as a Western circle of fifths progression instead 
an Eastern pentatonic collection.  
The West Lake 
m. 1 (tenor)  a    b     d’      e’  (alto) 
re    mi    sol     la  
m. 21 (alto) d’ – a’ + (soprano) e’ – b’ 
Reordered as circle of fifths [g] d a e b 
 
Thus, the same pitch content can be perceived as representing two different systems 
that, while different, are the same. 
 A fundamental philosophical stance of Chen Yi’s composition is the fusion of 
Eastern and Western cultures that she herself embodies. She is Chinese by birth and 
cannot disavow that cultural heritage. At the same time, she was trained in the West 
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and takes considerable afford to forge ties between these two antithetical elements of 
her being. As she puts it: 
My music is sort of a blend, a compound, a hybrid of two or even more 
cultures in exactly the same sense. Since coming to the U. S., I have absorbed 
not only European influences but also American music, whether native 
American music, jazz, rock, or many others, including original African dances 
that have deep roots in America. All of this has influenced the music I write, 
but ultimately my music is mainly indebted to my Chinese background in its 
underlying philosophy, aesthetics…everything.112  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  112Rogger, Basil, and Mark Sattler. Roche Commissions: Chen Yi. Basel (Switzerland: Roche, 2005), 
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APPENDIX A 
CHEN YI’S COMPLETE CHORAL OUTPUT	  
	  
Date Title Commissioned 
ensemble [conductor] 
 
Scoring Duration 
1985 Three poems from Song Dynasty  
4. The Palm Tree 
5. Younglings Tasted Not a 
Gloomy Life 
6. Bright Moon 
 
Central Philharmonic 
Society Chorale 
[Yan Liang-kun] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
[14:00] 
1994 Arrirang  Chanticleer 
[Joseph Jennings] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed choir 
(Korean) 
 
[3:00] 
1994 Sakura  Chanticleer 
[Joseph Jennings] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
(Japanese) 
 
[1:00] 
Chanticleer 
[Joseph Jennings] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
[17:00] 1994 A Set of 10 Chinese Folk Songs 
Vol.1 
1. Fengyang Song 
2. The Flowing Stream 
3. Guessing 
4. Thinking of my Darling 
 
Vol. 2 
5. Mayila 
6. Jasmine Flower (Mo Li 
Hua) 
7. Riding on a Mule 
8. Awariguli 
 
Vol. 3 
9. Diu Diu Deng 
10. Mountain Song and 
Dancing Tune 
 
Chanticleer with Strings 
Orchestra 
 
Aptos & Jordan Middle 
Schools, Palo Alto, 
Albany & Lick-
Wilmerding High 
Schools 
Mixed Choir 
and String 
quintet 
[25:00] 
 
Chanticleer 
[Joseph Jennings] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
with Solo voice 
 
 
[12:00] 1995 Tang Poems for Male Choir, a cappella 
 
5. Riding on my Skiff 
6. Written on a Rainy Night 
7. Wild Grass 
8. Monologue Tang Poem Cantata: 
Bradley University 
Mixed Choir 
(SATB) and 
Chamber 
Orchestra (1111 
1110 pn T, 
Perc. Str.) 
 
 
 
[15:00] 
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Appendix A (cont.) 	  
1996 Chinese Myths Cantata Chanticleer, Women 
Philharmonic 
[JoAnn Falletta] 
 
 
 
Mixed Chorus, 
Orchestra ( 
mixed of 
Chinese and 
Western 
instruments) 
[36:00] 
1997 Spring Dreams  
 
Ithaca College Choir 
[Lawerence Doebler] 
 
Uncompanied 
Mixed Choir 
 
 
[5:00] 
1999 5 Chinese Poems for Six Girls’ 
Chorus 
6. Up the Crane Tower 
7. Picking the Seedpods of the 
Lotus 
8. Night Thoughts 
9. Chile Song 
10. The Cataract of Mount Lu 
 
San Francisco Girls’ 
Chorus 
[Sharon Paul] 
 
Unaccompanied 
Girls’ Chorus 
[9:00] 
2000 K.C. Capriccio UMKC Wind 
Ensemble, Heritage 
Chorale 
[Sarah McKoin] 
 
Mixed Choir/ 
Wind Ensemble 
[4:00] 
2001 Capriccio 
Evelyn Glennie, 
percussion, Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir, organ 
[Craig Jessop] 
 
Mixed Choir/ 
Organ/ 
Percussion 
[4:00] 
2001 Chinese mountain Songs  
1. When Will the Scholartree 
Blossom 
2. A Ma Lei A Ho 
3. Gathering in the Naked 
Oats 
4. Mt. Wuzhi 
5. Ga Da Mei Lin 
Kitka Women’s Choir 
 
Unaccompanied 
Treble Choir 
[10:00] 
2001 Xuan Ithaca College choir  
[Lawerence Doebler] 
 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
[3:00] 
2001 Know You How Many Petals 
Falling? 
Elmer Iseler Singers 
[Lydia Adams] 
 
Unacompanied 
Mixed Choir 
 
[4:00] 
2001 Shady Grove Dale Warland Singers 
 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
 
[4:00] 
2001 To the New Millennium 
4. Happy Rain on a Spring 
Night 
5. Love Seeds 
6. Looking at the Sea 
Miami University:  
The Chamber Singers,  
the Miami University 
Choraliers, 
 The Men’s Glee Club 
and The Collegiate 
Chorale  
[William Bausano] 
A cappella 
mixed choris 
with 2 female 
soloists 
[10:00] 
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Appendix A (cont.) 	  
2003 Landscape Kansas City Chorale 
[Charles Bruffy] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
 
[3:00] 
2003 West Lake Chicago a cappella 
[Jonathan Miller] 
 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
[5:00] 
2003 2 Chinese Folk Songs 
3. A Horseherd’s Mountain 
Song 
4. A Single Bamboo Can 
Easily Bend 
 
Singapore Youth Choir 
[Jennifer Tham] 
 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
 
[6:00] 
2006 Looking at the Sea Peninsula Women’s 
Chorus  [Martin 
Benvenuto, conductor]? 
Unaccompanied 
Treble Choir 
[4:30] 
2008 From the Path of Beauty 
1. The Bronze Taotie 
2. The Dancing Ink 
3. The Ancient Totem 
4. The Clay Figurines 
5. The Secluded Melody 
6. The Village Band 
 
Chanticleer and the 
Shanghai Quartet 
April 9th, 2008 
Mixed Choir 
and String 
Quartet 
 
[35:00] 
2008 2 Chinese Folk Songs (co-arranged 
with Steven Stucky) 
3. The Flowing Stream (arr. 
Chen Yi) 
4. The Sun is Rising With Our 
Joy (arr. Steven Stucky) 
 
Cornell University 
Chorus and Glee Club 
[Scott Tucker] 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
[4:00] 
2010 Angel Island Passages 
4. 1882 
5. Longing 
6. We are America 
San Francisco Girls 
Chorus, Cypress String 
Quartet, film by award-
winning Bay Area film 
maker Felicia Lowe 
[Susan McMane] 
 
Children’s 
Choir and 
String Quartet 
[15:00] 
2010 With Flowers Blooming 
 
Calvin College 
Women’s Chorale 
[Pearl Shangkuan] 
 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed choir 
[4:00] 
2010 Spring Rain Singapore Anglo-
Chinese Junior College 
Choir, [Valarie Wilson] 
 
Unaccompanied 
Mixed Choir 
[4:00] 
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APPENDIX B 
NONSENSE SYLLABLES OF CHEN YI’S ORIGINAL A CAPPELLA CHORAL 
COMPOSITIONS 
 
APPENDIX C 
 
1.  The Palm Tree [W…A…] 
2.  Younglings tasted not a gloomy life [o----------] 
Three Poems 
From the Song 
Dynasty (1985) 3. Bright Moon [o---] [Ye----] 
1. Riding on my Skiff  [w---][o o o o ][yo yo yo yo][hai yo hai yo] 
2. Written on a Rainy night [o------------] 
3.  Wild grass  [yo hei hei du du] [yo yo hei][yo]  
Tang Poems for 
Male Choir, a 
cappella 
(1995) 4.  Monologue [hei yo ho wei][wei] [wu…..wa][yo]  
(1997) Spring Dreams  [za za za za za za za za] 
[yo yo yo ha—hei tzi—yo ha] 
[ye   sha o di ya yo   ha zo  ah ma lei huo mi dan zo] 
[ho hei  ah ba la ku ci ba lo hei ma suo hei---ci ba lo hei 
ma suo] 
[cang cei cei cei cei cei du du du du du] 
[qu  qu qu q qi qi qu ah] 
[ling ge leng ger long    dui dui dui yi go long cang ba 
yi go long ah dong yi ah go der piao yi go long dong 
qiang] 
[ye---- ye ----- ye ------] 
1. Up the Crane Tower [yo]  
2.  Picking the Seedpods of the Lotus [yo--] 
3. Night Thoughts [Xi Xi So So Xi Xi So So Xi Xi] 
4. Chile Song [W..A…] [M-----] 
Chinese Poems 
for Six Girls’ 
Choruses 
 
(1999) 5. The Cataract of Mount Lu [ha bo Tzi lei yak u ha shi yo ku ku ah] 
[Yao Yao Yao ha Tse Tsi Lo Ha] 
[Ah Ma Lei Huo Dan Zo Yo Ha  Du Du Du Du Ho Hei 
Yo Ha…..] 
[Hen Tzi  Ye Sha Di Ya   Ye Sha Di Ya Ma So Hei ….] 
[Cricket sound] –Aleatory! 
[Leng Ger Yi Ger Long……Yi Ge Long Dong Qiang] 
[Ha  Ha]  
(2001) Know you how many petals falling? [woo-----][yo--------] [m-----] [woo----]  
1.  Happy Rain on a Spring Night [da da da----di di di---]  
[xi xi sha sha xi xi li sa la---] [tza tza---]  
[yo----] [yo hei yo hei---] 
2.  Love Seeds [dou dou dou---] [yo---] 
To the New 
Millennium 
(2001) 
3.  Looking at the Sea [Yo------] [hei lo hei lo ha----] [wu----] 
(2003) West Lake (Song) [o--------][a…a…a…][w-------] 
(2003) Landscape [wu---] [yo----wei----] [bup bup bup][wu-----] [e—e---
e---e----]  
 
(2006) Looking at the Sea (Cao Cao) [Yo----yo hei-----][m----]  
(2010) With Flower Blooming [yo----] 
(2010) Spring Rain [so so xi xi so so ---] [da da – da da] [wu--] 
[Ha---] [Hei yo wei yo ho--] [yo---] 
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CHINESE POETRY TRANSLATIONS 
 
 
Tang	  Poems	  (1995),	  I	  ‘Riding	  on	  My	  Skiff’	  	  
李 白 《下江陵》 
 
朝 辭 白 帝 彩 雲 間， 
千 里 江 陵 一 日 還； 
兩 岸 猿 聲 啼 不 住， 
輕 舟 已 過 萬 重 山。 	  
Li	  Bai	  <Riding	  on	  My	  Skiff>	  	  Leaving	  at	  dawn	  the	  Baidi	  City	  crowned	  with	  cloud,	  I’ve	  sailed	  a	  thousand	  miles	  for	  Jiangling	  in	  a	  day.	  With	  screams	  of	  monkeys	  still	  the	  riverbanks	  are	  loud,	  My	  skiff	  has	  left	  	  ten	  thousand	  mountains	  far	  far	  away.	  	  
	  
朝 辭 白 帝 彩 雲 間 Zhao	   ci	   bai	   di	   cai	   yun	   Jian	  Morning	   Leave	   White	  	  	  	  King	  (City	  Name)	   Color	   Cloud	   Among	  Leaving	  at	  dawn	  the	  Baidi	  City	  crowned	  with	  cloud,	  
千 里 江 陵 一 日 還 Qian	   li	   jiang	   ling	   Yi	  	   ri	   Huan,	  Thousand	   Mile	   River	  	  	  Mausoleum	  (District	  Name)	   One	   Day	   Return	  I’ve	  sailed	  a	  thousand	  miles	  for	  Jiangling	  in	  a	  day.	  
兩 岸 猿 聲 啼 不 住 Liang	   an	   yuan	   sheng	   ti	   bu	   zhu	  Two	   Shore	   Monkey	   Sound	   Bark	   Not	  	  	  	  	  Stay	  non-­‐stop	  With	  screams	  of	  monkeys	  still	  the	  riverbanks	  are	  loud,	  
輕 舟 已 過 萬 重 山 Qing	   Zhou	   yi	   guo	   wan	   chong	   shan	  Light	   Boat	   Already	   Pass	   Ten	  thousand	   Layer	   Mountain	  My	  skiff	  has	  left	  	  ten	  thousand	  mountains	  far	  far	  away.	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Tang	  Poems	  (1995),	  II.	  ‘Written	  on	  a	  rainy	  night’	  	  	  
李商隱 《夜雨寄北》 
 
君 問 歸 期 未 有 期， 
巴 山 夜 雨 漲 秋 池。 
何 當 共 剪 西 窗 燭， 
卻 話 巴 山 夜 雨 時？	  
Li	  Shangyin	  <Written	  on	  a	  Rainy	  Night>	  	  You	  ask	  me	  when	  I	  can	  come	  back	  but	  I	  don’t	  know,	  The	  pools	  of	  Bashan	  in	  autumn	  night	  with	  rain	  overflow.	  When	  by	  our	  window	  can	  we	  trim	  the	  wicks	  again	  And	  talk	  about	  this	  endless	  night	  and	  rain?	  	  	  
君 問 歸 期 未 有 期 
Jun wen	   gui	   qi	   wei	   you	   qi,	  
You Ask	   Return	   Date	   Not	   Have	   Date	  You	  ask	  me	  when	  I	  can	  come	  back	  but	  I	  don’t	  know,	  	  
巴 山 夜 雨 漲 秋 池 Ba	   shan	   ye	   yu	   zhang	   qiu	   chi	  Ba	  	  	  Mountain	   Night	   Rain	   Flood	   Autumn	   Pool	  The	  pools	  of	  Bashan	  in	  autumn	  night	  with	  rain	  overflow.	  	  
何 當 共 剪 西 窗 燭 He	   dang gong	   jian	   xi	   chuang	   zhu,	  When	   Can	   Together	   Cut	   West	   Window	   Candle	  When	  by	  our	  window	  can	  we	  trim	  the	  wicks	  again	  	  
卻 話 巴 山 夜 雨 時 Que	   hua	   ba	   shan	   ye	   yu	   shi	  But	   Talk	   Ba	  	  	  Mountain	   Night	   Rain	   Moment	  And	  talk	  about	  this	  endless	  night	  and	  rain?	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Tang	  Poems	  (1995),	  III.	  ‘Wild	  Grass’	  	  	   	  
白居 易 得古原草送別 
 
離 離 原 上 草， 
一 歲 一 枯 榮。 
野 火 燒 不 盡， 
春 風 吹 又 生。 
遠 芳 侵 古 道， 
晴 翠 接 荒 城。 
又 送 王 孫 去， 
萋 萋 滿 別 情。 
 
Bai	  Ju-­‐yi	  	  Wild	  grasses	  spreading	  over	  the	  plain	  With	  every	  season	  come	  and	  go.	  Heath	  fire	  can’t	  burn	  them	  up,	  again	  They	  rise	  when	  the	  vernal	  winds	  blow.	  Their	  scent	  o’erruns	  the	  old	  pathway;	  Their	  color	  covers	  the	  ruined	  town.	  Seeing	  my	  friend	  going	  away.	  My	  sorrow	  grows	  like	  wild	  grass	  o’ergrown.	  
	  	  	  
離 離 原 上 草 Li	   li	   yuan	   shang	   cao,	  Lush/Flourish	   Field	   On	   Grass	  Wild	  grasses	  spreading	  over	  the	  plain	  
一 歲 一 枯 榮 Yi	   sui	   yi	   ku	   rong.	  One	   Age	   One	   Wither	   Prosper	  With	  every	  season	  come	  and	  go.	  
野 火 燒 不 盡 Ye	   huo	   shao	   bu	   jin,	  Wild	   Fire	   Burn	   Not	   All/End	  Heath	  fire	  can’t	  burn	  them	  up,	  again	  
春 風 吹 又 生 Chun	   feng	   chui	   you	   sheng.	  Spring	   Wind	   Blow	   Again	   Grow	  They	  rise	  when	  the	  vernal	  winds	  blow.	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（cont.) 
遠 芳 侵 古 道 Yuan	   fang	   qin	   gu	   Dao	  Far	   Scent	   Invade	   Old	   Road	  Their	  scent	  o’erruns	  the	  old	  pathway;	  
晴 翠 接 荒 城 Qing	   cui	   jie	   huang	   cheng	  Sunny	   Green	   Take	   Ruined	   Castle	  Their	  color	  covers	  the	  ruined	  town.	  
又 送 王 孫 去 You	   song	   Wang	   sun	   qu	  Again	   Send	   King	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Grandson	  (noble	  friend)	   Go	  Seeing	  my	  friend	  going	  away.	  
萋 萋 滿 別 情 Qi	   qi	   man	   bie	   qing	  Fourish	   Full	   Depart	   Emotion	  My	  sorrow	  grows	  like	  wild	  grass	  o’ergrown.	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Tang	  Poems	  (1995),	  IV.	  ‘Monologue’	  
	  
	  
陳子昂 《登高州台歌》 
 
前不見古人， 
後不見來者。 
念天地之悠悠， 
獨愴然而涕下。 
 
Chen	  Zi-­‐ang	  <Monologue>	  	  Where	  are	  the	  sages	  of	  the	  past	  And	  those	  of	  future	  years?	  Sky	  and	  earth	  forever	  last,	  Lonely,	  I	  felt	  sad	  with	  running	  tears.	  
	  	  
前 不 見 古 人 	  Qian	   bu	   jian	   gu	   ren	   	  Front	   Not	   See	   Ancient	  	  	  	  Man	  (wise	  	  predecessor)	   	  Where	  are	  the	  sages	  of	  the	  past	  	  
後 不 見 來 者 	  Hou	   bu	   jian	   lai	   Zhe	   	  Behind	   Not	   See	   Come	  	  	  	  	  Person	  (successor)	   	  And	  those	  of	  future	  years?	  	  
念 天 地 之 悠 悠 Nian	   tian	   di	   zhi	   you	   you	  Think	   Sky	   Earth	   ‘s	   Far/Eternity	  Sky	  and	  earth	  forever	  last,	  	  
獨 愴 然 而 涕 下 Du	   chuang	   ran	   er	   ti	   xia	  Alone	   Sad/Melancholy	  	   And	   Cry	   Down	  Lonely,	  I	  felt	  sad	  with	  running	  tears.	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Spring	  Dreams	  (1997)	  
Knows	  You	  How	  Many	  Petals	  Fallings?	  (2001)	  	  	  
孟浩然 《春 曉》 
 
春 眠 不 覺 曉， 
處 處 聞 啼 鳥。 
夜 來 風 雨 聲， 
花 落 知 多 少。 
Meng	  Hao-­‐Ran	  <Spring	  dawn>	  	  Spring	  dreams	  unconscious	  of	  dawning,	  Not	  woke	  up	  til	  I	  hear	  birds	  singing;	  O	  night	  long	  wind	  and	  showers-­‐-­‐-­‐	  Know	  you	  how	  many	  petals	  falling?	  
 
春 眠 不 覺 曉 Chun	   mian	   bu	   jue	   xiao	  Spring	   Sleep	   Not	   Conscious	   Dawn	  Spring	  dreams	  unconscious	  of	  dawning.	  	  
處 處 聞 啼 鳥 Chu	   chu	   wen	   Ti	   niao	  Place	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Place	  (Everywhere)	   Hear	   Sing	   Bird	  Not	  woke	  up	  til	  I	  hear	  birds	  singing;	  	  
夜 來 風 雨 聲 Ye	   lai	   feng	   yu	   sheng	  Night	   Come	   Wind	   Rain	   Sound	  O	  night	  long	  wind	  and	  showers-­‐-­‐-­‐	  	  
花 落 知 多 少 Huo	   luo	   zhi	   duo	   shao	  Flower	   Fall	   Know	   How	  	  	  	  	  much	  Know	  you	  how	  many	  petals	  falling?	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Chinese	  Poems	  (1999),	  I.	  ‘Up	  the	  Crane	  Tower’	  	   	  
王之換《登鸛雀樓 》 
 
白 日 依 山 盡， 
黃 河 入 海 流。 
欲 窮 千 里 目， 
更 上 一 層 樓。	  
Wang	  Zhi-­‐huan	  <Up	  the	  Crane	  Tower>	  	  Pale	  sun	  on	  hill	  dies,	  Yellow	  River	  seaward	  flows,	  To	  view	  thousands	  miles,	  One	  more	  flight	  we	  go.	  	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
白 日 依 山 盡 Bai	   ri	   yi	   shan	   jin	  White	   Sun	   Lean	  on	   Mountain	   End	  Pale	  sun	  on	  hill	  dies,	  	  
黃 河 入 海 流 Huang	   he	   ru	   hai	   liu	  Yellow	   River	   Enter	   Sea	   Flow	  Yellow	  River	  seaward	  flows,	  	  
欲 窮 千 里 目 Yu	   qiong	   qian	   li	   mu	  Wish	   End/Limit	   Thousand	   Mile	   Sight	  To	  view	  thousands	  miles,	  	  
更 上 一 層 樓 Geng	   shang	   yi	   ceng	   lou	  More	   Up	   One	   Level	   Building	  One	  more	  flight	  we	  go.	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Chinese	  Poems	  (1999),	  II.	  ‘Picking	  the	  Seedpods	  of	  the	  Lotus’	  	  
江 南 可 採 蓮， 
蓮 葉 荷 田 田， 
魚 戲 蓮 葉 間。 
 
魚 戲 蓮 葉 東， 
魚 戲 蓮 葉 西， 
魚 戲 蓮 葉 南， 
魚 戲 蓮 葉 北。 
Picking	  the	  seedpods	  of	  the	  lotus	  in	  the	  south,	  O	  the	  flourishing	  lotus	  leaves,	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  in	  between.	  	  (refrains)	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  East,	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  West,	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  South,	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  North. 	  	  
江 南 可 採 蓮 Jiang	   nan	   ke	   cai	   lian	  River	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  South	  (district	  name)	   Can	   Pick	   Water	  Lily	  Picking	  the	  seedpods	  of	  the	  lotus	  in	  the	  south,	  
蓮 葉 荷 田 田 Lian	  	   Ye	  	   He	  	   Tian	  	   Tian	  Water	  Lily	   Leaves	   Lotus	   Farm	  Field	  (flourish)	  O	  the	  flourishing	  lotus	  leaves,	  
魚 戲 蓮 葉 間 yu	   xi	   Lian	   Ye	  	   jian	  Fish	   Play	   Water	  Lily	   Leaves	   Among	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  in	  between.	  
魚 戲 蓮 葉 東 Yu	   xi	   Lian	  	   ye	   dong	  Fish	   Play	   Water	  Lily	   Leaves	   East	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  East,	  
魚 戲 蓮 葉 西 Yu	   xi	   lian	   ye	   xi	  Fish	   Play	   Water	  Lily	   Leaves	   West	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  West,	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（cont.)	  
魚 戲 蓮 葉 南 Yu	  	   xi	   lian	   ye	   Nan	  Fish	   Play	   Water	  Lily	   Leaves	   South	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  South,	  
魚 戲 蓮 葉 北 Yu	   xi	   lian	   ye	   bei	  Fish	   Play	   Water	  Lily	   Leaves	   North	  The	  fishes	  are	  playing	  North.	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Chinese	  Poems	  (1999),	  III.	  ‘Night	  Thoughts’	  	   	  
李白《夜思》 
 
床前 明月光， 
疑是 地上霜， 
舉頭 望明月， 
底頭 思故鄉。 
 
Li	  Po	  <Night	  Thoughts>	  	  On	  couch	  bright	  moon	  shone,	  Thought	  frost	  on	  ground	  foamed,	  Raised	  head	  facing	  bright	  moon,	  Lowered	  head	  dreaming	  of	  home.	  
	  
床 前 明 月 光 Chuang	   Qian	   Ming	   Yue	   Guang	  Bed	   Front	   Bright	   Moon	   Light	  On	  couch	  bright	  moon	  shone,	  	  
疑 是 地 上 霜 Yi	   Shi	   Di	   Shang	   Shuang	  Suspect	   Is	   Ground	   Up	   Frost	  Thought	  frost	  on	  ground	  foamed,	  	  
舉 頭 望 明 月 Ju	   Tou	   Wang	   Ming	   Yue	  Raise	   Head	   Look	   Bright	   Moon	  Raised	  head	  facing	  bright	  moon,	  	  
底 頭 思 故 鄉 Di	   Tou	   Si	   Gu	   Xiang	  Lower	   Head	   Think	   Old	   Home	  Village	  Lowered	  head	  dreaming	  of	  home.	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Chinese	  Poems	  (1999),	  IV.	  ‘Chile	  Song’	  	  
《 敕勒歌》 
 
敕勒川，陰山下。 
天似穹盧， 籠蓋四野。 
天蒼蒼， 野茫茫， 
風吹草低見牛羊。 
Chile	  Song	  	  (Ancient	  folk	  song	  of	  Chile	  minority	  in	  the	  north)	  	  The	  Chile	  plains,	  Under	  the	  mount	  Yin.	  The	  qionglu-­‐like	  sky,	  Above	  the	  open	  ground.	  Vast	  is	  the	  sky,	  Boundless	  the	  wilds,	  See	  the	  beasts	  of	  burden	  on	  the	  wind	  swept	  grass.	  	  	  	  
敕  勒 川  陰 山 下 	  Ji	   Le	   Chuan	   	   Yin	   Shan	   xia	   	  plains	   Le	  	  	  	  	  	  	  River	  (place)	   	   Yin	  	  	  	  	  Mountain	  (place)	   down	   	  The	  Chile	  plains,	  Under	  the	  mount	  Yin.	  	  
天 似 穹 盧 籠 蓋 四 野 Tian	   si	   qiong	   lu	   Long	   gai	   si	   ye	  Sky	   Similar	   Arched	  	  	  	  	  	  Tent	  (Mongolian	  Tent)	   Surround	   Cover	   Four	   Wild	  The	  qionglu-­‐like	  sky,	  Above	  the	  open	  ground.	  	  
天 蒼 蒼  野 茫 茫 	  Tian	   cang	   cang	   	   Ye	   Mang	   Mang	   	  Sky	   Dark	  	  Blue	  (Vast)	   	   Wild	   Vague	  	  	  	  	  Vague	  (Boundless)	   	  Vast	  is	  the	  sky,	  Boundless	  the	  wilds,	  	  
風 吹 草 低 見 牛 羊 	  feng	   chui	   cao	   di	   jian	   niu	   yang	   	  Wind	   Blow	   Grass	   Low	   See	   Cow	   Sheep	   	  See	  the	  beasts	  of	  burden	  on	  the	  wind	  swept	  grass.	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Chinese	  Poems	  (1999),	  V.	  ‘The	  Cataract	  of	  Mount	  Lu’	  	  	  	  
李白《望盧山瀑布》 
 
日照 香盧  生紫煙， 
遙看 瀑布  掛前川。 
飛流 直下  三千尺， 
疑是 銀河  落九天。 
 
Li	  Po	  <The	  Cataract	  of	  Mount	  Lu>	  	  In	  the	  warm	  sunlight,	  the	  purple	  smokes	  rising	  from	  the	  Censer	  Peak,	  In	  the	  distance,	  the	  cataract	  hanging	  between	  the	  gorges.	  The	  flying	  torrent	  drops	  straight	  down	  three	  thousand	  feet,	  I	  wonder	  if	  it	  were	  the	  Milky	  Way	  falling	  from	  the	  Ninth	  Heaven!	  	  	  	  	  
日 照 香 爐 生 紫 煙 Ri	   zhao	   xiang	   lu	   sheng	   zi	   yan	  Sun	   Shine	   Scent	   Hearth	   Born	   Purple	   Smoke	  In	  the	  warm	  sunlight,	  the	  purple	  smokes	  rising	  from	  the	  Censer	  Peak,	  
遙 看 瀑 布 掛 前 川 Yao	   kan	   Pu	   Bu	   gua	   Qian	   Chuan	  Far	   Look	   Waterfall	   Cloth	   Hang	   Front	   River	  In	  the	  distance,	  the	  cataract	  hanging	  between	  the	  gorges.	  
飛 流 直 下 三 千 尺 Fei	   Liu	   Zhi	   Xia	   San	   Qian	   Chi	  Fly	   Flow	   Straight	   Down	   Three	   Thousand	   Feet	  The	  flying	  torrent	  drops	  straight	  down	  three	  thousand	  feet,	  
疑 是 銀 河 落 九 天 Yi	   shi	   yin	   he	   luo	   jiu	   tian	  Suspect	   is	   Silver	   River	   Fall	   Nine	   Sky/	  Heaven	  I	  wonder	  if	  it	  were	  the	  Milky	  Way	  falling	  from	  the	  Ninth	  Heaven!	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To	  the	  New	  Millennium	  (2001),	  I.	  	  ‘Happy	  Rain	  on	  a	  Spring	  Night’	  
Spring	  Rain	  (2010)	  
With	  Flower	  Blooming	  (2010)	  	   	  	  
杜甫 《春夜喜雨》 
 
好雨 知時節，當春 乃發生。 
隨風 潛入夜，潤物 細無聲。 
野徑 雲俱黑，江船 火獨明。 
曉看 紅濕處，花重 錦官城。	  
Du	  Fu	  <Happy	  Rain	  on	  a	  Spring	  Night>	  	  Happy	  rain	  comes	  in	  a	  time,	  	  When	  spring	  is	  in	  its	  prime.	  With	  night	  breeze	  it	  will	  fall,	  And	  quietly	  moisten	  all.	  Clouds	  darken	  wild	  roads,	  Light	  brightens	  a	  little	  boat.	  Saturated	  at	  dawn,	  With	  flowers	  blooming	  in	  the	  town.	  	  	  	  	  
好 雨 知 時 節 Hao	   yu	   zhi	   shi	   jie	  Good	   Rain	   Know	   Time	   Season	  Happy	  rain	  comes	  in	  a	  time,	  	  	  
當 春 乃 發 生 Dang	   chun	   nai	   fa	   sheng	  At	   Spring	   Thus	   Develop	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Born	  (Happen)	  When	  spring	  is	  in	  its	  prime.	  	  
隨 風 潛 入 夜 Sui	   feng qian	   ru	   ye	  Follow	   Wind	   Stealthy	   In	   Night	  With	  night	  breeze	  it	  will	  fall,	  	  
潤 物 細 無 聲 Run	  	   wu	   xi	   wu	   sheng	  Moisten	   Things	   Little	   No	   Sound	  And	  quietly	  moisten	  all.	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（cont.) 
野 徑 雲 俱 黑 Ye	   jing	   yun	   ju	   hei	  Wild	   Path	   Cloud	   Both	   Black	  Clouds	  darken	  wild	  roads,	  	  
江 船 火 獨 明 Jiang	   chuan	   huo	   du	   ming	  River	   Boat	   Fire	   Only	   Bright	  Light	  brightens	  a	  little	  boat.	  	  
曉 看 紅 濕 處 Xiao	   kan	   hong	   shi	   chu	  Dawn	   See	   Red	   Moist	   Place	  Saturated	  at	  dawn,	  	  
花 重 錦 官 城 Hua	   zhong	   jing	   guan	   Cheng	  Flower	   Heavy	   Brocade	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Official	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  City	  (Chengdu	  City)	  With	  flowers	  blooming	  in	  the	  town.	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To	  the	  New	  Millennium	  (2001),	  II.	  ‘Love	  Seeds’	  	  
王維 《紅豆》 
 
紅豆 生南國， 
春來 發幾枝。 
願君 多採擷， 
此物 最相思。 
Wang	  Wei	  	  <Love	  Seeds>	  	  Red	  berries	  grow	  in	  the	  southern	  land,	  Buds	  appear	  in	  spring	  on	  the	  trees;	  Gather	  them	  more	  and	  more	  in	  your	  apron,	  They	  are	  the	  best	  for	  reviving	  fond	  memories.	  	  	  	  
紅 豆 生 南 國 
Hong  dou	   sheng	   nan	   guo	  Red	   Bean	   Born	   South	   Country	  Red	  berries	  grow	  in	  the	  southern	  land,	  	  	  
春 來 發 幾 枝 Chun	   lai	   fa	   ji	   zhi	  Spring	   Come	   Grow	   Several	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Twig	  (	  how	  many	  twigs?)	  Buds	  appear	  in	  spring	  on	  the	  trees;	  	  
願 君 多 採 擷 Yuan	   jun	   duo	   cai	   xie	  Wish	   Monsieur	   More	   Pick	   Collect	  Gather	  them	  more	  and	  more	  in	  your	  apron,	  	  
此 物 最 相 思 Ci	   wu	   zui	   xiang	   si	  This	   Thing	   Most	   Mutual	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Think	  (lovesickness)	  They	  are	  the	  best	  for	  reviving	  fond	  memories.	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To	  the	  New	  Millennium	  (2001),	  III.	  ‘Looking	  at	  the	  Sea’	  
Looking	  at	  the	  Sea	  (2006)	  	  	  
曹操《觀滄海》 
 
東臨碣石，以觀滄海。 
水何澹澹，山島竦峙。 
 
 
樹木聚生，百草豐茂。 
秋風蕭瑟，洪波湧起。 
 
 
 
日月之行，若出其中﹔ 
星漢燦爛，若出其裏。 
 
 
 
幸甚至哉！歌以詠志。 
Cao	  Cao	  <Looking	  at	  the	  Sea>	  	  Up	  to	  the	  Stony	  hill	  on	  the	  eastern	  shore,	  I	  am	  looking	  at	  the	  boundless	  sea.	  The	  water	  is	  running	  calm,	  And	  islands	  stand	  in	  between.	  	  Tree	  on	  tree	  grows	  from	  peak	  to	  peak;	  Grass	  on	  grass	  looks	  lush	  layer	  upon	  layer,	  When	  the	  autumn	  wind	  blows	  dreary	  and	  bleak;	  The	  waves	  surge	  up	  greater	  and	  greater.	  	  The	  sun	  by	  day,	  the	  moon	  by	  night,	  Appear	  to	  rise	  up	  from	  the	  deep.	  The	  Milky	  Way	  with	  stars	  looks	  so	  bright,	  It	  comes	  out	  all	  the	  way	  from	  the	  sea.	  	  How	  happy	  I	  feel	  at	  this	  scene!	  Ode	  to	  the	  sea	  that	  symbolizes	  my	  ideal.	  	  	  	  
東 臨 碣 石， 以 觀 滄 海。 Dong	   lin	   jie	   Shi	   Yi	   guan	   cang	   Hai	  East	   Arrive	   Shore	   Stone	   For	   Looking	   Boundless	   Sea	  Up	  to	  the	  Stony	  hill	  on	  the	  eastern	  shore,	  I	  am	  looking	  at	  the	  boundless	  sea.	  
水 何 澹 澹， 山 島 竦 峙。 Shui	   he	   dan	   Dan	   Shan	   dao	   song	   zhi	  Water	   How	   peaceful	   peaceful	   Mountain	   Island	   Rise	   Peak	  The	  water	  is	  running	  calm,	  And	  islands	  stand	  in	  between.	  
樹 木 聚 生， 百 草 豐 茂。 Shu	   mu	   cong	   sheng	   Bai	   cao	   feng	   mao	  Tree	   Wood	   Together	   Grow	   Hundred	   Grass	   abundant	   luxuriant	  Tree	  on	  tree	  grows	  from	  peak	  to	  peak;	  	  Grass	  on	  grass	  looks	  lush	  layer	  upon	  layer,	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（cont.) 
秋 風 蕭 瑟， 洪 波 湧 起。 Qui	   feng	   xiao	   se	   Hong	   bo	   yong	   Qi	  Autumn	   Wind	   Blow	   bleak	   Flood	   Wave	   Surge	   Up	  When	  the	  autumn	  wind	  blows	  dreary	  and	  bleak;	  	  The	  waves	  surge	  up	  greater	  and	  greater.	  
日 月 之 行， 若 出 其 中﹔ Ri	   yue	   zhi	   xing	   Ruo	   chu	   qi	   zhong	  Day	   Moon	   ‘s	   Travel/path	   If	   Come	  out	   its	   Middle/Inside	  The	  sun	  by	  day,	  the	  moon	  by	  night,	  	  Appear	  to	  rise	  up	  from	  the	  deep.	  
星 漢 燦 爛， 若 出 其 裏。 Xing	   han	   can	   lan	   Ruo	   chu	   qi	   li	  Stars	   Way	   Shiny	   Bright	   If	   Come	  out	   its	   Inside	  The	  Milky	  Way	  with	  stars	  looks	  so	  bright,	  It	  comes	  out	  all	  the	  way	  from	  the	  sea.	  
幸 甚 至 哉！ 歌 以 詠 志。 Xing	   shen	   zhi	   zai	   Ge	   yi	   yong	   zhi	  Lucky	   very	   most	   Ah!	  	   Song	   to	   Sing	   Ideal/Wish	  How	  happy	  I	  feel	  at	  this	  scene!	  	  Ode	  to	  the	  sea	  that	  symbolizes	  my	  ideal.	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Landscape	  (2003) 
	  	  
 
 
 
 
	  
	  
	  
蘇東坡 < 山水> 
 
黑 雲  翻 墨   未 遮 山， 
白 雨  跳 珠   亂 入 船。 
卷 地  風 來    忽 吹 散， 
望 湖  樓 下   水 如 天。 
 
Su	  Dong-­‐Po	  <Landscape>	  
 Like	  spilt	  ink,	  dark	  clouds	  spread	  over	  the	  hills,	  Raindrops	  in	  the	  boat	  are	  like	  bouncing	  pearls	  A	  sudden	  rolling	  gale	  comes	  and	  dispels	  them	  Below	  the	  Lake	  Pavilion,	  sky-­‐mirrored	  water	  is	  quiet.	  
 
黑 雲 翻 墨 未 遮 山 Hei	   yun	   fan	   mo	   wei	   zhe	   shan	  Black	   Cloud	   Turn	  Over	   Ink	   Not	   Cover	   Mountain	  Like	  split	  ink,	  dark	  clouds	  spread	  over	  the	  hills,	  	  
白 雨 跳 珠 亂 入 船 bai	   yu	   tiao	   zhu	   luan	   Ru	   Chuan	  White	   Rain	   Jump	   Droplet	   Random	   Enter	   Boat	  Raindrops	  in	  the	  boat	  are	  like	  bouncing	  pearls.	  	  
卷 地 風 來 忽 吹 散 Juan	   di	   feng	   lai	   hu	   chui	   San	  Swirl	   Ground	   Wind	   Come	   Sudden	   Blow	   Dismiss	  A	  sudden	  rolling	  gale	  comes	  and	  dispels	  them,	  	  
望 湖 樓 下 水 如 天 wang	   hu	   lou	   xia	   shui	   Ru	   tian	  Watch	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lake	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Building	   Below	   Water	   Like	   Sky	  Below	  the	  Lake	  Pavilion,	  sky-­‐mirrored	  water	  is	  quiet.	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The	  West	  Lake	  (2003)	  
 	  	  
	  
 	  	  	  	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  
蘇東坡 《西湖》 
 
水光瀲灔晴方好； 
山色空濛雨亦奇。 
欲把西湖比西子； 
淡妝濃抹總相宜。 
Su Dong-Po <The West Lake> 
 
The brimming waves, the sunny day, 
The dimming hills, the rainy haze. 
The West Lake as the Beauty Xizi, 
Whether she is adorned richly or plainly. 
 
水   光 瀲 灔 晴 方 好 Shui	   Guang	   Lian	   Yan	   Qing	   Fang	   Hao;	  Water	   Light	   Ripple	   Waves	   Sunny	   Just	   Good	  Shimmering	  ripples	  look	  fine	  in	  a	  sunny	  day,	  	  
山 色 空 濛 雨 亦 奇 Shan	   Se	   Kong	   Meng	   Yu	   Yi	   Qi	  Hill	   Color	   Empty	   Blurry	   Rain	   Also	   Marvel	  The	  foggy	  wilderness	  hills	  are	  also	  marvelous	  in	  the	  rain.	  	  
欲 把 西 湖 比 西 子 Yu	   Ba	   Xi	   hu	   bi	   xi	   Zi	  Want	   To	   West	   Lake	   Compare	   Xi	  	  	  	  	  Zi	  If	  to	  compare	  West	  Lake	  with	  the	  beautiful	  Xizi,	  	  
淡 妝 濃 抹 總 相 宜 Dan	  	   zhuang	   nong	   mo	   zong	   xiang	   yi	  Plain	   Cosmetic	   Rich	   Make-­‐up	   Always	   Both	   Suitable	  They	  are	  both	  fine	  to	  adore	  plainly	  or	  richly.	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Xuan	  (2001)	  	  	  	  
老子《道德經》	  	  
道可道	  ,	  
非常道。	  	  
名可名	  ,	  
非常名。	  	  
無名天地之始,	  
有名萬物之母。	  	  
故常無欲.	  
以觀其妙。	  	  
常有欲,	  
以觀其徼。	  	  
此兩者同出而異名，	  	  
同謂之玄	  
玄之又玄,	  
眾妙之門。	  
Lao	  Zi	  <Dao	  de	  jing>	  (Chapter	  1-­‐3)	  	  The	  Dao	  that	  can	  be	  explained,	  Is	  not	  the	  Dao	  of	  the	  eternal.	  	  The	  name	  that	  can	  be	  named,	  Is	  not	  the	  name	  of	  the	  eternal.	  	  The	  nameless	  originated	  Heaven	  and	  Earth.	  The	  named	  is	  the	  Mother	  of	  All	  Things.	  	  Thus,	  without	  expectation.	  One	  will	  always	  perceive	  the	  subtlety;	  	  And	  with	  expectation,	  One	  will	  always	  perceive	  the	  boundary.	  	  	  These	  two	  have	  different	  names,	  Yet	  their	  source	  is	  the	  same.	  	  Together	  they	  are	  called	  profound,	  Profound	  and	  mysterious,	  The	  gateway	  to	  the	  Collective	  Subtlety.	  	  	  
道	   可	   道	   非	   常	   道	  Dao	   ke	   dao	   fei	   chang	   dao	  Path	   Can	  be	   Explain	   Not	   Usual/Always	   Path	  The	  Dao	  that	  can	  be	  explained,	  Is	  not	  the	  Dao	  of	  the	  Eternal.	  	  
名	   可	   名	   非	   常	   名	  Ming	   ke	   ming	   fei	   chang	   Ming	  Name	   Can	  be	   Name	   Not	   Usual/Always	   Name	  The	  name	  that	  can	  be	  named,	  Is	  not	  the	  name	  of	  the	  Eternal.	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（cont.) 
無	   名	   天	   地	   之	   始	  Wu	   ming	   tian	   di	   zhi	   Shi	  Without	   Name	   Heaven	   Earth	   ‘s	   Originate	  The	  nameless	  originated	  Heaven	  and	  Earth.	  
有	   名	   萬	   物	   之	   母	  you	   ming	   wan	   wu	   zhi	   Mu	  Have	   Name	   Millions	   Things	   ‘s	   Mother	  The	  named	  is	  the	  Mother	  of	  All	  Things.	  
故	   常	   無	   欲	  gu	   chang	   wu	   Yu	  Therefore	   Always	   Without	   Desire/expectation	  Thus,	  Without	  expectation.	  
以	   觀	   其	   妙	  yi	   guan	   qi	   miao	  to	   Observe	   its	   Magical	  subtlety	  One	  will	  always	  perceive	  the	  subtlety;	  	  
常	   有	   欲	  chang	   you	   yu	  Always	   Have	   Expectation/	  desire	  And,	  with	  expectation,	  	  
以	   觀	   其	   徼	  yi	   guan	   qi	   jiao	  to	   Observe/perceive	   its	   Boundary	  One	  will	  always	  perceive	  the	  boundary.	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（cont.) 
此	   兩	   者	  ci	   liang	   zhe	  That	   Two	   People/Thing	  These	  two….	  	  
同	   出	   而	   異	   名	  tong	   chu	   er	   yi	   ming	  Same	   From/	  Out	   but	   Different	   Name	  have	  different	  names,	  Yet	  their	  source	  is	  the	  same.	  
同	   謂	   之	   玄	  tong	   wei	   zhi	   xuan	  Same	   Called	   ‘s	   Mysterious/	  Profound	  Together	  they	  are	  called	  profound.	  
玄	   之	   又	   玄	  xuang	   zhi	   you	   Xuan	  Profound/	  Mysterious	   ‘s	   And	   Mysterious/	  Profound	  Profound	  and	  Mysterious	  
眾	   妙	   之	   門	  zhong	   miao	   zhi	   men	  All	   Miracle/Subtlety	   ‘s	   Door/	  Gateway	  The	  gateway	  to	  the	  Collective	  Subtelty.	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